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BILLIONS FOR AUTOS

And The United States Leads the
World in Great Motor Race.

LOOK

LISTEN

PREVENT BEING

KILLED
BY ONCOMING TRAIN
14-26

OREL E. DAVIES
OPTOMETRIST
If you need Glasses. I will guar
antee satisfaction; if you do not
need them I will tell you so.

301 Main St., Opp Park St.
13-tf

THE WESTERN TRAIL

‘•COMMON THINGS”

•Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
| One of the city's most vexing i
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
In the House Tuesday White of
Tlie Rockland Gazette was established in , problems and Insidious menaces was Bowdoinham introduced an act to
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. tackled squarely Tuesday night by provide for the building of a bridge
The Free ITess was established In 1855, and 10 earnest citizens assembled in the across the Kennebec river between
In 181)1 changed Its name to the Tribune.
! Mayor's oflice. The question under Richmond and Dresden.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

The world spent $3,300,000,000 last
year for automobiles und motor cy
cles, the Commerce Department es
timated In a Statement made pub
lic Monday on the basis of an aver
age cost of $1,000 each for automo
biles and $300 for motorcycles.
A survey of the world motor In
dustry showed, the department said,
that the United States now has 84
percent of all passenger
automo
biles, 7 4 percent of alll motor trucks,
and 11 percent of all motorcycles.
Combining passenger
cars and
trucks in one class, this country has
82.5 percent of all the world’s mo
tor vehicles, 18,615,000 passenger
cars. 2,892,000 trucks and 1,262,006
motorcycles.

STOP

Richmond bridge

Volume 80............... Number 16.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Committee of Ten Learned Bill Introduced Tuesday For Nature Lovers Discuss Ci
About Garbage — Want
Structure Between That
cada, Pink Blueberries and
An Incinerator.
Hummingbirds.
Town and Dresden.

ALL THE HOME NEWS

At Rockland Garage
PARK STREET,

ALL talked rubbish

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, February 5, 1925.

GOOD

NEWS

FOR

CAMDEN

Owners of Seabright Mill Announce Intention of
Doubling the Plant—Power Being Installed.

Rockland Man Visits Grand
Canyon and Is Now At
Riverside.

Riverside, Calif., Jan. 25.
Cicada and Pink Blueberries
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette: —
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The Grand Canyon must lie seen to
If your correspondent who desires
he appreciated, as no description,
information .is to the queer singing
In
view
of
plans
for
increasing
its
operating
facilities
painting or set of photos, does it
“bug," will consult the Encyclopae
the Seabright Woven Felt Company of Camden has con
justice. Tlie El Tovar hotel is sitdia Britannica or Webscter's New
The act authorizes the State High Standard dictionary, under the head
I uated on the very rim of the-Canyon
tracted with the Central Maine Power Company for 150
| discussion was the collection and way Commission to locate a bridge
and from the parapet one ran see
disposal of garbage and rubbish to he known as the "Maine Kenne ing “Cicada,” she will obtain the
horse power.
the Colorado ri-er about a mile be
which has grown in Importance with bec Bridge" across the Kennebec information desired, partly as fol
low. It looks like a small brook so
The Seabright Company recently received a vote from
every passing year.
river from a point in Richmond not iates:
I great Is the distance. The manage
the town of Camden providing for seven years’ exemption
The present situation was dis exceeding €50 feet north of the pres Cicadas arc chiefly remarkable for
ment infs provided ample facilities
cussed formally with its lack of ent public ferry landing to a point i me shrill song ot tlie males, which
from taxation of any expansion the company undertakes.
for visiting places of interest. There
organized collection and the result on the Dresden shore not exceeding j in some cases may he heard at a
Immediately the Frank E. Page Co. of Boston, which
are automobile roads along The brink
distance of a quar
of a, mile or
ing unhappy city wide condition in 700 feet north of tlie ferry landing.
j of the Canyon, also foot paths and
more The vocal organs, of which
owns and operates the Seabright plant, announced its in
the summer. The odoriferous sub
The State Highway Commission |
til-idle paths. The muleback trips to
tention of doubling the capacity of the'mill.
ject of the city dump was considered issued by the State of Maine for a ' there is a pair in tlie thorax, pro
tlie river, l'ermlt Cabins, and Phan
and the faot faced that in two year's period not exceeding 40 years, to the tected by an opercular plate, are
tom Ranch require from one to fivo
The Camden plant has been in operation for 20 years.
time the present dump would he Maine Central Railroad Co., or to I quite unlike the sounding organs of
days.
Its power has been derived to date from a steam plant
filled and a new site needed. The any other public utility, under sue i other insects. Each consists in es
Bright Angel trail is the most
dumping of vegetable and animal terms and conditions as they may sence of a tightly stretched mem
and the mill stream, which is now useless due to low water
popular and on the second day of
matter has proven unpleasant at- the prescrilie.the right to use a poi'.icnl brane or drum which is thrown into
conditions. Because a higher type of labor is available at
louiA-isit n party of 11, seven women
present plant In spite of utmost care, of .he bridge and its approaches for] a state of rapid vibration by a pow
1 and four men descended the trail to
Camden than in southern factories this plant has been en
and it was the opinion of the com the purpose of laying tracks and tpr' erful muscle attached to its inner
the river. I walked down a short
gaged in toanu factoring felt specialties of high grade.
mittee that only clean fill, i. e. ashes the passage of trains over the bridge, j surface and passing thence downdistance and tills was enough for
and dirt, could be permitted at the The highway commission mpy apply j wards to the floor ot the thoracic
1 me. in the evening several of these
The contract,with Central Maine Power Company calls
next dumping lot, particularly if It to the National Bureau of Public cavity."
trips were illustrated in the music
There! Get it?
for the motors installed and tlie short line extension ready
is the Ward 3 location at the foot of Roads for an appropriation to as
room bj’ many pictures and ex
this week. Supt. Blodgett of the Rockland District anil
Talbot avenue where a project of a sist In the construction of the high- ! As to the pink blueberries: While
plained by a brief lecture Wc took
nil for a city park has been under way portion of the bridge and an> ; It is true that the vast majority of
a crew of lineman are making the connection, 'flic Sea
the 16 mile auto ride along the rim,
these berries are blue and derive
consideration for years.
funds received shall lie used either in j
bright Company will utilize the new power in the present
stopping at Hopi Point, Hermit's
The several methods, of garbage , its construction or in •etirlng bonds their common name from that fact,
Rest and other places of interest.
plant pending contemplation of doubling its operating ca
anU rubbish collection were inven issued by the State if Maine tor I it is also true that the ripened ber
] Owing to the high altitude (7050
ries vary in color. Rome arc white,
pacity
shortly.
jt-oried—municipal collection under such construction.
feet) I noticed quite a difference in
, I some are pink, some red, and still
direction of the Health Officer; indiThe State treasurer is empowered
1
,
j
the air, an 1 did not have my usual
r..n.Pll„n
othp,s
a
dee
I>
b,Hck
'
AH
:
“
P
trUP
. vidual regulation, each householder to issue bonds for tile m
construction'
I “pep "
I responsible; licensed collection by of the bridge. If assistance is not blueberries, belonging in our locality was clasping the bush tightly, with
There is a reproduction of the
THE WORLD’S END
regular collectors and straight con secured from the National Bureau of Io, one of the following species: his hill sitretched upward close to
1 dwellings of the Hopi Indians near
tract work. All have their merits Public Roads, the bridge Khali he a Viccinlum pennsylvanlcum, V. can- the stem. He was so benumbed with
e„l__ ] 1 j r t
> the hotel. Here we saw exhibitions
adense, or V. vacillans. The huckleand will he considered.
State toll bridge until the revenue
cold that he made no attempt to fly S Scheduled ror lomorrow, of their handicraft, the women enThe problem of disposal seemed to therefrom shall amount to a sum berry, which |s ordinarily black, also as I broke off the bush and carried
But We Are All From Mis- i Baged
1,1 we*vln* ,’lanKe,s- “"<* ‘ho
be even more important however. sufficient to retire the bonds, at j has black and white fi rms.
him into the house where the warm
men making pottery ware. These
With the city located on the coast which time the highway portion of I The lady's “two-legged snake” air revived himSOUn,
' Indians also execute their Buffalo,
i the thought of scowage naturally the bridge will be open to public ] wits some sort of an amphibian. In
He gave a faint squeak, like the
____
i Eagle and War dance each day.
1 the southern states there is a critter
came first. This is done according 5 [rave[
squeaking of a boot. I laid him on
We should worry '
! They are not as superstitious as the
:
corresponding
to
her
description
majority of the
! to statistics by
If the highway commission is un
a paper, placed a dish with sugar and
All about this talk about the world 'Apacl,es and for a sma” coml,enf,aeoast cities, not because It is best. able to arrange with the Maine Cen called a “siren" but it is confined to water close by, put a sieve over
tlon, 1 was permitted by the mother
i hut because it is the cheapest. The tral Railroad Co., for its use of the those states. However, there may him and watched. In a few minutes coming to an end tomorrow is pure
to take a photo of a Hop! boy and
system has a few defects. New bridge and iiayment therefor of an be a northern species.
he began to flutter about. I lifted tommy-rot. “Nuts" have predicted girl. The leader or chief who in
The proper way to obtain informa
: York contracted to have her garbage annual rental of at least $30,000, or
the sieve, when he flew to a window,
terpreted the dances was educated.
scows dumped 25 miles at sea, but to arrange with the railroad to as tion is to enquire of those who know. v.hicli I opened, and he flew away. such an occurrence time and again,
found them dumped at the five mile ] sume and pay one-half the cost of Somebody knows everything. 1 think He was a beautiful ruhy throated but the sphere Inis never ceased re- ! KP°ko perfect English and had a
pleasing personality.
limit instead to the detriment of the construction and maintenance of the a letter of inquiry to the Boston So- humming bird, such as we delight to volvlng, and we'll wager a year’s
Our next stop after leaving the
„ „
ciety of Natural History, giving full- sec flitting from flower to flower.
subscription to The Courier-Gazette
Long Island beaches. Boston has ,bridee and...
its
approaches,
the
com.
,
,
.
.,
.
oriufcv
> ■
11
est possible data, would produce re
against a plugged nickel that it will Grand Canyon was at San Bernadumped hers in the outer hay for mission shall erect a highway bridge
L. E. W.
'
Cacl
dino, Calif., and here we were met
still lie on the Job after Feb. 6.
, years. One advantage is a saving in j with sufficient roadway for teams, suits.
Rockland, Feb. 4.
Matinicus, Fell. 4.
It all started some time back with by an automobile for the 12-mile
fog and lighthouse expense because trucks,- automotiiles and persons on
] ride to Riverside. The most interno sailor needs any other index of foot ut a cost not to exceed $550,600.
Inlaid Linoleums at only $1.50 per the making known of a vision of | esting thing in this city seems to be
Pink Blueberries and Hummingbirds
Mrs.
Margaret
W.
Rowen
of
Califor

location than his nose for miles,
square yard this week at Stud-ley's,
Section 10 of the act states that it
nia, high priestess of a cult calling j the Glenwood Mission Inn. It occu
around the dumping location. In- ] shall not take effect until it shall Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette: —
j —adv.
themselves Reformed Seventh-Day pies an entire block and is In a class
1 have been much interested in —
cineration seemed to lie in greatest have been determined by the State
Adventists, and known loosely as by itself, as it is entirely different
favor and to he most economical in Highway Commission that the en Mrs. Veazie’s articles on nature
I from any other hotel. The lobby
Rowenitee. Quoth she:
the long run. Several locations were' tire cost to the State of construction study. -Pink blueberries recall to
“On the 23d day of July of the year lias Mission furniture, large beamed
given tentative discussion and will anil equipment of a combination mind tho time years ago, when I had
1919, I was shown that God began | ceilings, inglenooks and huge fire
be investigated.
railroad and highway bridge and its filled my pail and was attracted by
the work of Judgment upon those places. Tile furnishings and decor
The work was divided into three ] approaches shall not exceed $1.060,-! something white at the loot of an
ations of the different rooms have
who
are now living on the earth.
parts—survey, ipreliminary ground 000- nor in case cf the erection of a | old birch tree, a small knoll covered
been worked out in perfect harmony.
"Thus
saith
the
Lord,
probation
work, estimates of quantities, etc., j highway bridge alone, until it shall with white berries, which proved to
will close Fell. 6. 1924. Jesus will In the music room there Is a Cathe
with Dr. A. W. Foss. Dr. N. A. Fogg have been determined by the com- he blueberries, I took some home
dral organ, beautiful art glass win
return to earth Feb. 6, 1925."
a’nd G. W. Bachelder. Ways and ! mission that the entire cost to ihe "here they were thought to lie not
—At—
Followers ot Mrs. Roweti In vari dows, heavy carved oak stalls, val
Means—to investigate methods of | State of such construction and equip- ! ripe, or'some other kind of berry,
ous parts of the country, most of uable paintings, old flags, banners
] collection, costs, incinerator, costs, ment shall not exceed the sum of notwithstanding their taste and
TOWN HALL, UNION
them being in Los Angeles, are re and knightly armour. This room is
sweetness. 1 visited the spot the
location, .!. M. Richardson, II. H. $550,000.
ported to lie awaiting the end of the also used us an assembly hail for
next day, examined closely and found
Hanscom. It. I’. Blodgett, ord*world on Friday with implicit con concerts and conventions, and for
them tn be real blueberry bushes of
nance—the making of the proposi
fidence, whilo in the meantime, sonio holding the inn dances.
the low variety, with large and small
tion legal. W. H. Butler, M. E. WotAdjoining is the Cloister Art Shop
of them are disposing of their world
berries, as in all other kinds of
ton. G. W. Roberts.
The Rotary i
Given By
ly possessions. A group of persons which contains crosses, banners, ro
fruit. I picked nearly a pint, and
j Club, City Club, Chamber o' Com-j
Senior Class of U. H. S. in New York City and on Long Is saries, souvenirs and bric-a-brac.
also a few of the stems with the
merce and City Council are cooper- '
land are reported as preparing to The art gallery contains a large
nting in 'he movement with Mayor ]
leaves and l»erries, and brought them
Music By
journey to the top of a hill at Pott Collection of paintings and tapestries,
home, where they proved to he quite
Snow as general chairman and E. W.
Jefferson early Friday morning, in the Garden of Bells is the oldest
a curiosity. 1 wondered if the fact
MacDonald as secretary. Weekly
Walsh’s Orchestra
there to await the second com dated bell In existence hearing the
of their having grown so near to the j
1 meetings will be in order until the
ing of Christ. They further expect year 1258. The wedding chapel is
Don't miss tho Best Dance of tho
old white birch tree, had any influ
project is in shape to hand over to
to be transported in the flesh from used for the celebration of wed
Month
ence in producing their pearly
the City Council.
all .parts of the country to Holly dings. There are many balconies
whiteness. My find was in South
GENTS 50c.
LADIES 15c
and towers from which one can look
wood, Calif.
Thomaston, on the George’s River
Mrs. Rowen is sahl -to have made down on the Spanish Patio and the
road where I used to sj>end vacations.
a number of prophesies us to expect outer court with its flowers, palms
When a child I had heard and read
A Remembrance
ed worldshaking events in the part and fountains. The patio is used
that humming-birds do not alight,
which never were fulfilled. Follow for an open air dining room, and the
and often wondered if they ever rest
THAT LASTS
ing is a vision made known in Old Adobe, tlie original building from
ed and how; hut by watching them
pamphlet form purported to have which the Mission Inn of today has
carefully found it was a mistaken
We Supply Attractive
been experienced between April and been developed, is used as a tea
idea, for they do alight, and often,
room.
June, 1919:
as
do
other
birds,
I
too
have
held
Valentine Cards
The Presidential suite adjoins the
"I saw that because of the war in
—And—
one in my hand, but unlike Mrs.
lobby and contains a huge oak chair
other
countries,
our
country
wi
I
Yeazie
I
did
not
catch
it
on
the
wing.
with each book
send out money and provisions until that was made especially for Presi
It was a cold, rainy day in May,
Presidents Harrison,
we will face famine in our own coun- dent Tatt.
years ago, when looking out of the
Full Line of
tiy, I saw the pitiful condition of the McKinley, Taft and Roosevelt have
window I saw a raspberry bush
people here as they were trying to been entertained here. In the base
something resembling a black knot.
get along without the necessities ot ment aro many passageways and
Thinking, it too large for such a
—At the—
Goods
life. Houses of business seemed to galleries where it is easy to get lost.
slender twig, I looked more closely
be closing and I saw Idle people in Theso are filled with rare collections
and could see a slight movement as
Ihe streets. The famine condition from many lands. In closing I will
the branch swayed in the wind. I
I' grows very bad, fear rages as a result quote cx-President Roosevelt who
found it to be a humming bird, lie
of the whole condition. I saw peo was a guest in 1903. Referring to
ple in a starving condition and wl'h- tho architecture of the Inn, he said:
out decent clothing. I also saw that “Strong and simple tilings are beau
tho number of God's children, a J tiful. This building is strong and
BOOKSELLERS
they ministered to the famine-strick true and genuine. I am delighted
Henry A. Howard
en, did not decrease. This will con with it."
P/»7co Glass-case J w
tinue for God's children until thev
standard 6-volt tubes.'
no longer need food of this kind; liu’
Community Fair Feb 23-28. Ar
For dry-cell tubes............. $3
cade.—adv.
are fed with manna from on high."

VALENTINE
BALL

SATURDAY, FEB. 14

BOOKS
FOR
VALENTINES

ROCKLAND
AUTOMOBILE

RADIO SHOW
March 18,19, 20, 21

x’en n i o ot Fa-

ARCADE

HUSTON-TUTTLE
INC.

rhilco “A” Battery on Charge
To connect battery to your recriving
set pull out plug (2> from the Philco
NOISELESS Charger and push into
receptacle (1).
Philco Single Charger for all "B”
batteries and UD44 “A” Batteries.
Noiseless. Price........................... $9.75
Philco Double Charger foe all “B”
batteries and UD86 “A” Batteries.
Noiseless. Price.......................... $15.00

prices include plugs and re
ceptacles.
Charger

WAR TO THE TEETH
ROCKLAND HIGH VS. ROCKPORT HIGH

Easy to operate as the

Philco in your car

I

Philco “B” Battery
Storage “B" batteries are essential for
clear and distant reception. Philco
•*B” batteries stay clean and dry.
With de luxe mahogany-finish case
with cover (48 volts).................. $20.00
With handsome mahoganized case
without cover (48 volts)............ $18.50

Fnilco “A” Battery
Mahoganized case type for standard
6-volt tubes. Price............ $14.50 up.
Charge tester—permanently mounted
la filler cap—$1 extra. Avoids fussing

Recharging a Philco Radio Battery with a Philco
NOISELESS Charger means merely pulling a plug from
your radio socket and pushing it into the charger socket.
No changing wires. No moving the battery. No worry
about burning out tubes by getting positive and negative
wires mixed.
Philco Radio Batteries—both “A” and “B”—have
other big advantages that make storage battery operation
easy, convenient and economical.
They are assembled in attractive, acid-tight, spillproof glass cases—or in wood cases finished in beautiful
Adam-brown mahogany.
They have exclusive Charge Indicators that tell you
at a glance how far the battery is charged or discharged.
They deliver strong, non-rippling current without hum,
roar or buzz—the absolute essential for clear and distant
radio reception.
Come in and see these wonderful batteries.

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
643 Main St.

ROCKLAND

Tel. 661
Th-13-tf

LOOK! SEE!
Scan this list of attractions for
next week:

MONDAY-TUESDAY
James Kirkwcod, Lila Lee

The old Arcade will rock Tomorrow night with ths tremor*
of a battle royal when Rockport High will descend from the
North. It intends to completely annihilate the Rockland oppo
sition, but the local boys showed their mettle In the Thomas-.,
ton game last Friday and refuse to be smeared. This is the
second league game for Rockland. Rockport at present heads
the percentage column.
Tho local girls’ team will take on the famous Welt-led sex
tette of Rockport. Miss Welt is a real star and fans will enjoy
watching her.

TOMORROW NIGHT—ARCADE

“WANDERING
HUSBANDS”
A wandering husband, a nlcver
wife and- a lily of the field.

WEDNESDY-THURSDY

“FLAPPER WIVES”
"Pm going out alone, then ! I’m
tired cf sgiying home every night,
—I want dancing, fun,—you care
only for your work !”

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
PERCY MARMONT, BARBARA
LA MARR, LEW CODY and MAE
BUSCH in—

“The Shooting of
Dan McGrew”
A roaring tornado of big thrills.
CROSS WORD PUZZLE

*0*

&6e PARK
TWO SHOWS—2:00, 7:30

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY NEXT WEEK
A SUPER SPECIAL

“The Sea Hawk”
FEATURING

MILTON

SILLS

MATINEE.......................... 25c, 35c
riuuj. EVENING
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 35c, 50c
PRIfFS-

ONE MONTH LEFT

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Republican
Steeering
Committee
If I had to live my life again I would
Concentrates On Most Pressing have made a rule to read some poetry and
Measures.

Faced by a jam of legislation in
the single month remaining of the
present Cbngress, the Republican
steering committee of the Senate has
selected a priority list of nine meas
ures to be pressed for action in that
body between now and March ad
journment.
Heading the list us announced by
the Committee is the German com
mercial treaty, which the foreign
lelatlons committee was called to
take up Tuesday with a view to a
prompt report to the Senate. Sec
ond in line Is the McLean bill au
thorizing the treasury to reduce tlie
Interest rate on Government Ioans
to railroads, subject to approval by
the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion.
Omission from tlie list of the farm
relief measure recommended by tho
President and agricultural commis
sion, was explained by leaders as due
to the fact that it is still in a forniulative stage Conspicuous among
other omissions from the list were
prdtiosals for American adherence to
the World Court and the Cramton
bill to establish a separate prohib
ition enforcement bureau.
Other measures of tlie steering
committee's program included the
J civil service retirement bill, the Mc
Fadden banking bill and the Govern
mental department reorganization
plan, in addition to the committee's
program there now is pending in the
Senute the $75,000,000 good roads
bill and the Isle of Pines treaty.
There appears little chance of action
on the treaty at this session.

listen to some mueis at least once a week.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin

THEz HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD

There aro hermit souls that live withdrawn
In the peace of their self-content;
There aro souls, like stars, that dwell apart.
In a fellowless firmament:
There are pioneer souls that blaze thetr paths
Where highways never ran ;—
But let me live by the side of the road
And be a friend to man.

Let nue live in a house by the side of the
road,
Where the rare of men go by—
The men who are good and the men who are
bad,
As good and as bad as 1.
I would not. sit in the seorner’s seat.
Or hurl the cynle's ban
Let me live In a house by the side of the
road
And be a friend to man.
I see from my house by the side of the road,
.By the side of the highway of life,
Tlie men who preset with the ardor of hope.
Tlie men who are faint with the strife.
But I turn not away from their smiles' nor
thetr tears—
Both parts of an infinite plan
Let nie live In my house by the side of the
road
And be a friend to man.

I know there are brook-gladdened meadows
(ahead
An<l mountains of wearisome height;
And the road passes on through the long af
ternoon
And stretches away to the night.
But still I rejoice when the travelers rejoice,
And weep with the strangers that moan.
Nor live in my house by the side of the road
Like a man who dwells alone.
Let mo live In my house by tlie side of the
road.
Where the race of men go by—
They are good, they are bad, they are weak,
they aro strong.
Wise, foolish—so am I.
Then why should I sit in the seorner’s scat
Or hurl the'cynic’s ban?—
Let me live in'my house by the side of the
road
And be a friend to man.
—Sam Walter Toss
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AT THE CAPITOL

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Latest News From the Home
of Maine’s Lawmakers—
Hearing On Knox County
^Salaries.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Kockland, Feb 3, 1923
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle who
on oath declares that he is pressman in the

office of the Rockland Publishing Co. and
that of the issue of 'Hie Courier-Gazette of
Feb. 3, 1923, there was printed a total of
6,410 copies.

125,000 annually for the compilation
and .publication of data regarding I
the resources of the State of Maine.
The resolve was given its first read
ing and sent to the committee on
appropriations and financial affairs
for approval.
* « ♦ *

Maher of Kennebec—Resolve ap
propriating $13,800, for 1925 and $14.All cases heal’d before the salaries 375 for 1926 in favor of the Augusta
Before me.
FRANK R. MILLER.
and fees committee Tuesday were ta General Hospital for maintenance
Notary Public.
ken under consideration for executive and for medical and surgical care
session.
and treatment of patients
Let this mind be in yon. which was
Milton M. Griffin of Rockland, clerk
* » ♦ *
also in Christ Jesus. Let nothing be
of courts in Knox county, appeared in
Crafts of Piscataquis—Act to pro
done through strife or vainglory; appeal for increased salary for himbut in lowliness of mind let each setf and for clerk hire in his office, vide for the comp>etion of the vital
esteem other better than themselves. giving facts and figures tending to records of the State.
» * * ♦
«—Philippian.s, 2:5, 3.
show the increasing business of the
JJisbee of Damariscotta—Resolve
courts in Knox and expressing the
judgment that his own salary and appropriating $1000 to improve a
That old-tim£ Thomaston boy,
that of his clerks.should be increased section of the river road in the towns
Charles H. Flint, is again in the to an amount equal to that of the of Dresden and Pittston providing
lime-light of the business world clerk of courts of Sagadahoc and that the towns of Dresden and Pitts
ton will each appropriate $500.
through a one hundred million dol Hancock counties as counties of near• * * »
y parallel population anil valuation.
lar industrial consolidation of West
Flint of Monson—Act to create a
Judge Frank B. Miller of the Rock
Virginia coal companies. Is there any land police court appeared to sup Closed season on bear and to repeal
limit of years to the activities of a port the bill asking increase of his the law granting bounties on bear.
properly balanced business man? own salary. He told the committee The act provides that there shall be
his court was a county court in fact, an annual closed season on bear in
Mr. Flint is five years past the span
his jurisdiction extending to the all the counties of the State from
allotted by our ancient friend tlie ounty rather than city limits. He Dec. 1 of each year to Sept. 30 of the
psalmist. The present achievement quoted figures to show the increasing following year, both dates inclusive
is spoken of as bis twenty-third pressure of his duties. Representa A person lawfully killing a bear in
tive Thompson of Rockland also ap
larger industrial merger, bringing to peared to support the hill, that will, h open season shall have reasonable
time in which to transport it to his
a total capital of three hundred mil would increase the clerk of court's home, and may have the bear in
lion dollars the companies organ salary and clerk hire, and another possession at his home in closed sea
ized by him during the past thirty- wl^gli would increase the salary of son.
the register of probate in Knox.
* • * *
five years. Mr. Flint has been al Judge of Probate Edward K. Gould
Maiden of Waldo—Resolve appro
luded to as the father of trusts. He also appeared to support this latter priating* $250 to he paid to George
defends the principle of industrial bill. There was no opposition.
Hillman of Troy as compensation
• • • •
for the destruction of his turkeys by
consolidation on the theory .that it
Mr. Sargent from the committee wild animals.
makes for lower production^ and
♦ * » »
on Public I'tilities reported “ought
distributing costs. Mr. ^'lint’s book to pass'1 on bill, an art to increaS'
A medical school .to lie located at
published last year was an intensely the capital stock of the Camden A University of Maine is a project
interesting story of the progress Rockland Water Company. He|ttrt which is finding favor among many
.toward success of a boy out of a lit read and accepted and the bill ordered medical men of the State and it is
printed under the joint rules.
expected that a resolve will be pre
tle down east town, who beginning
• * 9 •
sented at the present session of the
as a dock clerk in New York ad
Senator (Smith of Somerset in Legislature asking for an appropria
vanced to the high place in that troduced in the Senate Monday an tion to establish such an institution.
great center of big business. The old age pension bill, similar to one In- Dr. C. C. Little, president of U. of
Courier-Gazette has Mr. Flint’s per roOaced by him in the Legislature M.. sets forth in a letter of recent
two years ago, providing for the date to Dr. W. H. Harris of Augusta,
mission to reprint his book and it benefit and assistance for aged per a number of questions. The school,
will later appear in these columns in sons under certain conditions in the as propounded by President Little,
State of Maine.
would cost the State in the neigh
Berlal form.
The act provides that all persons borhood of $100,000 a year.
more than 65 years of age, at the
“A number of physicians from
Does any reader of The Courier- discretion of the Governor and Coun
many parts of the State have in the
Gazette have knowledge of Kitty cil, shall receive as a benefit and as past few weeks brought to my at
Calvert, or Calvery, who has lately sistance a sum of money not to ex- tention so many times and so forci
died in San Francisco? This is the eed * $300 per annum, payable! bly what they consider to be the
monthly, provided that the person need of a Class A school of medi
story as told in yesterday’s Boston is in need of assistance.
cine in the State of Maine, that 1
despatches:
No person who has not been a im convinced that it is desirable at
Katherine Calvery, bom at Rock citizen of the Unitedi States for at this time to seek further information
land, Maine, in 1862, residing* with least 15 years and a resident of the from the organized medical profes
her widowed mother at Rockland and State of Maine and of the town sion within the State in order to de
Rockport until she reached the age where aplication is made continu termine just how real a service to
of 14, ran away to New York. With ously for five years immediately -the State the establishment of such
in three years she was well known prior to the filing of an application a school would be.”
to Broadway, her extreme beauty be for assistance, or is at the date of
ing a great asset in her theatrical making application an inmate of any
THE REAL AUTHORS
undertakings. While in her twenties prison, jail, workshop, infirmary, in
the girl went to San Francisco sane asylum or other public reform
where she reigned undisputed over or correctional institution, or has O. H. Tripp Feels Credit For
Bohemia in the years when that city deprived himself directly or indirect
Index Changes Should Go
was younger'and rougher and withal ly of any property or income for the
better hearted. “To the gayest of the purpose of qualifying for old age
Where It Belongs.
gay, to San Francisco’s queen, Kitty relief, or has any child, relative or
Calvery.” Thirty years ago such a other person responsible for his sup
Rockland, Jan. 30
toast was common in San Francisco port, shall be entitled to the benefits Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
and she was Kitty to the last. The of the act.
It is now nearly 20 years since
If at any time during the continu
same bravado that characterized her
the form of the indexes in tlie Reg
days of unquestioned supremacy ance of old age assistance, the re istries of Deeds in Maine were
marked the closing years of her life cipient or the husband or wife of the changed: I have no doubt the change
in the humblest circumstances. She recipient becomes possessed < f any caused a great deal of profanity on
passed, a broken, forgotten woman property or income to support the the part of the registers—and 1
penniless, a pawn on charity’s chess recipient, the Governor and Council KNOW that .a vast deal of hard
board. Her years were 62, but she may cancel or vary the urtrount to be work and nerve strain has been
paid.
bad lived.
The sum of $25,000 is appropriated saved by those who use the books.
Such genealogical records as this
to carry out Lhe provision of the The old-time index showed the
nunies of the parties and—usually at
office possesses disclose no name act.
least—the nature of the instrument,
of Calvery. We should be gkiT to
» • ♦ •
in many cases the holdings of a jmrSenator
Arthur
A.
Crafts
of
Pis

receive any further information.
ty might be scattered over a great
cataquis, chairman of the legislative
portion of a county—and to take
committee on inland Fisheries and
No tale in fiction, no sensation of game will introduce a bill this week Kno*-county,for an illustration there
may l>e seen in some cases several
the moving picture, has featured forbidding the carrying of firearms pages in' the index showing no name
into
the
woods
during
close
time
on
more thrills than the continued story
except John T. Berry, and if I re
all kinds of game. Mr. Crafts lives
covering the past week of the rush in GreenviKe and like everyone else member aright there is one case in
ing to the frozen regions of Alaska who goes into the woods he is fully the East Lincoln records where alxiut
a dozen pages in succession of index
of a supply of anti-toxin serum to aware that as a rule guns are taken were given the name of Edwin Smith.
combat an epidemic of diphtheria into the woods to kill gamo with. Those who are in the habit of mak
He says that such a law as he pro
which has been raging in Nome. poses would do more to conserve the ing searches can imagine the dread
Battling across the 650 miles of wild life of the State than any meas with -which one would undertake a
search in such cases. The indexes
enow and ice, in tlie face- of inde ure that could be devised.
now show in addition to the parties
♦ ♦ ♦ «
scribably fierce blizzards and a cold
names, the “town, city or unincor
An
act
to
amend
the
primary
law
porated place" in which the proper
that ran fifty degrees below zero,
so as to make party enrollment in ty is situated, and in many cases
relays of dog teams in charge of he primary elections universal, pre
this reduces the work more than a
roic men completed a journey of suc sented by Bartlett of Bangor, was
half.
among
the*
measures
that
came
to
cor that will remain memorable. To
Of course all this is now taken as
the men who drove the tetims the tlie attention of tlie Solons when a matter of course—tlie average |>erthey resumed their work Monday son giving it no thought whatever,
achievement was all in the day’s
Under the present law no enrollment and it is quite likely there may by
work. That every inan of them was is required in towns having less than
this time he several persons in the
a hero—whose
performance the 2000 population.
State who would not deny having
♦
♦
*
»
whole country followed with tensest
introduced the present form of in
Increases In the salaries of tlie dex. As a matter of history tlie fol
Interest- and a desperate inclination
lowing may be of interest:
to burst into cheers—would have been State commissioner of education and
am unable just now to give the
justices of the superior courts are
the last thought to cross their es provided for in the bills introduced exact date, but about 20 years ago.
sentially practical minds.
Monday. The salary of the commis I was vlfdting my brother in Lan
sioner of education would be in caster (Coos County), X. 11.. and
creased from $5000 to $7000 a year, one dreary afternoon was wandering
The Boston Chamber of Commerce and tlie salary of the superior court along tlie street and to while away
whose official publication had given justices of the 'State would be tlie time went into the Court House.
.to Portland the honor of being changed from $4000 to $5000 per year. It may lie of interest to say that this
is the third Court -House I can re
• ♦ • *
^Maine’s city in the list of New Eng
member ill that town. The old oneSeveral’ measures introduced are story blinding having been replaced
land Community Chests was quick to
correct the misstatement on having are of interest to hunters and fish by a modern building in 1863 or
ermen in the State One act would 1X0—and that in turn having been
the error pointed out. Secretary
make it illegal to hunt or kill moose
MacDonald received a very gracious or have any parts of moose in pos burned—with most of the records—
some lime in the eighties—the pres
letter from the Boston secretary and session for a period of four years ent building bearing date of 1867
from
July
7,
1925.
Another
act
would
the ensuing issue of “Current Af
I think.
fix a yearly limit of one deer in all
I had quite a talk with the regis
fairs” saw’ to it that Rockland was
counties of the State. -Rep. Kinsman ter and in looking over some of the
given its proper place of honor amid of Augusta offered a hill changing
hooks 1 found they had a very dif
•the twelve progressive cities of New’ the fee for resident hunter’s and ferent index from that in use in
fisherman
’
s
license
from
25
cents
for
England.
Maine. The re|jistcr advised me to
a perpetual license to $1.15 annually. write to Grafton county—where he
Night fishing in all inland waters thought they used a better form than
The tax payei makes up the losses would lie prohibited according to the in Coos. This I did and now have in
that accrue from government owner provisions of an act presented 1 q my desk the samples of cards and
ship. We had an illustration in the Bump of Wilton. Flint of Monson is books, which they sent me
seeking an annual closed season on
Tlie late Arthur S. Littlefield was
railroads that were taken over dur bear and the repeal of the existing
then one of Rockland's representa
ing the war. The Philippines pre law granting bounties on bear. The tives in the Legislature and between
sents another in its experience with closed season on bears would be us we drew tlie bill which he intro
the coal mines, out of which govern from Dec. 1. of each year to Sept. 30 duced—and which by his efforts
of the following year, both dates in passed the Legislature, and so made
ment operation has been producing clusive.
tlie change in indexes 111 Maine Reg
coal that cost $18 a ton and sold for
* ♦ » *
istries. i'nder the did regime many
$10. It looked like cheap coal, but in
Among the new measures which times any one having a search to
the end the man who pays taxes hid will be introduced this week, it is' moke, would he ready to wish for
■to make up the deficit. The man reported, is one in behalf of the j’he system in use in Vermont and
electric railroads asking for relief i ^onnecticut, where all deeds ate te
who pays taxes is the goat too many
from the present excise taxation, j corded in the town where the prop
times.
The hill may go into the Senate this erty is situated. This is. of course,
week. It is distinct and separate.
no very great consequence, hut
from the bill which seeks a Commis- J Brother Littlefield has gone to his
Foster of Kennebec—Act relating
sion to investigate the steam road reward and 1 cannot expect to he
Xo fees for registration of motor ve
here many years longer, and 1 do not
hicles. The act provides that pri tax problem.
care for a stranger to claim the cred
•
♦
•
♦
vate automobiles occasionally em
it for the change when there is no
The
House
committee
on
Maine
ployed for use at funerals by a duly
one to dispute it.
O. H. Tripp.
Publicity
reported
“
ought
to
pass"
registered undertaker shall not be
subject to tlie double fees charge upon a resolve introduced by RepreCommunity Fair Feb. 23-28. Ar
able to owners of motor vehicles leg-1 sentative. Arthur G. Spear of Porlularly used for liver) or hire.
land to provide an appropriation of cade.—adv.

il

Every-Other-Day

SPEAR’S SHOE STORE,
20th ANNUAL SALE

SNOW-SHOES AND SHIS

Sale Begins Friday

We have received a large shipment of the famous

All High Grade Shoes and Every Pair Guaranteed. They are -all
good styles, slightly broken in sizes. You can buy them at Cheap
Shoe Prices.

TUBS’ SNOW-SHOES AND SKIIS
All sizes and prices

Ladies’ $6.50, $7.50 and $8.50 Pumps and Oxfords

BURPEE

SALE PRICE 84.45

i i LiiNn iiki: co.
I?O< KEAND

—•

s

r-I \1NI

$5.50, $6.00, and $6.50 Pumps

S3.95

'

'

r

One lot of Black, Gray and Brown Oxfords, $5.00, $5.50, $6.00

S3J£5,
One lot 50 pairs Ladies’Black Oxfords, $7.50, $8.50, long vamps

$1.95
Men’s High and Low $7.50 and $8.50 Shoes
$5.95
One lot of Men’s High Shoes, Black and Tan, $5.50 to $7.50 for

$4.25
Men’s Leather Tops and Rubber Bottom, Crepe or Hard Soles,
8,10,12 and 14 in tops at cost.
Every article in our stock is a Bargain.
WITH THE BOWLERS

WE SHALL CONTINUE OUR

MARK DOWN SALE
—OF—

MEN’S AND BOYS’ SUITS
AT 25 PERCENT DISCOUNT
Under Regular prices until FEBRUARY 1 5

THE SAME DISCOUNT ON

MEN’S ULSTERS, MACKINAWS AND
SHEEP LINED COATS
We Shall Offer at the Same Discount until
APRIL FIRST

Valley Hangs Up New Candlepin Record — Phillips’
Team Wnis Snug One.
I-cster M. Valley, telegraph oper
ator at the Maine Central Station,
walked into the Star alleys Tuesday
and remarked: '"Guess I'll bowl a
string.” And he did. The scirer
chalked down a tep in the first box,
and another in the second. And then
| chalked down a strike. At this point
the siiectators sat up and took notice.
Their interest increased by leaps and
bounds as he followed his strike witu
seven successives spares. When the
carnage was over somebody who was
good at figures undertook the task
of adding up the colunin/andi found
that it made a total of 163, which
was two pins better than the previ■ us Rockiaml record. Mr. Valley
I tailed it a day's work, and went home
prouder’n a hen with a Hock of
chickens.
• • . •
Gap'n Phillips' team redeemed itself
Tuesday night, when it defeated the
Ty Cobh’s 16 pins. Peters’105 saved
! the day. Powers was high line. The
score:

At Special Prices for the balance
of this wepk. All tailored exactly
as our Men’s Clothing, Suits that
will hold their shape until worn
out.

$25.00 Suits....................... $20.p0
22.50 Suits...................... 18.00
20.0C Suits....................... 16.00
18.00 Suits....................... 14.40
15.00 Suits....................... 12.00
12.50 Suits...................... 10.00

Gregory’s

Team No. 1

OM • pv*-MIV1 *'U
NEW ENGLAND CLOTHJNG, HOUSE

FRANK

ALLEN’S SIDE

Proprietor of Billiard Room At The Brook Resents the
City Government’s Implied Criticism.

Phillips .
Milne ...
Powers .
, Peters .
Stevens .......

91
91
90
84
72
71

84 84
76 79
105 119
83 87
110 105

96 98 453
86 87 419
95 86 495
90 105 449
87 89 463

Totate . . .428 458 474 454 465 2279
Tea m No. 2
Cobb ....... . 99 99 102 89 101 490
Brewer .... ... 73 102 101 103 86 465
Daggett .. ... 81 83 92 79 83 418k
Connor .... ... 92 93 86 78 88 437
Tarr ....... ... 78 81 95.120 85 459

Totals

423 468 476 469 443 2269

The beet boys bowled the kilnmen
off their feet Monday night. Connor
was high line, and Rankin was Knott.
The score:
Beet Coinjiany—Connor, 296; Ladd,
236; PowerC 252; Rogers. 245; Jackson ,240; total, 1269.
Lime Company—Orff, 221; Rankin.
193; Marshall. 249; Bird, 208; Mc
Kinney, 231; total, 1102.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
T would like to ask Marshal Davis if
In behalf of my patrons, my wife, he ever came to my store looking for
my children, and myself, I wish to en crooks, and if so, if he found any
there. Kthink that Marshal Davis
♦ • ♦ •
ter a protest through your paper on a will vouch for my statement that 1
Schofield’s Stars hit the dust tMonfew remarks made at the recent City offered him my cooperation in clean
meeting regarding thN merits and ing tip the pool rooms when he first day night, all because O’Brien in
sisted upon making an indecently
di merits of pool rooms which re assumed the office he now holds.
high total. Mrs. Norcross again car
Has
the
present
City
Government
sulted in a very severe write-up in
ried off the honors for the weaker
your yesterday's edition.
; i J any fault to find in the way I am sex. The score:
conducting
my
business?
if
so.
I
I wish it plainly understood that
Schofield's JStars—Schofield, 311;
I do not disagree with Mr. Davies would certainly like to hear-of it so Mrs. Norcross, 293; Miss Flanagan,
when he says that pool rooms are a that I may remedy the fault.
“Kliminnte the pool rooms from 285; Mrs. O’Brien, 279; total, 1168.
disgrace when they are conducted
O’Brien’s Optimists—Mr. O’Brien,
the way they have been on Main Main street,” says one alderman. If 371; Mrs. McRae. 276; Mrs. Schofield.
street, but I think that 1 am entitled a billiard room cannot lie run re 264; Mr. Holt, 323; total, 1234.
to at least an exception in this case. spectably on Main street why put
• If all pool rooms are a disgrace, them on some side street where they
UNION
then It must lie taken for granted will have a better chance to violate
that the proprietor must I. - u dis the laws.
Again wishing it understood that
The Senior Class is making credit
graceful character, also the people
(hat- patronize his business, and I I do not wish to criticize the City able progress on its drama “When
wish to say here that it would be Government or that I do not disagree Feller Needs a Friend," which is to
hard to find a cleaner crowd of young with Mr. Davies regarding the wayj; be presented Feb. 27.
men than those who play billiards some pool rooms are conducted, but i Attendance at the village schools
taking this way in defense has been very good in spite of the
at my place, most of whom belong to am simply
_
-- the PQrtIt‘s interested. iI —
strtrmy weather and had traveling.
some of the best families in Rock- ot
am
An entertainment and dance will
|^nd.
,
Frank B. Allen,
It cannot help hut leave a very had Proprietor Allen’s Billiard Parlor, be given at Town hall Saturday night
The proceeds are for the Senior Class.
impression on their families when
^66 Main street.
Good triuslc and an enjoyable program
they read your account of the Cityi
» • , »
meeting.
[„s a near neighbor of Allen’s is pnynieed.
I think possibly these young men, Billiard Parlor The Courier-Gazette
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
as well us myself, are entitled to an is in a position to vouch for its ex
upoiogy from Mr. Davies and it cellent reputation, and rdferets that
STATE OF MAINE
would look better to them if it teas in he should lie drawn into the unfort
In Senate, January 21/TU25
print. This also goes for the mer unate controversy even by imputa
Ordered, the House meurrlng, that the
chant who turns up his nose andktioiu Mr. Allen is not dnly a young time for the reception of bills for priv.uc'
preferfl the odor of onions to that of man of most excellent character, but and special legislation be l’ffllfed to
MONDAY, February 16, 1927, at four
the pool room.
as manager of a skating rink, of o’clock
I’. M.
“But the marshal will tell you that roller polo and- a billiard parl-or he
And that all such petitions ,:.nd bills pre
if he wants to fin 1 a crook he will go has handled affairs in a manner that sented after that date be referred to ’lie nett
, _____ ... i
ii .•
(Legislature; that the Secretary of the Sen-k
to the pool rooms first,” quotes Mr. Was above
reproach, and at all times i ate cause copies of this order to publlsnefi^
IAivies in his statement. I might has voluntarily expressed to the li - | in all dally and weekly papers of the State 1
come back with, "If the marshal censing board a willingness to co- iuntil and including Saturday, February 14,
operate in
the ooservance
observance oi
of the
rules |I ‘ 'f,,
Scnate Chamber.
chamber, January
January 21,
21, 1923
wants to find a watch that has been operate
in the
tne rules
jn’ Senate
stolen he will go to the jewelry store 1 and regulations. Young men—men Read and pa^ed.
Sent down for concurfirst to find a clew.” Some pawnl,,ul .ROYDON V. BROWN. Secretary,
pawn of all ages in fact—are entitled to a j re?£J
House of Representatives, January 22, 1925.
brokers have been known to be decent place for recreation and that Read and passed
In concurrence.
crooked but that does not signify is what Mr. Allen seeks to give them.
CLYDE R. CHAPMAN, Clork.
A
true
copy,
—
Attest
:
that jewelry store proprietors are There has been no suggestion of
ROYDEN V BROW,
crooks because they both sell jewelry., withholding from him a license.—Ed.]
14 20
Secretary.

AYER’S
<JThe papers say that January was one of the
dressed for cold weather. If you want to be comthe winter. Perhaps it was because we were
drssed for cold weather. If you want to be com
fortable come in and see us.
Good Warm Shirts or Drawers
Winter Union Suits .....................

.........................$1.00, >1.75, >2.60

All Wool Pants ..........................

............ $1.76, $2.00, $2.50, $3.50
.............$1.98. $2.50,, $3.00, $3.98
................................... $5.00, $8.00

Laced or Golf Pants .....................

......................... $3.98, $5.00, $6.00

Golf Stockings ...............................
Sheepskin Qoats, from ................

.............................. $7.75 to $18.0Q

Flannel Shirts ........................ . ....

.... 50c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50

Heavy Wool Stockings
Dress Stockings—wool and cashmere
Good Warm Gloves or Mittens .............
Suede Coats ...............................................
Wool Sweaters ........ZZ..............................

25c, 50c, 75c
........ 50c, 75c, $1.00
25c, 50c, 75c! $1.00
$5.00, $6.50, $7.50
.............. $5.00, $7.50

N

Don’t forget that if you want the best Ladies'
Silk Stockings, both for wear and looks, at $1.50,
we have them in all colors.

WILLIS AYER

UNCALLED FOR SUITS
I have Ten Uncalled For Suits. Step in and try
one on. If your size is here you can get a
Real Bargain

C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET.
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Miss Pauline McLoon, daughter of
Eben Mills is quite ill at his home
C. McLoon, Is a mem- .on Cedar street,
her of the Wheaton varsity basket
—with mixed verdicts. •
Albert Tower, who has been ill at
ball squad which is to meet Jackson and Brown colleges In cham bis home, North Main street Is im
The members of the east of “Mah pionship series and the Wheaton al proving.
Jong" are naked to lie at the ITni- umni in a special contest.
versalist vestry at 6.45 Friday bight.
A meeting of the loeal sportsmen
The rehearsal begins promptly at 7.
The Roikland Auto and Radio vill be held at 7.30 tomorrow night
the .City Council room.
Show which is to be held March 18-21
Albion (“Bogle") Jones is nursing at the Arcade is expected to draw
three broken ribs caused by coal fall many persons from out of town. Mr.
Fifty-four Sir Knights partook of
ing on his right side while working Graham, an expert promoter in such Claremont Coninfandery’s llrst sup
nt Mr B. & V. O. Perry's Coal yard. affair.1'., has arranged for special rates per, Monday night, and the experi
Mr. Jones lias worked ,lor the com on Smalley’s bus, on the .Belfast lin», ment was so successful that the sup
pany live years.
and from Bath on the Maine Central. pers will continue to he a special

Morse High School of Bath is con-

the one-sessiAn plan’, which jex-Mayor A
TALK OF THE TOWN Ridering
Rockland has had from time to time
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 6—Basketball (League) Rockland
High vs Rockport High at tha Arcade.
Feb. 6—Address by F. I). Cummings of
Portland on “Water Powers and Who Should
Own Them and the Primary Law and Who
Doesn't Want It,” at Methodist vestry.
Fvt» 7—Rummage sale given by B. &
P. W. Club.
F»b 7—Knox Pomona Grange meets In
West Rockport
i Feb. 12—Lincoln’s birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine’s Day.
Fib 14 -Thomaston, Valentin^dance by
Pu rent -Teacher Association.
Feb. 17—Feature play “Mah Jong’’ at
Vnlversallst vestry.
Feb. 18— Last entertainment of Royal Ly
ceum course. High School benefit
Feb. 18—Monthy meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 22—Washington’s birthday
Feb. 23-28- Portland Auto Show.
F»i^ 23-28 Community Fair at Arcade.
Fell. 24—Camden, Board ol Trade ban
quet. ReW C. A. Knickerbocker, speaker.
Feb 25—Lent begins.
Feb 25-26—Camden—“A Pair of Sixes”
benefit District Nursing Association.
March 2 Fuller-Cobb-Davis “Red Letter
Ball” Community Fair
March 13—Child Guest day, Rubinstein
Club
March 17 St. Patrick’s Day
March 18-21 Rockland Automobile Show at
the Arcade
March IS lit -State Convention of D. A.R
in Bangor.
March 21 First day of spring.
March 31, April 1-3—Farmers’ Week at the
College of Agricufture.
April 22-27 AnnurfTconference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches in Augusta.

MADE EASY STOP

NEW JURY LIST

Fire Department Effective At Names of Persons Who May
Be Called For Court Serv
Webber Fire — Chemical
Has a Spill.
ice Within Three Years.

The jury list was revised by the
Instead of the customary two
strokes at 6 o’clock Tuesday night Board of Aldermen Monday night,
the alarm kept on striking, culli
lliyg with the exception of Ward 4, which
I
the department through the sne
lowwill lie acted-upon at the next reg
ladened streets to the M. E. Webber
fish market, opposite Galilee Temple ular meeting. The following persons 1
on Water street. A lively blaze was are subject to jury call at any time
found in a closet on the second floor within the next three years:
•ature.
z.
which had reddened the attic win
The most perfect specimen of twin
Miss Nettie Britt of Britt Mater
Ward 1
Rockland High and Camden High dows and showed around the chimney..
apples ever received at this office was nity Home telephones this morning
The
first line of hose hurst, but in
brought in Tuesday by II. N. Bra that four cedar waxwings are com are about to play a series of ten
Charles
B.
Atherton. Rpbert L.
spite of the momentary delay the
zier nf Warrenton Park. The apples peting with the robins and finches hockey games for a sliver cup, and
Brown, Mrs. Dora Bird, George A.
Idaze was soon squelched. A gutted
the
first
contest
will
take
place
on
were russets, large and perfectly lor the winter rations ill the Coburn
Burgin. Charles II. (’arter, Bdgar
grove. The Courier-Gazette welcomes Stevens Field at 4.30 this afternoon, attic and a more or less perforated Cooper,
formed and had a single stem.
Rimer CroeketX, Henry
roo( added to water losses on furni
’
his
Is
glorious
outdoor
sport
and
a
bird items from any of its readers
Crouse, Jesse Carroll, Ralph Conant,
ture in Mr. Webber’s apartments on
fast
game
is
in
prospect.
in accordance with a nation-wide; who are interested in ornithology.
the second floor comprised the dam Charles L. Chase, Ralph »M. Choate,
practice this city now requires olflage wfiich may amount to $2000, par Ralph H. Cha plus, George M. Derry
Mrs.
Ed.
Kelley
of
Fai.
duid
arrived
eers of the law present at all public
A section of telephone cnble which
Clarence It. Dorman, Lena A. Bales
tially insured.
Tuesday
accompanying
the
remains
dances as a measure-of public safety. was being threaded into a duet near
The heavy pumping engine, Chemi Mervin E. Blunders, John A. Ernst,
of
James
Geoffrey
of
Chicago.
Pray

The officers of special policemen must ! the foot of Pleasant street indulged
cal 1 can’t compete with the long- Alva W. Gregory, Ralph W. Groszs,
in a balky fit Monday, and would pull ers will be said at the Burpee funer
be hired through the city marshal.
legged Combination Chemical 2. in Arthur C. Grover, Maynard Haven
al
parlors
tomorrow
morning
and
In

neither ijie way or another. Foreman
the deep snow, so after picking up er. David C. Hill, London C. Jackson,
terment
made
in
the
family
lot
at
Elbert Oxton has bought the Hav Robert M. Packard tried everything
her ho:>e, started for home via the Bert well IC. Kaler, Benjamin Knowl
ener iee cream parlor and store in except yeast cakes but the cable and Sea Y^ew cemetery, obituary men snow-cleared State street, in taking ton, Herbert L. Larrabee, Walter C.
Rankin block and took charge yester the duct are still inseparable. The tion will appear inter.
the Pleasant street corner however Larrabee, John W. Lane, Eugene II.
day. Miss Helen M. Sprague, a for pavement lias been torn up but the
she skidded in the treacherous foot Philbrook, ^Rarle (’. Randall, Alvin
The lectffi- on "European Condi
mer stenographer in the law office of trouble had not been located at last
ing and dropped her rear wheels C. Richards, Alton VV. Richards, Wil
tions,” given last night in the Uni- over a culvert, striking a telephone liam G. Richardson, Clyde V. Robin
—
If. L. Withee and insurance office of accounts.
ersallst church by Rev. Fred At
Community Fair committee will E. C. Moran & Co., has the manage
•
pole.
Assistant Engineer Wilbur son, Bred .1. Swift, Edward N.
"There’s nobody home up here," kins Moore of Brookline was enjoyed Bisbee was the sole victim of the mis Vester, (’harles E. Wade. Audi- W R.
Mr.
meet in the nostolllee, upper floor, for ment of the establishment.
the weekly get-to-gether/ this after Havener continues to be distributor telephoned Ned May to the office of by a large audience. Further men hap, sustaining severe cuts and Weymouth, Henry R White.
the Central Maine Power Co. the tion will lie made In the Saturday bruises about the body. 11c was at i
for Coon's.
noon at 4 o’clock.
Ward 2
other day, "but I’d like to have you issue of this paper.
Central Fire Station yesterday but
Willis I. Ayer, Amory B. Allen,
This is a busy day witlgithe Re- ! come up and take my meter." The
The regular meeting of the W. C.
apparently belonged to the octogen
. W. Benner, Margaret A. Barnard,
.The fine house lot on the western
Central Maine man took Ned and his
T. V. will be Friday at 2.30 at the
arian class and was clamoring weak William L. Benner, C. S. Beverage,
Mim.es Young’.i, 100 North Main in the afternoon and in the- evening meter literally, and was carting the side of North Main street adjoining ly for Charlie Nye’s cane.
ucy A. Blake, Nina G. Beverage,
there will he a costume party, to latter away when the owger of the the E. J. Morey property has been
street. Topic, 'liealth Foods.”
The Mack plow-truck and Chemical ere N. Barnham, J. A. Jameson, E.
which the members of P. Henry Till- house interposed. “I m«in tip- record sold by Homer E. Robinson to Frank 2 were despatched,to the scene of
. Morey. A. H. Newbert, Osmond
through the L. W. Benner
,1 Cg
Ice culling operations hove been eon Corps of Thomaston have been of the meter," he said, Peace and l. IGregory
the wreck and soon had the lug
aimer, E. E/ Rankin, William San
estate agency. The C. M. Hav
in full blast on the roofs of Main invited. Supper will be served at 6 lights again reigneth In the May rAil esl
Amerlcan-La France on an even keel. son. Bloyd L. Shaw. B. M. Clmer,
ener store whoso sale to E. A. Oxton
street business ‘blocks this week o’clock as usual. Those who have nol bungajpw.
Examination at Central Fire Station Dexter Simmons. Ida Simmons, R.
is reported elsewhere in these eoiDisastrous spowsliiles have been pre been solicited are requested to take
disclosed injuries to the truck of a
Stevenson, C. A. Hamilton, Brank
’
mns
was
sold
through
the
same
Tuesday
night
’
s
lire
at
the
corner
cake
otfpies.
Let
all
members
make
vented. x
serious nature. incapacitating the R. Harper, B. C. Berry, W. L. Rich
of Water and Ocean streets remind agency.
a special effort to oome in costume.
rotary but leaving the machine ards, .John A. Richardson, Charles
ed some citizens of the arguments
T. Raymond Pierce of Roston re
Robinson, Isaac B. Simmons,
Special interest centers among capable of hydrant runs. The dam
Winter has no terrors which can which from time to time have been
turned his two tickets to Community
aged pump head or delivery was ta buther Smith, A. I*. St. Clair, Bred
women
loeally
in
Friday
evening
’
s
made
in
favor
of
widening
the
street
Pair- but with a check for $10 en prevent Gov. Brewster from spread
ken to Livingston’s where it is ex
Leach.
closed, together with l(is |>est wishes ing his Maine advertising propa at that point, thereby minimizing the Educational_CJub meeting, not on pected that the nei essary repairs can
ly
in
the
speaker
from
Portland,
who
Ward 3
risk
of
accidents
in
which
it
has
been
for tin- success of the big affair.
ganda.
Tuesday, after speaking in
be completed today. Meantime steam
Camden, he set forth for Belfast in so fertile. An order for widening the will lay aside his duties at Augusta fire-engine No. 2 has been tuned up
William A. Kennedy. Mary R. Ladd
The Rockland Garage Company was order to keep an appointment with thoroughfare was presented to the as Representative to eoine to speak, and is hot, ready for Instant service. Grace K. Lawrence, Vesper A. Leach,
dsiing a good stunt yesterday when the Belfast Chamber of Commerce. City Government in 1869, and a hear but in the discussion in which many
Because of the deep snow on many Bred L- LInnekin, Oliver B. Lovejoy,
it utilized its trucks in hauling off The sleigh l,ecnme,8trnnded in a big ing was held, hut the city fathers evi are to participate from their own of the back streets each station will Herbert B. Mann. William 11. Milli
.ersonal
experiences
on
the
disad

dently
didn't
believe
in
being
hasty,
the piles of snow which lay on the drift and borrowing a pair of snow
he provided with a horse-sled load gan, Elizabeth Otis, Albert S. Petersouthern side of Park street from shoes he set out afoot
Tn, Benjamin J. Philbrook. Monira
His plight for nothing has been done about it vantages their sex has caused them ed with some 1000 feet of hose and
and
why
to
have
been
a
man
would
in
the
56
years
that
have
elapsed.
. Pillsbury, Broderick W. Powers,
y’nion to Main.
>
became known in Belfast, and a re
o'her equipment.
have
been
easier.
Other
members
There
is
a
maxim
which
reads:
"No
Walter E. Prescott, Frank S. Rhodes,
lief expedition picked him up in
will
present
Washington
Congres

rank A. Richardson. John M. Rich
Principal Allen, who has been drni- Lincolnville. I.ike the late lamented time like the. present," at>d the mat
NORTH HOPE
sional events in a resume, also ab
ardson, Mildred Richardson, Charles
’ pying the old canteen quarters in the Roosevelt he was probably having a ter will doubtless again receive con
stracts
from
Governor
Brewster
’
s
sideration.
Rose, Benjamin L. Segal, J.
Aaneriean Region block, while the new “bully" time.
A
wild
northeast
snowstorm Lester Sherman, Annie B. SimmoiKs,
inaugural.
High School building was in pro
which
began
the
night
before
with
Henry C. Simmons, Edwin B. Spear
Due It the W. H. Glover Co.’s es
cess of e instruction, can now he
Charles M. Lawry who keeps tabs
The first meeting of the Young an easterly wind and sleet buried the Thelma G. Stanley, George L. St.
found in the new Lincoln street estab on the winter weather offers these tablishment most any day now is a
road
again,
so
no
mail
and
no
Business Men’s Club will he held in
lishment.
statistics for the chilly month which carload of Sherwin-Williams paint— the Thorndike Grill at 6.45 tomorrow school Friday. Saturday crews got the ’lair, William I). Talbot, Bred T
William P. ^RPalsh, Jennie
recently closed: There were nine the largest order ever placed with a night. Proprietor O'Neil will serve a roads open and the mail got through. Veazie,
White. Benjamin S. Whitehouse,
Rockland concern. The contents in
The death of your partner might mornings when the temperature was clude 2.606 gallons of paint, 500 gal special banquet with covers laid for
Bryan Meservey of Camden has Albert Winslow. 'Martha B. Wood
impair your credit. Business Insur below zero; the average morning lons of varnishes and specials and 60. This meeting will take the form been working for A. I. Perry the past Nettie C. Wotton, William D. Cum
ance would maintain it. Consult temperature was 10.5 drtrrees above
of a get-to-gether and Tvill probably week. Mr. Meservey is a spinner in
zero; ;the warmest morning (Jan. three tons of white lead. It almost elect officers and get a start on rout the Seabright Mill and was await mings, Alton W. Decrow. Louis W
Walker. Phone 234-M.—adv.
13) had a temperature nf 32 above: goes without saying that the order ine organization. There is a great ing for the company to install elec Biekett, Carl E. Freeman, Mrs
Crosby S. French. Harry W. French.
the coldest morning (Jan 10) ranged was placed by A. L. Marshall, who
RoeklamJ Boys’ and Girls’ basket from 15 to 20 below; rain fell three, may not be an artist with the enthusiasm so far among the pro tric power which they were forced to Albert A. Gay, Harold .1. (Hidden,
O’B. Gonia, Martin S
ball teams meet Rockport at the Ar days, and snow fell five days. The brush but who certainly can do spective members of the new club and do to continue work owing to short Edward
raves, William W. Gregory.Annie
cade tomorrow night.
Remember average temperature fur January, clever stunts with a pencil. His there seems to he a general feeling age of water at the lake.
that it can become a tremendous in*
Mr. and Mi's. Willard Wentworth Ilanscom, Eva G. Holier, Georg0 W.
that ripping game of last Friday.— 1024, was 20.9 above. | That month friends say that he could sell a .ra
fluenee for the best interests cf the andkggp Maurice of North Appleton
adv.
hid three days in which the temper dio set to a deaf man. Be that as community. The actual membership are spending a few days with Mr. Hemingway, Harold L. Karl, Made
line Ames. Margaret Atkina, Emmy
ature was below zero, the eoldesTbe- it may, a man with only one eye will undoubtedly he fa in excess of and Mrs. W. E. Hall.
Barbour, William Barrows, David
could appreciate the product he does
ing Jan. 27 when it was 20 below.
this hurried grouping.
Sunday was moderate, clear in the Beach. A. P. Blaisdtll, Maude E.
Lincoln said: *1 am for
sell.
afternoon
and
growing
colder. Blodgett. Carroll L. Boardman, Clin
Rockland
HigKmnd
Itcckport
High
freedom everywhere,” and
The big noise tomorrow night will L'aderfaker Bowes of Camden came ton Bowley, John H. Brubaker
Community Fair Feb. 23-28. Arn eet in the second league game of
he Rockland-Rock )»ort basketball. by here in a snowmobile taking the Katherine Buffum, Ernest Campbell,
Klansmen echo that sen
laskethall at the Arcade tomorrow cade—adv.
This will be the second league game remains of Mrs. Emeline Waterman John Chisholm, Thomas Chisholm
right.------adv.
timent eternally.
for our boys and will decide definite to her former home In North A|»ple- Kitty Coburn, Harold C-onnon, Jud
See Studley’s remarkable Linoleum ly whether or not they have a chance ton.
Mrs. Waterman was an old son J. Crouse, Gertrude K. Wooster.
—Ku Klux Kian.
and
Floor
Covering
Remnant
ad.
in
in the pennant’ race. Coach Jones and respected neighbor whose pass George W. Gay. Warr< n B. Gardner
Community Fair Feb. 23-23. Arthis paper.—adv.
has had the squad hard at it all week ing will be regretted by a large circle Beatrix F. Campbell.
cade.—adv.
and reports them in the pink of con of friends. The remains were ac
Ward 5.
dition. Merchant has showed up es companied by her daughters. Lottie
Avaughn M. Ames, Grace P. Arm
pecially v. ell and much may confi and Laura Waterman and Mrs
dently be expected of him. Rockport Prince Luce at whose home she was strong. Edward W. Berry, William
Bird. Lillian. L. Bicknell. Gertrude
is in full stride with an ample taste ‘■■•avlng the last few weeks of her
E. Boody. Ida M. Bradstreet, Marcel
of success and is prepared to swallow illnesa.
lus, M. Condon, Edgar II. Crockett,
the local team at one gulp. As a mat
Justin L. Cross, Walter A. Chaples,
ter of fact there is a rumor that
MARTINSVILLE
Allred P- Chapman, Helen S. Chap
Auspland, the giant Goose River
man, Orel E. Davies, Brank G. Flint
guard may actually dispose of the
Monday
evening,
weather
permit
Mervin C. Foster, Ethe*’.yn M. Brodiminutive Trafton by that route. It
ting.
Ocean
Vieyv
Grange
will
confer
hopk, Lucien K. Green, Myron J
is said that when Rockport High
the
first
and
second
degrees
o
i
three
Hahn, Leland B. Hawkins, Arthur B
played in the small Brooks hall Auspcandidates.
Lamb, Charles M. Riwry, Ralph B
lund made a long low reach for the
Kenneth
Hoonearrived
home
Sat
Loring, Austin M. Moody, Annie M
ball and heave for goal—that in the
urday
evening
after
a
'ong
vls't
with
Merrifield, Harriet O. Merritt, Al
swoop he scooped up u small hoy in
his
siste"
and
cjua'i:
ii
Rockland.
bion S. ^Jiles, Warren C. Noyes
stead of the ball and neatly curved
The Ladies' Ci ’cle will meet Fen. 19 Abram W. Nye, Leroy I). I*ntterso/ii
him through the netting for d goal.
with
Mrs.
T.
B.
Hairls.
Freeman J- Perry, Milton E. Plum
The girls of both teams are ready for
CORNED BEEF .............................................. ...........6c, 8c, 10c, 12c, 15c, 20c
Ot: Candlemas .Day His Majesty mer, Lester Post, Brank S. Prescott
the fray and Rockport feels that this
the
Ground-hog
being
unable
ip sc
Hurry T. Rising, George W. Roberts.
is her real bid for the county cham
CABBAGE, lb. 3c. TURNIPS, lb. 2c. POTATOES, peck 25c; bushel, 90c
his shadow, the backbone of winter William E. Rogers, Lewis M. Rakes,
pionship. The whistle will blow at 8
was
officially
broken,
but
owing
to
Edith B. Strout. Bred 11. Sanboru
o'clock at the Arcade. Better go early
BEETS
PARSNIPS
CARROTS
because Rockport is coming down en- Dr. Craft’s prophecies the children Jesse W. Smith, Lamont A. Wellman
will continue having a hard time get Brank H. Wheeler, Leon J. White
masse and Thomaston will he well
ting to school all thill month.
We guarantee our Beef to be newly comed, no salt petre and from first
Lucius H. C. Wiggin.
represented.
Ward 6
quality stock.
Are you reading any of the
See Studley’s remarkable Linoleum
Stillman J. Eaton, Leroy C. Fields
|lntercAting hooks on Healt! William'll. Glendenning. Everett D
and Floor Covering Remnant ad. in
Our Vegetables—especially Potatoes and Turnips—are the Best in the city.
this paper.—adv.
and Diet?
Hodgdon, Samuil L. Hull, Georgi
Rockland Red Cross.
Judkins, Bred C. Lindsey. Jr Charles
„ Complete Corned Beef Dinner for two to four persons................. 50c to 75c
Don’t forget the cooked Food Sale
E. Levensaler, Harold W. Look, Ed
nt Fuller-Cobb-Davis, Sat. p. in.
win 11. Maxey, Clarence P. Miller
4 to 6 persons........... 75c to $1.25. 6 to 8 persons........... .... $1.00 to $1.50
Reneflt of First Baptist C, E—adv.
Edward S. Mullen, George B. Orcutt
1856
1924
Maynard S. Oxton, Henry J. Phil
Rockport-Rockland — Basketball,
This includes Corned Beef, one-half or one pe;k of potatoes, cabbage, turnip,
brook, Roland S. Rackliff, Albert 11
Zowie! Arcade
tomorrow
night
Robbins, George Williams, John A.
beets, carrots and parsnips—One tumbler Hatchet Mustard with each order.
C’mon up.—adv.
Blackman, Elmer W. Freeman, Job
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO. A. Stevens, Sanford E. Welt, Frank
Community Fair Feb. 23-28. Ar
E. Post, William S. Pettee, Albert
WALDOBORO, ME.
cade.—adv.
45c; CHICKENS, 40c
55c; DUCKS,
FRESH KILLED TURKEYS,
H. Brackett, Howferd II Brown, Ivan
A. Trueworthy, Hiram A. Dunton.
FOWL
Inlaid Linoleums at only $1.50 per
Maurice R. Snow, Henry J. Keating,
)RN
square yard this week at Studley’s.
Atwood B. Norton, Israel Snow, Har
—adv.
Clarcnca Davis, a son.
old H. Waldron, Elmer E. Simmons.
DELICIOUS PEARS, can.................. .................................................... * .. 18c
Leon A. Chase, Arthur Gray, Samuel
IN
MEM0RIAM
B. Aylward, Louis A. Crockett, Al
CORN.......................................... 19c. MONARCH CATSUP.................. 25c
MARRIED
In Inline inomory of my alsier, Mrs Ellie
Thurston-Bohanan—Pasadena. Calif. .Ian bert M. McIntosh, !.i ii:. -d B. Savllle,
B. Tolnian, who died Peti. 5, 1»24. done
28,
Irvitie
C.
Thurston
of
South
Union
and
but not forgotten.
David D. Wardwell, Y$ [.bur Ajnes,
Mrs Caroline 8. Bohan an of Pasadena
ONE POUND CANS PETERS COCOA ....................................................... 35c
-\UtS. LILLIAN B. CIXX.
C. Brown,
Bolduc-Halstead—Rockland. Nov. 14, 4924 Edward G. Day, Eeg ;
by E. R. Keene, 4. I’ , Frank Bolduc and Sarah W. Littel, H.iiti^ A. Mason,
(Made by the people who make Peters’ Sweet Chocolate)
Florence Halstead, both of Rockland.
Ethel Dz Brown, Nettie M. Averill,
(Jcorge-Rafter—Thomaston, Ft b 3. by Rev
CUT REFUGEE STRINGLESS BEANS, can i........ 15c; dozen............. $1.65
J W. Rtrout, Donald P George and Ruth Lizzie E. Davis, Alice E. Richards.
•Turner Rafter, both of Thomaston.
Ward 7
Leach-Pierce -Camden, Feb. 2, by Rev. C.
DELICIOUS NEW COOKING FIGS, Lb.
18c; 2 Lbs............... 30c
H. B. Sellger, Edward C. Leach and Mrs. Lu
A. B. Butler, W. N. Benner, Simon
cille N. Pierce both of Camden.
Crosby, Isaac J. Fields, Aaron Maxey
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP—BUY IT WHILE YOU CAN, can 10c
—And—
George W. Shuman, Walter S. Tripp,
DIED
Brank Vaughn, George Carter, Wil
dozen $1.10; case of 4 dozen cans, $4.00
Doak—'Belfast. Feb. 3, George R. Doak, lis Snow, M. B. Weymouth, Joseph
formerly of Vlnalhaven. aged 70 years.
Sldelliwer—East Warren. Feb 2. Jennie Ingraham, Raymond Anderson, Rob
A. Sldelinger, aged 77 years, 1 nionjJr 15 ert Adams, George L. Quinn, Donald
BRUS5ELL SPROUTS,
35c
day*.
STRAWBERRIES,
30c, 65c;
BRUSS
Fish—Yonkers, N. Y., Jan 31 Elwin C. Farrand, Ollie Daggett, Walter Connon, John E. Brewster, E. A. Dean,
—At the—
ou_. CAULIFLOWER,
rAiii jFL(
Fish, formerly of Hope.
FRENCH ENDIVES, 3 for /
7 25c;
40c, 50c, 60c
Tobey—-Palermo, Feb 1, Mrs. Anna To- Reuben Cushman, Maurtee Athearn,
bey.
SPINACH,
TOMATOES,
50c;
LETTUCE,
15, 20, 25c
Grafton—Winona, Minn., Jan 29, Alice, D. A. Sherer, Charles Spear, E W.
widow of John Holmes Grafton (formerly of Ames, Luke R. Brewster, Earle Bart
elery
c sweet potatoes 2 Lbs. 25c
Rockland) aged 75 years. 10 mouths.
lett, Rockland Jones, Russell Bart
'Merrill—Stonington. Jan 30, Miss Alice
lett, Harry Levensaler.
•Merrill.

COBB’S

Weekly Specials

:: Memorials::

ROCKLAND
AUTOMOBILE

RADIO SHOW
March 18,19, 20,21

C

, 30 ;

ARCADE

,

.GRAPE FRUIT, 4 for.......................... 25c; 3 for........................................ 25c
BEST FLORIDA ORANGES, dozen......... ...............................30c tp $1.20
DELICIOUS,
WINESAP, ' McINTOSH RED
APPLES, EMPEROR GfcAPES

QUALITY

COBB’S
NOT HOW CHEAP,

DON’T FORGET

DANCE

DANCE

PUBLIC SUPPER

Saturday Night

BAKED BEANS BAKED KROUT
SALADS
CAKES
\
DOUGHNUTS

ODD FELLOWS HALL
SERVICE

BUT HOW GOOD

Friday Night
Marsh’s
Five-Piece Orchestra

TEMPLE HALL
: : Music by : :

Dean’s Orchestra

M. E. VESTRY

.

SATURDAY, FEB. 7
5:00 to 7:00 o’clock

35 CENTS
16-17

PERRY’S MARKETS
80 TILLSON AVE.

428 MAIN STREET

BUTTER, lb
CLOVERBLOOM CREAMERY
BROOKFIELD CREAMERY
CUT FROM TUB
FRESH FROM THE COUNTRY
COFFEE 42c

ALL
THE
SAME
PRICE

COFFEE 55c COFFEE 42c

EXCELSIOR

Perry’s Special

Poston Market

t LB PACKAGE

FRESH GROUND

Always the Same

BEEF ROAST—fine quality, lean, lb. 8c, 10c, 12c
PORK ROAST, very lean, little pig, lb. .
21c
CORNED BEEF, cut to suit, lb................ 8c, 10c
QUAKER OATS large pkg 24c

BULK OLIVES, qt............ 55c

QUAKER OATS, sm. pkg. 10c

•NEW DATES, 2 lbs........... 25c

FAT SWEET PRUNES, lb 10c

POTATOES, peck ............ 22c

CREAM TARTAR, lb. pkg 34c

DRIED APRICOTS, lb...... 25c

PINK SALMON, best quality, can............. 15c
SUN-KIST SEEDED RAISINS, pkg.............. 10c
SWEET ORANGES, dozen........................ 19c
EVAPORATED MILK, 3 cans...................... 25c

BROOMS—finest quality

45c

• • • •

FRIDAY SPECIAL
NOT ON SALE ANY OTHER DAY

FLOUR 1.00 FLOUR 1.00 FLOUR 1.50
Full Size Sack

Full Size Sack

Full Size Sack

JACK FROST
Friday Special

NORMAN R
Friday Special

KING ARTHURI

4 to 6 P. M.

4 tu 6 P. M.

4 to 6 P. M.

Friday Special

SUGAR—Fine Granulated, lb..........................7c
WE AT ALL—the new cereal, can............... 15c
CAMPBELL’S SOUPS—all kinds, can .... 10c
ST. JOHN ALEWIVES—each...................... 8c
COUNTRY SAUSAGE—our oivn make, lb. 30c
SALT PORK—all fat or fat and lean, lb. .. 22c
LARD COMPOUND—finest quality, lb. ... 15c
PALM OLIVE SOAP, 3 cakes...................... 20c
JELL-O, all flavor, pkg...................................... 10c
IVORY SALT—always dry, box.................. 10c

CASH AND CARRY
SAVE THE DIFFERENCE

COOKED

FOOD

SALE

—AT TUB—

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS STORE
SATURDAY, 1 P. M., FEB. 7, 1925
For the benefit of the Christian Endeavor Society of the First
Baptist Church. We are planning “Big Things.”
Come Help Us

MRS. JOHN GRAFTON

Alice Grafton, widow of the late
John Holmes Grafton, died at the
family residence in Winona, Minne
sota, on January 29.
Mrs. Grafton
was born in Erie County, Pennsyl
vania, March 26, 184!), and moved
to Minnesota when a young woman.
She was married, Dec. 29, 1877, to
Mr. Grafton, who died April 10, 1924.
'I’lmse surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. (’. M. Yomnan.s of Winona and
Mrs. John Burgess of Minneapolis,
and a son. Charles W. Grafton of
Portland, Oregon. Mr. Grafton was
born in Warren and live.I in Bockland for some years previous to re
moving into the West. Both he and
Mrs. Grafton were very fond of
Knox County, which they often vis
ited and where they hail
large
number of friends.
Community Fair Feb. 23-28.
cade.—adv.

Ar

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCU8
313-318 MAIN 8T.

TEL. 746-J

ISO-tf

WESTERN BEEF
Sirloin Roasts......................................... 25c, 35c
Face Rump Roasts.......................................... 35c
Five Rib Roasts . i................................... 22c, 25c
Chuck Roasts................................. 15c, 18c, 20c
Pot Roasts.................................................. 25c, 30c
Sirloin Steak (boneless)................................... 45c
Face Rump Steak.............................................. 35c
Top Round Steak .......................................... 35c
Hamburg Steak.......................................... 20c, 25c
Stew Beef................................................... 20c, 25c
Corned Beef....................................... 8c, 10c, 20c
LAMB
PORK
VEAL
ICEBERG LETTUCE
CELERY

FOR SATURDAY ONLY /
3 Large Loaves Trainer’s Bread 4or 25c

GEORGE A. WOOSTER MARKET
Telephone 600

,

Free Delivery

Page Four
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HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When the correct letters are placed In the white apace thia paaale
Will apell words both vertically and horlaontally. The first letter In each
word la Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition listed
below the pussle. Thus No. 1 under the column bended “horizontal”
defines a word which will fill the white spaces up to the first black
square to the right, and a number under ^vertical** defines a word which
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. No letters go la
the black spaces. All words used are dictionary words, except proper
names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms and obsolete forms
are Indicated in the definitions.

ll5M.“3“5M'.**.*****C**.M2»*3k4**.'H5**.*****8*^M5M0“8M^*CMC>

Kiddies’ Evening
Story

(© by Western Newspaper Union.)

Vertical.

Horizontal
1—Supreme Being
4—-Hollowed out
6—>Glutinous material
8—Fountain beverage
ft—God of love
11— Above
12— Be
14—United body (abbr.)
16—Of the same kind
18—Still
IB—Explosive
21— Seesaw
22— One who takes anything In
pledge for loan
25— Sick
26— Liquid measure (abbr.)
27— All right (abbr.)
28— The same thing
2ft—Serous membrane
Cl—Small stone
33—Butter substitute
84—Obstruct
87— A rake
88— Boy’s name
8ft— Defamatory writing
<1—Exist
<2—In bed
44—To doff (poetic)
46—Without termination
48—Rends
4ft—A grain

1— Brilliant assemblage
2— Egg cells
ft—Hate
4— Yield
5— Filth
<k—Proceed
7— Negative answer
8— Narrow point of land extending
into water
16— Large flat-bottomed boat
11—Small stringed instrument
13—That is (abbr.)
15— Large vehicle
16— One of the harpies (myth.)
17— Ethiopian
1ft—One who cooks in an oven
26—Beautiful woman
21— Fee
•
22— Long, narrow Inlet gradually
diminishing inward
23— Beverage
24— Increase
.30—Town of Honshu Island, Japr.n
32—Seethe
34 -One who Invites
35— Jewish month
36— Venerate
3ft—Having made a loan
40—Girl
43—Exist
45—Part of verb “to be**
47—Deposit
Solution will appear In next Issue.
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KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

The blaek-eyef Susans are those
lovely flowers which prow in the
fields in the summer. They are the
bright, brigiit golden flowers, a rich
yellow-orange color.
In the center of every flower It is
black, quite black. And • o they can
always be quite easily told from any
of the other glorious, xVilfl flowers
which can be found in the summer
months.
'
One day a little fairy hopped on
one of the flowers.
It was many years ago, and she
had been playing in a brook where
there was some soft', rich mud. She
had not been flying around, you
see, but simply enjoying the cool
mud on her little white feet and
she would let it go between her lit
tle toes and say:
‘‘Ah, this is so cooling on a hot
day. Soon I will go in the stream
up yonder and bathe my feet with
the clear water there."
But just as she was about to go
up to the stream, she heard the
wind whispering some secrets to
the wild flowers.
And then the wind said:
‘‘Little Fairy, come and hear the
fnn. The sun has been cracking
such jokes! Watch the flowers
laugh. I am telling some they can’t
hear.
Jo-U see the flowers sbakln8 their heads?
n
"They are laughing so much.
The little fairy forgot that her
feet were muddy and rushed to the
field where the wind and sun were
making the flowers laugh.
“Come nnd rest on me," invited
one of the yellow flowers which ure
now called the black-eyed Susans.
And up site hopped on top of the
glorious yellow flower.
Her feet were held close together
and she stood very straight, her
wings holding her up a good deal,
for she did not want ta bend too
heavily on the kind flower.
The fields were full of laughter
and sunshine and sweet whispers
that' day. But after awhile the sun
grew tired and went to bed.
“The flowers must sleep, too,”
said the wind, as he began to move
away. And the little fairy hopped
down to the ground. Then, to her

Solution of Puzzle No. 21.
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Every Fairy Hopped on a Flower.

•Itorror, she saw the mud spot where
By NELLIE MAXWELL
her feet had been In the center of
the flower.
She gave a low cry and the Fairy
Queen with all the other fairies
Potted Meats
came rushing to the rescue. The
T THIS season of the year pot
Fairy Queen soon saw what had
ted meats are more enjoyed
happened.
than at any other, although at sum
“We will fix It," she said. Then
mer picnics they are always popu
she bent over the flowers, nnd
lar. For potting, small stone Jars
whispered to them. “It is all right,”
that are a little larger at the top
she said, after a moment'.
IA D AMiC A T S RbSo A R S
than at the bottom are best, so that
“The flowers tell me,” said the
[RED 3 C EE&gH E N Z Y'iM|e|
the meat may be taken out whole.
Fairy Queen, “that they would all
The meat must be well cooked and
like to kave black centers. They
tender so that It can be easily
think it would make them look
pounded to a paste.
more interesting. So every little
Potted Beef.—Take three pounds
fairy must go mud-wading and each
of beef from the upper part of the
one come back to hop on a flower,
round, one-half cupful of butter, one
keeping right In the center.
tnblespoonful of salt, one-fourth
Soon they were back and every
teaspoonful of pepper, a speck of
fairy hopped on a flower.
cayenne, one-eighth of a teaspoon
From that day to this all the
ful of mace, the same quantity of
flotyers have grown up with black
clove, bouquet of sweet herbs and
centers, and so the black-eyed Su
See Today’s
three tablespoonfuls of water. Cut
sans, or ox-eyed daisies as they are
the meat into small pieces and put
sometimes called, are truly flowers
Boston Glebe
in the jar with the water and seaof Fairyland.
Bonings. Mix a paste of a cupful
It was this story that the Fairy
of flour and water enough to make
Queen to'd to nil In Fairyland and
a stiff paste. Cover the mouth of
Browpieland and Elfland one winter
the jar with paper, spread over the
night.
paste and place the jar in a pan of
But they had gone over to a very
Old Japanese Legend
hot water In a moderate oven for
warm part of the country—a part
five hours. Take up, remove the
the country where the roses grew
of Lantern and Fan of
cover and herbs and pound the meat
in the winter time.
A story of the origin of the lan
to a paste, add one-half of the but
And they were full of summer
ter to It and pack solidly Into the tern and the fan. as told in Japan,
thoughts and talked of all the dif
Jar. Melt the remainder of the but concerns a public official who had
ferent Fairyland and Flowerland
ter and pour over the meat Paste two beautiful daugliteks. As the
adventures there had been through
paper over the Jars, putr on the story goes, the girls, who were (lie
the years.
covers and set away In a cool dry treasures of the father's heart,
This was one of the Fairy
longed to pay a visit to a friend in
Queen’s favorite stories. She was
place.
Potted Chicken.—Take one quart Another city.
so pleased that it had all turned
of cold roasted chicken, one cupful
The father, however, was un
out this way.
It had been so wonderful of the
of cold boiled ham, four tablespoon willing for them to go, as he feared
fuls of butter, a speck of cayenne, some .voting man of high degree
flowers to act as they had.
But
then that was the way It was.
would
win
their
love,
and
thus
take
a slight grating of nutmeg and two
Often when people didn’t make a
teaspoonfuls of salt.
Free the them from hint. In reply to their
fuss they found they enjoyed them
chicken of the skin and bones. Cut entreaties the father told them they
the meat Into fine pieces, chop and could go, providing they promised
selves much more.
So had the flowers kept from
pound to a paste. Add the butter to bring back to him fire wrapped
making a fuss nnd then they had
and seasonings and pack solidly in a paper and wind wrapped in a
found they really were having more
into stone jars. Cover and place paper.
fun If they all had the same little
In hot water in a moderate oven;
The girls did not know what to
fairy foot-prints.
cook for an hour. When the meat do. They were in despair until one
"Ah,” said the Queen of the
Is cold cover with melted butter and of their maids told them not to
Fairies, “what beautiful flowers
put away In a cold place.
worry, but go and consult si cer
they are too.
Tongue may be prepared In the tain wise woman who lived near
“But I love the flowers every
same way with mustard added as the home of the friend whom they
where—everywhere they seem to
seasoning.
were to visit. After promising
belong to the part of the country
The butter used to cover meat their father they would fulfill his
where they live.
may be used In basting fresh meats; wishes they set out for tite friend's
“And If from one end of the
likewise that used for fish may be home. The father was greatly sur
world to the other it were all the
used In basting roasting fish.
prised when, upon their return, the
(©, 1925. Western Newspaper Union.)
same
it would not be nearly so In
daughters presented Idin with lire
teresting as to have stretches of
inclosed in a beautifully designed
country so different front each other
paper lantern ami wind in a quaintthat it almost seems like a different
shaped paper fan. Tin's, it is said,
world.”
according to a story printed In the
(©. 1925, Western Newspaper Union.)
Pathfinder Magazine, the lantern
and fan came into use.

A

PUZZLE

Cameo Catti'ng Hard Work
Much skill is exercised by the ex
pert cameo cutter, lie can only
work at his task for a few hours
at a time, because of nerve strain.
A quavering hand may be respon
sible for the single stroke wlilch
will spoil a week's work. lie must
have an eye like a microscope, and
a very delicate touch; lie must be
an artist in soul, and 11s skillful a
craftsman as is a watchmaker; he
must know how to model and draw,
and lie must have a knowledge of
chemistry, so as to remove offend
ing spots. The work is executed in
relief on many kinds of hard or
precious stones, hut especially the
chalcedonic variety of quartz aaff
on shells.

O.JawrcnceTfiav

By MARY GRAHAM BONNER

Black-Eyed Susans

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 22
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■PHn.l.II’S" MILK
OF MAGNESIA
Accept only genuine “Phillips,” the
original Milk of Magnesia prescribed
by physicians for 50 years as an
antacid, laxative, corrective.
25-cent bottles, also 50-cent bottles,
contain directions—any drug store.

=
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“I have no time to travel far
The trails that lead to Nowhere,
For I must learn where riches are
And follow roads that go there;
I could not well afford,” he said,
“To wander where some cowpath led!'

Every-Other-Day

Beauty

’ MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

’

t

Eastern Standard Time

*
Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta. A {7.00 a. m., t".3O a. in., fl 10 p. in. *
Bangor, A {7(H) a. ni , t7.30a.in . |1 10p.m. «
Boston. A 57.00 a. in., 17.30 a .nr., tl lOp. m. .
I Brunswick. A§7.00a.m., t7.30a.in., tM0p.ro.,
t5.30 p. ni.
Lewiston. A?7.00a. ni., t7.30a. in., 11 -10 P- m.
I New York, il.lt)p. in.
' Portland. A{7.00a. in.,, 17.30 a. in., 11.!Up. m,
15.30 p. in.
a.in, 11 - 10p. m.
Waterville, A57.00 a.m.,, 17.30
.
Wo dwich, AS7.00a.ni , t7 30a.m. |1
35c “Danderinc” does Wonders
t5.30 p. ni.
t Daily, except bunrtay.
for Any Girl's Ilair
A PusseQgerfpravidc own ferriage Bath to Wo4wicta.
• D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
9-26-24 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger AgL
I

A Gleamy Mass of Hair

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

3 "Twas years ago and miles away
r
I heard this declaration,
.ft But I am wiser grown today
And know its refutation;
And I have seen how tragic is
The fate of men with hearts like his.

Tiie direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAYEN, STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S
ISLAND

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

“Never Say Die,”
Her Slogan
By MILDRED GOODRIDGE

I chose a charming trail one day
They said would lead to Nowhere,
But I went blithely on my way
To find what flowers grow there,
For I was seeking happiness
And courting Nature’s kind caress.

“I can’t go through with it!"
groaned a haggard, desperate-faedd
man on one side of garden wall.
I followed far thff sylvan lane,
“Oh, you beautiful world!" lisped
a child in an Invalid chair on the
Enchanted by its beauty.
other side of the wall.
Forgetting quite all hope of gain
The man was Robert Dale, a city
And thinking naught of duty,
merchant. He sat in the shade of a
When suddenly I found that thing
tree hear the ruins of some burneddown residence.
For which my soul was hungering!
“There are only two ways," ho
muttered, darkly. “There is bank
I found the fortune which my friend
ruptcy, but that reads disgrace, and
I could not bear It. The other
Had sought in vain on highways;
is—this!”
I found contentment at the end
He drew from his pocket a loaded
Of one of Nowhere’s byways.
revolver and gazed at it fixedly.
Here was the chance at last, 1 knew,
The little child was Flora Easton,
a sweet-faced girl of ten. The chair
To do the work I wished to do!
was drawn up close .to a rustic
table. Upon this were writing ma
terials. As she took up a pencil, one
conld see from the slow, weak and
erratic movements of her hand that
she had only an Imperfect control
A FRIENDLY GULL
Iron Rust Drives Fish
over Its muscles.
“Fine 1” was little Flora's accus Marblehead Fisherman Finally Wins
From River in Siberia
tomed cheery reply when asked how
This Bird's Affections.
Can you imagine a river that gets
she was getting along.
rust.?? There is one which is sub
On this especial morning her
Although sea gulls flocks plentiful
brave little heart thrilled, as for ly in Neiv England harbors, it is ject to this phenomenon—the River
the first time she found that she seldom that anyone can get very near Oh, which falls Into the Arctic
could use her hand to write a word. one of the big birds says an exchange ocean and runs through the north
Hitherto even the effort to produce They will fly close to a boat some of Siberia.
The Ob contains a great amount
a single letter had been a hard times. but .will not light near it.
of Iron. Every year when it freezes
task.
“Oh. papa, mamma!” she cried In a Yet John R. Stacey, a Marblehead over the Iron is cut' off from the
wild fervor of excited delight, as al lobstermao. has succeeded in so air. The result Is that the metal
most breathless with joy nnd sur winning the confidence of a gull that precipitates, or, in other words, In
stead of being dissolved In the
prise she completed n whole sen it will eat fish from his hands.
Apparently the bird is both old and water, becomes a solid.
tence on the sheet of paper before
wise. Mr. Stacey first attracted it
The whole underside of the Ice Is
her.
Her parents came rushing anx by leiving bits of fish at the oppo covered thickly with rust, nnd even
iously from the house at the un site end of Uie boat from where he the fish nnd other creatures become
sat. Suspicious at first but gradually rusty. In the lower reaches, where
usual cry.
succumbing to the temptation, the
does not form, the water, ordi
“What is It—are you 111, Flora?” gull made an experimental grab at a Ice
narily quite clear, becomes cloudy
quavered her mother.
discolored. The whole river,
“Oh, no!” dissented the agitated piece of fish and flew away with it. snd
2,300 miles long, becomes polsonlittle one. "Just- think of it—I am Finding it to its taste, it returned . ous.
getting well, sure, papa! For see— for more. After awhile it grew bold
People living near It have to
enough to stay on the boat and eat
I have written a whole sentence!”
quench their thirst with melted
And then little Flora uttered a cry its meal. The bird grew to realize snow, and most of the fish leave
of direful dismay. A great bixfiith that Mr. Stacey’s intentions were Ihe river and seek safety in the
of wind had come along. It caught wholly friendly and came neaer and sea. They are told by Instinct when
up the loose sheets of paper. It scut nearer to him until at length it be the time arrives for their annual
came so tame that the fisherman had
tered them over the garden wall.
, exodus.
“And It was the first real sentence .no difficulty in feeding it direct from I In the spring the Ice thnws nnd
I have written since—since 1 was his hand.
I the air renders the river free from
S'ck!” murmured Flora. “Why, ., Soon after Mr. St'cey puts out to poison. The fish Immediately re
think of it! plain as day and with-' .visit his lobster trajxs eat h day this turn. They swim up the stream
out tiring m.v hand nt all, I printed particular gull spies him and flies In such vast numbers that tlfey are
alongside. Evidently jealous of pos
out ‘Never Say Die.’ 1”
padied tightly together. Any boat
“Well, my dear.” said her father, sible competition, it drives away any that tries to navigate the river nt
other
gull
which
approaches
the
boat.
“very soon you will be able to write
this time forces thousands of fish
whole pages,”*nnd then his heart
onto ihe flat banks, where the na
Day
schools
in
house
decoration
for
overflowed with hope at this Indi
tives kill them with sticks.
cation that the little sufferer was on housewives were recently conducted
by
the
University
of
Wisconsin
ex

the road to recovery.
In a week the episode of the miss tension division in five cities. The All Men of Unusual
ing sheet of paper was forgotten. lessons consisted of talks and lant
Strength Are Samsons
Little Flora, Indeed, Improved. Day ern slides og interior decoration.
The story of Samson is found in
by day she grew stronger. Many a By the use of material and demon
burdened heart revived at a sight of strations in arrangement of rooms Judges 13. and the three following
the patient, loving little creature, an attempt was made to show wo chapters. This man takes his place
who saw only love and helpfulness men the possibilities that exist in In Scripture as a judge or ruler, an
he careful use of the things they office which lie filled for 20 years;
as her rare mission of life.
Click—the man who sat on the already have in their homes. The as a Nazarite, that Is, one hound by
other side of the fateful garden wall schools are continued fur a week in a vow of a peculiar kind to he set',
had been too absorbed in his misery each city. They will he continued apart from others for the service
to heed the sounds about him. He on the same plan in ether cities until of the Almighty. The obligation
got ready the deadly weapon. Then the middle of the winter.—School was really for a definite time, and
during that time the Nazarite was
It dropped suddenly from his nerve Life. '
hound to abstain from wine nnd ev
less fingers. There had come float
ery production of the vine, nnd
ing down like a dove of peace, like
from every kind of Intoxicating
a heavenly messenger, a sheet of
drink, ne was forbidden to cut the
paper. It fell directly In his lap.
hnir of his head, or to approach any
With awed staring eyes Robert Dale
dead body. In the third place Sam
read the rude, scrawling words:
son appears as a man endowed with
“Never say die!”
supernatural physical strength. It
A quick revulsion of feeling
Is this latter quality that first
passed ove- him. Whence had the
comes to one’s mind when he Is
mssage come? No one was in sight.
mentioned, and It Is because of
He burst into tears, tie dropped to
that wonderful quality than any
his knees and a new strength and
man of unusual strength Is cnlled
impulse came Into Ills life.
a Samson. For Instance, a London
Two years later little Flora and
carpenter, named Thomas Topham,
her parents attended a meeting at
has been called “the British Sam
the town hall of the village. It had
son.” It Is related that in Cold
been announced some time previous
Bath fields, London, on May 28,
that Robert Dale, a wealthy city
1741, In the presence of thousands
merchant, had purchased the
of spectators Topham lifted three
grounds beyond the garden wall. A
hogsheads of water, weighing 1,830
meeting had been called where lie
pounds. Topham was born In 1710,
was to publicly donate the land and
and died In 1753. It was related
$50,000 to build an orphan asylum.
that he was driven to suicide by
Mr. Dale arose ami made the for
domestic troubles.
mal tender of Ills beneficence to the
town. Then his face grew grave
and solemn, as lfe stated that he
Eggsactly!
wished to tell why he had been im
“Herman Finch, whose only fault
pelled to his philanthropic action.
Is that he is always witty, hap
He recited his experience the day
pened to be walking up Baker street
when that strange message had
with Page and, stopping in front of
come to him. He told how, banish
Elliott & Fry’s, the well-known pho
ing his cowardly fears, lie had gone
tographers, they noticed that there
to the city nerved to combat Ills
was an exhibition of country-life
business difflcultles.
photographs in the window, and
Then he took from a treasured
that in a basket In the center of the
corner in his pocketbook a folded
were a couple of dozen of
Henderson window
piece of paper and passed it around
the best new-laid eggs! This being
among the audience, the precious
This Karnak has fixed up my somewhat unusual for an establish
sheet of paper bearing the words: stomach so fine 1 believe I coUld now ment of this kind. Page said:
“Never say die!”
cat nails, so to speak, without suf ‘Eggs! Why on earth should a pho
The little scrap of paper passed fering a hit of indigestion after tographer put eggs in his window?’
among two rows of seats. As It ward,” declared If. C. Henderson, To which'Fink replied: ‘I really
came to Mr. .Easton little Flora ut well known resident of 43 Hamp don't know; I can only suppose that
tered a quick cry:
a hen has gone In for a sitting';
shire St., Auburn, .Me.
“Oh. papa, It’s my writing. Don't
“I had been in mighty had shape which Is an example of quick vylt I
you remember that day In the gar with stomach trouble ever since I can hardly Imagine has ever been
den?”
left the navy at the end of the world excelled."—From “Chestnuts ReNot only for Dale, hut for othfts war and in spite of everythlngg I Roasted” by Seymour Hicks.
who had felt the gentle, hopeful in could do I just kept getting a little
fluence of little Flora, the rare per worse all the time. My food would
Princess de Conti
fume of her loving soul seemed to. sour almost as soon as I ate it and
She was the daughter of Louis
diffuse hope and happiness every indigestion, biliousness, headaches
XIV and Louise de la Valllere. She
where.
nervousness kept me miserable married Louis Armand de Bourbon,
As Robert Dale left the Easton and
day in nnd day out.
whose brother was chosen king of
home the following day the lofty
‘'But I began taking Karnak and Poland. Louis Armand died of the
flight of n bird appeared to sym
when
it
got
to
work
I
could
almost
smallpox. The princess was cele
bolize the purified aspirations of his
better nature. The lark was flying feel my indigestion vanish. It simply brated for her wit nnd wonderful
made
a
(
lean
sweep
of
all
my
trou

beauty. Muley Ismael, king of
straight Into the face of the glowing
sun,Its nJjj. ^Ipridiis nnl.e ulio’it; bles, built me up several pounds in Morocco, seeing her portrait, fell In
weight
and
gave
me
so
much
love with her and sent an ambassa
like a'cari'fo'life, to duty. Then It
was lost to view, but In the fervor strength that my work seems like dor to demand her hand. Another
of his grateful nature, to Robert child’s play- Karnak is without a likeness inspired the viceroy of
Limn with a violent' passion, and
Dale it seemed as though the lark doubt the’finest medicine made.”
Karnak is sold in Rockland exclu one of these pictures being lost in
was singing at Heaven’s gate!
sively by the Corner Drug Store; in India was found by the natives,
(Q, 3914, Western Newspaper Union.)
Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall who worshiped it as the Image of
in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy the goddess of Manas.—Chicago
Know the tremendous pull Store;
Co.; and by the leading druggist in Journal.

“Without Doubt
Karoak Is Best
Medicine Made”

ing power of Courier-Gazette

every city.
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(Subject to change without notice)
EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY,

8. 1924.

OCT.

Leaves Swan’s Inland daily except Sundays
a* 5.30 AM. for Stonington, North Ilavcn,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
R-turnHg leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. ?.I.
for Vina'haven, North Haven, Stonington and
Swan^i Island
B. II. STINSON.
General Agent.
Rockland, Maine, Oct G, PJ24.

EAD COLDS

Girls! Try this! When combing
and dressing your hair, jijst moisten
your hair-brush with a little “Danderine” and brush it through your hair.
The effect is startling'. You can do
your hair up immediately and it will
appear twice as thick and hqpvv—a
mass of gleamy hair, sparkling vvjt'i
life and possesssing that incomparable
softness, freshness and luxuriance.
While beautifying the hair “Danderine” is also toning and stimulating
each single hair to grow thick, long
and strong. Hair stops falling out
and dandruff disappears. Get a hottie
of “Danderine” at any drug or toilet
counter and just see how healthy and
youthful your hair appears after this
delightful, refreshing dressing.

MISS BAFSY PAVRY

Mslt a little Vicks in a
spoon and inhale the
medicated vapors. Apply
frequently up the nostrils.
Always use freely just
before going to bed.

VICKS
w
VapoRub

Over 17 Million Jart Und Yoarfy

C.P.DOW&COt I
Member.
Consolidated Stock Exchange'
of /tew York

STOCKS .nd BONDS
Publishers of the
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
which is sent free to
investors upon request

10 STATE STREET BOSTON

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at
Law
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PHO.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. 0EVEl.OPING, PRINTING AND LN- —
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland

Miss
Bapsy
Duslur
Cursetji
Pavry, daughter of the high priest
of the Partis at Bombay, is visiting
in Washington. She is a brilliant
scholar of scriptural languages and
has ctme to this country to make
a special study of the educational,
social and religious Institutions.
After rounding out her education
In Europe she will return to Bom
bay.
She ie a protege of the
British embassy and the Persian
legation.

All Seemed Satisfied
A new gallows nnd drop pit had

been constructed nt a county prison,
but It was some time before the
busy governor could get away to In
spect It. When he dill so. lie asked
the head Jailer If there had been
any difficulty In expeditiously carry
ing out the death sentences.
The jailer replied that he thought
not. “We have never had any com
plaints, sir,” he said.—London TitBits.
Estate of Horace W. Welt
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX, SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In
and for aaid County of Knox, on the twentysixth day of January, in the year of our
Lord, one thousand nine hundred and twentyfive.
A certain Instrument purporting to be the
last Will and Testament of Horace W. Welt,
late of Thomaston, In said County, having
been presented for probate, and application
having been made that no bond be required
of the executor naim'd in the will.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons Interested, by causing a copy of
tliis Order to be published three weeks suc
cessively In The Courier-Gazette, a newspa
per published at Rockland, in said Coun.y,
on the seventeenth day of February, A. 1)
tlwt they may appear at a Probate Court to
he held at Rock and in and tor said County.
1925, at nine o’clock In the forenoon, and
show cause. If any have, why the prayer
of the petitioner should not be granted.
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge of Probate
A true Copy,—Attest :
13-Th-D
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.

Estate of Evelyn 0. Jones

STATE OF MAINE
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probaie Court in and for the County of Knox.
Resi'ecjfully re pre.cuts Ida L. Jones of
Rumford, Maine. Guardian of Evelyn O
Jones, formerly of Camden. Maine, now of
Rumford, Maine That said minor is the
owner of certain Real Estate, situated in
Bowdoin. Maine, in Sagadahoc County, and
described as follows, viz: being two forty
fifths (2-45| of a lot of land in Bowdo.n,
Maine, founded and described as follows:
Easterly by the town road ; Northerly by land
of Isaac Jenkins; Westerly by land of James
Ifalnes; Soutlierly by land of Albert Puring»on and Iaaac Cox; being premises described
In deed of Isaac Adams to Harvey J. Wheeler,
dated January 7, 1854, a s recorded in Lin
coln Co. Western Dl.st. Reg of Deeds, book
43. page 87.
That it would be for the benefit of said
minor that an id Real Estate should be sold
and the proceeds placed at interest
Where
fore your petitioner prays that she may be
licensed to sell and convey said Real Es
tate at private sale for the purpose aforesaid
Dated at Rumford. Maine, this 20tli day
of January, A. D. 1925
IDA L. JONES, Guardian.
KNOX COUNTY.—
In Probate Court, held at Rockland, on
the 20th day of January. A I). 1925.
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered. Tliat
notli^ be given, by publishing a copy of said
net-ltTon with tills order thereon, once a week
for three weeks successively, prior to the
ltth day of February next, in The CourierGazette. a newspaper printed in Rockland,
Maine, that all persons interested may at
tend at a Probate Court then to be held in
Rockland, and show cause, if any. why the
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge
A true Copy,—Attest:
13 Th PJ
HENRY II PAYSON, Register.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
417 MAIN ST. .... ROCKLAND

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.G Ph.G
Chiropractor
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland

Graduate Palmer School of Chlroprootlo
Office Hours;
Mondays, Wednesdays. Fridays, 10*12; 2-5>
7-8. Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10-12: 2-3;
Saturdays. 10-12. Tel. 88G

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BV APPOINTMENT ONLY

Telephone 136
38 UNION 8T-. ROCKLAND. ME.
Graaaate of American School of
Osteopathy

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tka Fiipoui Sheet Mueie yoe eel (4v*r-

tiietf in ill the lending mtiulnne.
Over 220 eeleetlene—eend tnr
•atalngun

MAIWF MUSIC CO.. Rockland. Ma.

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Telephona 323
38 Summer Street, • ■ Rockland
M-tr

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D ‘
Office Hour,: | to 3 and 7 te I P. M.
Residence until 1 A. M. and by Annelntmea*
Telonhone 184
THOMASTON. ME.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106

PLEA8ANT 6TREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W

117-tf

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
875 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. MS.

A Dollar Spent With
the Home Merchant
Circulates at Home
and Helps Home Trade

^very-Other-Day

Mrs. Henry C. Billings

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 5, 1925.

I Connect* Common Word

NEEDS MORE REVENUE

With Intereating Story

West Sumner, Maine—“I am very
plad to be able to add my testimonial to
that of others ir recommending Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription for weak
and ailing women, also Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets for the stomach, liver
and bowels. I am the mother of four
healthy, happy children and can truly
say if it had not been for the ‘Favorite
Prescription,’ of which I to>i seven
bottles two years ago, I should not be
able to do my work now. I always suf
fered a great deal with backache, but
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription cured
me and I am now a strong, well
woman.”—Mrs. Henry C. Billings.
Any good druggist can supply you
with Dr. Pierce’s remedies.
Write Dr. Pierce’s Invalids’ Hotel in
Buffalo, N. Y., for free medical advice
or send 10c for trial package of any o£
Dr. Pierce’s medicines.

MERCHANT MARINE
Some Statistics of Interest To
Those In the Shipping
World.
Current reports on jthe employment
of United States merchant vessels of
1,000 gross tons and over, issued by
the Bureau of research. United States
Shipping Board, indicate increased
activity on the part cf American
shipowners in foreign commerce, it
was declared.
Jan. 1, 1925, the number of Ameri
can vessels engaged in foreign
trade was 677, an increase of 47
over the number einph yed in that
trade Oct. 1. 1924. Forty of these
added ships are owned by private
shipping companies, the remaining
seven being vessels put into serv
ice by the United States Shipping
Board. These additions increase the
cargo carrying capacity of the Ameri
can foreign trade fleet nearly 500.000
tons, the total gross tonnage of that
fleet of January l, being approxi
mately 4.050.000 tons.
in analysing th° activities of the
foreign trade fleet of 677 ves-els. dis
tinction is made between that portion
of the fleet employed in overseas for
eign commerce and that engaged in
traffic with nearby countries in the
C n il bean region and Canada. In
overseas foreign service there were
39 passenger ships. 380 freighters
and 55 tankers, a total of 474 vessels.
Of this number 20 passenger car
riers, 318 freighters and four tankers
were government owned.
In the
nearby foreign service there were
38 passenger ships, 66 freighters, and
►93 tankers, a total cf 203 vessels, of
which three jiassenger ships, two
freighters and one tanker were gov
ernment owned.
In the domestic coastwise service
622 vessels were employed; 97 pas
senger Carrie’s, 357 freighters and
158 tanker?, all privately owned, and
ten government owned tankers.
The privately owned American
merchant fleet Includes 1.074 strain
and motor vessels cf 1.900 gnus t ns
and over, wdth an aggregite gross
tonnage of f,059.081. Of this total,
941 vessels, of 4,641,935 gross tons,
were in active service January 1.
The inactive vessels aggregate 417,146 gross tons, about 8 per cent of
the total tonnage.
The government owned fleet, con
sisted Jan. 1. cf ’1.243 vessels cf
6.109.308 gross tons. Of this number
358 vessels of 2.305,605 gross tans
were in active service and 885, or
about 71 per cent, inactive.
WHAT IS A COACH

(by George W. Snow)
What is a coach? Now that the
coach has become a large factor in
motordom, the question is raised as
to exactly what is meant by the
term. The Society of Automotive
Engineers defines it thus:
“Coach—An enclosed single-com
partment body, similar in general ap
pearance to the sedan, with two
close-coupled cross-seats for four
passengers. There is a luggage com
partment or space for a trunk at the
back of the body. There is no glass
in the rear quarters. The conven
tional type has two doors only, the
forward seats being divided and the
right-hand seat tipping forward to
give access to the rear cross-seat.
Some models have two doors on the
right-hand side, there being two
fixed cross-seats ”
It is three years since the word
coach came into use. At the 1922
New York show, the first coaches
were displayed by the Hudson Mo
tor Car Co. on an Essex chassis.
Both name and cars were a HudsonEssex origination.
As the car’s
success became apparent the name
and definition were adopted by the
S. A. E. The first Essex coach sold
for only $300 more than the open
car—a sensationally small differen
tial.
Now all coaches sell at a
practically open car cost, and be
cause of specialization and experi
ence both Hudson and Essex coach
es sell for less. Hudson and Essex
have built 180,000 coaches.~adv.

7 feel confident that the enterprise
of destroying the liquor traffic will
ultimately be successful and that the
oaaeage of the Eighteenth Amend
ment marks the beginning of a new
era in American history.—E. V. Mc
Collum. Professor. John Hopkins

University.
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MOTOR TRIPS ABROAD

Probably none of our readers
think of “sack" as a word in any
way remarkable, but Dr. C. G. Wil
liamson In his book “Curious Sur
vivals’’ reminds us that the word
has a strange origin and Is connect
ed with a curious story.
We probably got thnt word
“sack." lie says, from n Coptic or
Egyptian word “sok," which means
a kind of canvas or cloth from
which a bag was made. The word J
survives In sackcloth.
The story Is that the word "sok"
was the last word uttered before
Ihe tongues were confounded at
Bnhel and that consequently It ap
pears In every language In an al
most Identical form.
Curiously
enough, the second statement is
true.
The Irish "sac" Is the same as tlie
French word; the I.ntln “succus” Is
closely related to the Italian “succo” nnd to the Spanish “saco.” In
Greek It Is "sakkos,’’ In IlehreW
"sak" or “saq,” In Egyptian or In
Coptic "sok," In Dutch “zak” and In
Swedish “sack"; and the same
word appears In other languages
without any real change. In
slang or colloquial talk we now ap
ply It In quite another fashion;
when we talk of a person’s getting
the sack we Intend delicately to
Intimate that he has been dis
charged from his employment. That
use we probably derive front th$
Turkish custom of getting rid of un
desirable persons by putHng them
Into a sack and throwing them into
the Bosporus.—Youth’s Companion.

At Famous Brooklands Racing Track
SEVENTH OF A SERIES OF TRAVEL TALKS

Had Tried All Telephone President Tells of
Inadequate Rates and
Kinds of Dope Heavy
Requirements.
Without Success, But Priest’s
Indigestion
Powder
Brought Instant Relief.

In Ihe annual report of the New
England Telephone and Telegraph
Company directors fyr 1924, Presi
dent Jones discusses the financial
condition of the company, and em
phasizes the need for additional rev
Waterville. Maine,
enue.
Feb. 2, 1925.
He points out that because of in
Mr. Priest; —
adequate rates during the past few
Sir, 1 went to tell you what a years the company failed by a large
great medicine your
Indigestion sum to earn the divt lands paid dur
Powder has been to me. I have had ing the year, and w s obliged to
gastric stomach trouble tor years take $2,578,256 from the accumulated
and tried everything 1 heard of. At surplus of previous years in order to
last I bought your medicine and if make up the dell -iency. On Decem
any one doubts the relief that it has ber 31 the remaining surplus wns
been to me I invite them to write to $2 081,647.
In this connection he
me and l can assure them of the says:
highest recommendation of both
"Manifestly, such a situation can
Priest's Powder and Begulets.
not continue If we are to furnish
8. H. Dixon,
adequate telephone Service In the
5 Front St..
coming years; that is. if we ure to
Waterville, Maine. maintain our present service upon a
satisfactory basts nnd are also to
Priest’s Powder for Indigestion. meet the demands of the New Eng
Sour, Sick Stomach. Car Sickness, land public for additional service.
Heartburn and General Hyperacidity In order to do this «e must, within
of the Stomach.
the next five years, construct the
All druggists, 50c and $1.50. The plant necessary to operate about
$1.50 size holds five (5) times as 320XMH) additional telephones, and
Thuch ns the 50c size.
this means that we must obtain ad
Priest's Regulators, the Ideal tonic ditional money to the extent of ap
Pkoto Coarmy Ckryiler ifajtcetl Motor Corforatwm
laxative for chronic constipation 25c proximately $100,000,01)1) during that
and 7uc. If your dealer does not fine.
Famous motor car racing track at Brooklands, near London. The
carry them In stock have him order
"In order to secure tills money we
picture above was taken near where Resta, the famous Italian racer so well
for you or send direct to Priest Drug must have net earnings that will enknown in America, was killed.
Co., Bangor, Me. Parcel post pre qble, us to eoippeto with other enter
paid to any address.
No extra prises seeking funds from those who
rooklands Automobile at a large radius, the sharpest being
and Small
charge.—advt.
have money to Invest."
Racing Track, near Ixmdon, is at a radius of 1,000 feet. On this
Fund
President Jones estimates that the
still beljeved to be the fastest track, because of the skillful bank
At the Unlt"d States Treasury
new general rate sqheddle now under
motor car track in the world al ing arrangement, it is possible to
IN
THE
EXCITER
department In Washington there Is
discussion will provide for an aver
drive a racing car 120 miles an hour
though built in 1906 and 1907.
a conscience fund and It' is grow
age Increase In $ho territory as a
The track is constructed of con without fear of skidding. The
ing rapidly. Colisclence-stung in
Rockland Items Concerning whole of about 2% cents a day per
crete in the shape of a pear. The maximum height at hanking on the
dividuals from all sections of the
telephone, and that Ihe Increase in
complete circuit is two miles, 1,350 shorter curves is 28 feet. S inches.
country, and even In foreign lands,
the Central Maine Power tlie Metropolitan area around Bos
The Chrysler Six pictured above,
yards. It is 100 feet wide.
frequently send In sums of money
ton and In a few other Sections,
Brooklands includes a special test a cksed car, made 70 miles an hour
Co.’s Gallant Workers.
to make good frauds that they have
where not eamingg have been con
on the Brookland; track. It was
hill, erected on accurate gradients.
perpetrated on Uncle Sam. Since
siderably tf-tow the dverageg for the
The curves on the track are struck c ; lipped with balloon tires.
the first contribution of five dollars
The Central Maine Power Co. has company as a whole, win be somemore than 100 years ago, the fund
revived its publication known as the whit greater than this average fig
has grown to nearly $000,000. Those
Exciter. Among the Rockland Items ure? Outlining the conditions which
who Contribute to this fund hardly
have resulted In the urgent need for
In the current issue are:
ever give their authentic names,
WALDOBORO
“MAINE PRODUCTS"
additional revenue he says:
nnd fpw go to the trouble to explnln
The New England Portland Ce
'X)n Jkh.' I, 'IffSO. the books of the
how they came to unjustly get' Into
ment A- Lime Co. is making a very N. H. Telephone and Telegraph Co.
The Star Club met this week with good showing. Manager Phillips says
possession of government property First Week in March Set
showed plant find equipment to the
Mrs. J. H Miller.
Next week’s
or money.
he plans for operation in the early amount of $102,449,500 (including the
Aside To Demonstrate meeting will lie held with .Mrs. Har spring
These contributions have varied
and will ccmmence the in plant and equipment ot the Provi
Clark.
from a one-cent postage stamp to
struction of the Cement Plqnt-lu May dence Telephone Company, which, at
Volume,
Quality and oldThe
North Primary and Kaler’s of this year.
$30,000. At the present time the
that date, bud not yet been consoli
annual receipts are said to amount
Corner ccbools close this week for
Quantity.
I. -Ripley. foreman of the Buckland
to over $5,000. The largest contri
he wIntei- vacation. The Grammar floating crew of 10 men.is repairing dated with tnd New England Coin-,
pan)') and It wga then operating
bution, that of $30,000, was accom
The first week in March has been School hud Centre Primary are mak the 11.000 volt line between DainariS-' 138.91)9 stations (Including those of
panied by a brief note stating thnt selected as a period in which to dem ing up lost time.
cotta Mills substation and Boothhay Hie Providence Ompeny). The av
it was the final Installment on an onstrate the volume of variety and
Mrs. Herbert' Achorn of Camden Harbor. He is carrying on (he work erage ■ Investment for plant and
$80,000 payment, which was four high quality of Maine products. has been the gfiest of her mother, very satisfactorily.
equipment was, therefore, $138.64
times the amount Ihe sender had 'Know Maine Products” is the slogan Mrs,. Ella Achorn.
A. M. Young, division foreman, has for 'earii telephone operated.
stolen. The most frequent contribu that will be carried into effect at
Wiwurna Chapter. O. E. S.. will had his local crew hard at work
"On Jan.,1, 1925, the book value of
tors to this fund are little children that time, in the hope of better ac
hold the annual installation of offi making improvements on the distri bur plant und ■•qulpntent was $195,who send in a few cents to make
bution lines between Glencove sub 5$9,<l7 "and d e were operating Lquainting
the
people
of
Maine
with
cers
Tuesday
evening
at
8.15
o'clock.
good canceled postage stamps which
669,969- .telephones, or an average
they have used illegally. These the articles, both commercial and Julia Vickery, associate grand mnt- station and Rockland.
A. E. Drapeau. Airdet and Ladd, investment of $182.91 per telephone
small remittances. It Is said, arre agricultural, that are produced in ron, will be the installation officer.
substation
men.
are
Installing
2-3
their
own
State.
The
installation
will
be[
Semi-public,
oftpn accompanied by the most
In other words, we had spent $93.The selection -of the special week each member of the chaptfir inviting phase regulators at the Glencbve sub 150,000 for plant «nd 1 ad added 330pathetic notes showing the mental
station
on
the
6.600
volt
circuits.
for
this
general
display
of
Maine
a guest.
trlbulntlons
suffered
hv
ilia
420 telephones. If we could have
Car Operator Maynard Les<;h is uc'ded them at the average cost to
goods was made Monday, by the
writers.—Pathfinder Magazine. Henry P. Mason was in Wiscasset
sub-committee chosen at the meet Tuesday. Mrs Mason was in Noble- now employed in the Camden freight January 1. 1920. our Investment
house.
ing held in Augusta last week, fol boro.
would have been $45,800,000. or about
Old Chapel Uncovered
Spare Conductors, H Coombs, O. $47,000,000 less than we actually were
lowing the suggestion of Gov. Brew
King
Solomon's
Lodge.
F.
&
A.
M.
Hahn,
O.
Wooster
and
R.»Chaples
ster.
The
members
of
this
sub

The lost chapel of St. Patrick luM
obliged to expend. As there has been
been unearthed at St. David's, In committee, who will report to the was officially Inspected by J. E. have been hard' at wt>rk helping to no material increase in rutes during
Pembrokeshire. England. This belle general committee at the State Odioi-ne D. D. O. M. Friday night. A burn the brush .on the transmission, that' five-year period this added ex
line right of way.
of by-gone days stands ten fept from House Fell. 13, are. A. I.. T. Cum banquet followed the Inspection.
penditure Of money luis produced no
Some treat awaits picture fans
the highest point reached by Ihe mings. manager of the State Cham
Awful cold on the Hlghlahd Line added revenue.
tide, and wns originally covered ber of Commerce; Dr. Leon S. Mer Saturday night when the latest De and lots of “wind."
’’The existing difficulty with re
with windblown sand, over which rill. dealt of the College of Agricul Mi'.le production, "Golden
Rod"
Gene Tripp, our reliable stock clerk, spect to earnings is not temporary
turf grew to a depth of from six to ture and director of the extension comes to the Star Theatre. Shown got a "new" coat for Christinas. One but will continue in* an accentuated
twelve Inches. AH the wails have service In Maine; Benjamin F. only last week at the Fenway Thea day last week the mercury dropped
been uncovered. The chapel faces Cleaves, executive secretary of the tre. Boston and tile Strand. Portland to 20 below and Gene appeared In Setrec iiiK.l relief is given hi the
east-north-east. The measurement Associated Industrie sof Maine; Guy it surpasses In gorgeousness and lav his overall Jumper. On being asked form of adequate rates for service,
of the walls is: Upper end, sixteen P. Gannett. Augusta, publisher; Wil ishness of production anything that the whereabouts of his new coat, and unless relief comes (luring 1925
feet eight Inches; lower, flfteep liam G. Hunton. industrial agent of DeMille has yet given to the silver Oeno replied: "I am waiting for cold the earnings for that year will bo
poorer than those in 1924."
feet three Inches; side walls, each ttie Maine Central railroad; Edmund screen. Lillian Rich, a new discov weather.”
Commenting on the service he
thirty-five feet. At the east end H. McDonald, secretary of the Port ery in pictures, has the leading part
March: "1 can't distinguish be sal's: '
»
was an altar, nearly four feet long land Chamber of Commerce.
and is certainly most decorative with tween ohms and volts."
"The year .1924 has been one of
and three feet wide. St. David
Maxey: “That's easy.
Suppose
AH of the members of this ccm- her blonde beauty ill a setting of
steady progress in the quality of ser
sent St. Fatrlck to Ireland ns
silks and satins. Jewels and perfume. you called on pour girl and her fa
a missionary, and the site of the irittee were present at the meeting Cute little Vera Reynolds is also in ther kicked you out. and she held to vice rendered, by year Company.
Monday. They mapped out a gen
The supervisory forces In our Trattie
chapel is about half a mile from St
the cast anil so bewitching is she. your coat-tail—then the kick would
David's head, which Is the nearest eral plan of campaign, to he sub she fairly dominates the picture. be measured in volts and the puli on Department have been somewhat in
mitted
at
the
Augusta
meeting
of
creased and strengthened. Unproved
point to the Isle of Erin.
the general committee, and made Rod La iRocque has the leading male your coat-tail in ohms.
methods of operation have been put
"Ilurk" has bought a deck of clgapreliminary arrangements for Inter part and Warner Baxter and Theo
into effect, and there has been
Beet Send Scoute tor Food esting the manufacturers, mer dore Kosloff are In the stunning cast. rets. Harry has emptied his can. throughout the year a steady Im
Miss
Helen
Weeks
spent
the
week

chants.
agricultural
organizations
An eminent German professor
provement in tervlce. as indicated
who has made a profound study of ind t!ie general public in the project. end at her home In Bristol
SOUTH WARREN
both by our own observation and the
It
is
believed
there
will
be
a
hearty
Paul
Rowe
has
been
at
home
from
bees states that bees do a sort of
comments that conic to us from the
state-wide
cooperation
in
this
move

Lewiston
a
tew
days.
fox trot nnd rely much on their
L. B. Wood made a business trip public. S'evertheless such a service
dnnclng ns a means of communi ment. the purpose of which is to
as ours will always have high ideals.'
Mrs. A. E. Boggs. Mrs. Jesse Ben to Portland Monday.
cating idehs to their associates. In familiarize Maine folks with the ar- ner, Mrs. Albert Benner and Miss
Miss Eva Bucklin was a recent and the -effort for further Improve
tides
of
quality
producedin
their
i
experiments the professor said he
Marcia Blaney were the hostesses at guest of Mrs. Dora Mank. North ment will never cease "
learned thnt hpps semi out scouts own communities, towns and State
During the year the company made
.he first Whist Club banquet of the Cushing.
to search for food. The scouts, if
At the meeting of Good Will a new record In the amount of the
season held at Bond's Restaurant
successful, return {.o the hives nnd
MOODY MOUNTAIN
Thursday evening. The affair was Grange Thursday night, Mrs. Erie eonstrucMon work done to meet the
then execute a dance which attracts
a success. The room and table ac Fernald, who wns unable to be pres demand for service. Expenditure for
their associates who smell the per
Miss Dickinson of St. John. X. B. cented the delicate lilies of orange ent at Installation, was installed by gross construction and equipment
fume the scouts have collected and
Past Master O. A. Copeland. The amounted .to approximately $34,063then follow the scouts hack to is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. and yellow, the large centerpiece of question' discussed was: Practical ooo as compared with $29,013,000 in
jonquils carrying out the effect of
where the fond awaits them. The William Dickson
B. E. Cunnlnglui'-t recently bought Spring. The dainty little dancing vs. Scientific Farming. Nearly all 1923.
professor says he also has learned
taking the side of practical farming.
In 1924 the eampany Installed 213,thnt bees are unable to distinguish t valuable fox non id of Union par lady pluce cards added to the table Three applications were received.
182 telephones und disconnected
decorations. The menu, wlilch did
scarlet, but readily recognize other ties.
line hears much praise for the 447.522. Rteklndia net gain of 65,960
Mrs. Marsh Blake who has been great credit to the new proprietor,
colors. He asserts thnt he has fed
bees on all colors and has proved <ic': for some w eeks, i ,-n.alns In very follows: Grape-fruit cocktail, mock good road between the State farm for the year. It clos’ed the year with
turtle soup, celery, olives, radishes, and corner which is due Mr. Page a total of 1,059.559 telephones.
that they are blind only to the crim poor health.
Mrs. Bryant who lias been sick fried chicken. Southern style. French and the inmates of the State farm.
son hue.
i harles Woodcock
has
thrde :
. EASf-VNION
with the grippe is now convales fried potatoes, peas, fruit salad, hot
rolls, harlequin ices, inacat-oons. cake, teams baffling logs to Spear Millcent.
Name Often Changed
Delrna Cuiii-ingbam U sick wljt fancy qqokies. saltines. American
There was ho kdhool here Friday
•Don't forget the cooked Food Sale
The Russian capital has been bronchitis, liar sister Thelma has a cheese, nuts, raisins, coffee demiowing to the sev ebe snowstorm.
subjected to many name changes, very bad cold.
lasse. After the banquet the club at Fuller-Cobb-Davis, Sat. p. m.
The farm««K are Improving tlie
but In this respect Is a long second
Cunningham & Lucs got a large members adjourned to the home of Benefit of First Baptist C. E.—adv. sledding by gitting out their supply
to the recently belengured Peking. fox recently. They report the hard Mrs. A. E. Boggs where cards were
of firewood.
In Ihe Twelfth century B. C. Peking est fox hunting they ever knew, as I enjoyed until midnight. Those mem
PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN
U. S. Wlncapaw is at home from
was known ns Chi, but this was nearly every snowstorm has turned bers present were Mesdames Kate
Rockland where he has had employ
changed to Yen early In the Chris to rain long enough for a bad crust Flint, Louise Miller, Marie Kuhn,
ment.
tian era. In the Seventh century A.
Ida Stahl. Maude Gay. Bessie Kuhn.
form.
Roy Gould und family were in
D. It became Yu-Chon, and 300 to Tills
has been the coldest Janu Helen Benner, Nellie Boggs. Mabel
South Hope Saturday.
years later Nan-Chlng. This was ary in many years here, 45 below Sanborn. Lena Benner and Miss
Roland Payson, Norman Brown
again altered In the following cen dei-o the coldest with many sudden Marcia Blaney. Mrs. Marion Miller
and Orevls Payson made a trip to
tury to Yen-Chlng. and again to the changes,
48 degrees in five hours who took the place of Mrs- VV. G.
Camden lust Sunday on snowshoes,
more
Imposing-sounding KhanLabe who was detained at home by "
coming home by the way of Warren.
ballgh In the Thirteenth century. Its being recorded in one instance- illness, was a guest of the club.
'
Holmes
and
Hemingway.
Belfast
present name of Pel-chlng or Pek
I-uwrcnce Morton was at L. L.
Letters
front
Mrs.
Charles
Wallace
ing was fixed upon nearly 000 years High School boys, came home one tell of her pleasant location in Uhlno
Morton's last week.
ago. though even this Is not' Its of cold afternoon recently and badly Calif., which is near Los Angeles.
Payson & Rcfbbins have recently
froze their feet
The boys w'anted
ficial title, which is Shun-tlen-fu.
unloaded a car of flour und feed at
Chino
is
a
toWn
of
about
2600
inhab

-.0 come home and did, even if it was
Union.
itants situated in a fertile valley sur
cold. Oood Yankee grit.
Fred Linden, son of Mr. and Mrs.
rounded by mountains. It has tine
Of Coarae
Wat
Walter Tolman. a child of the 5th
residences,
school
buildings,
and
a
"Where have you been all the
FLY FOREIGN FLAGS
generation. Is wonderfully blessed
in Ilion dollar auditorium. Mr. Wal
evening?" asked the suspicious wife.
with
grandparents,
having two
lace
has
engaged
in
business
there.
"I’ve been talking business with
The American government h is
grandfathers.
two
grandmothers,
The Wallaces motored West last
Tom Baker,'* replied her husband.
dentifiod 332 foreign vessels en
two great grandmothers, one great
"Yes! And I suppose that is bak gaged in the rum running busi- summer.
grandfather and one great, great,
ing powder sprinkled all over your less in the last year, the Department
great grandmother.
shoulder."
if Justice announces, adding that 307
Mrs. C. M Payson has returned
were flying the British flag, ten the
I'rom Kr.ox Hospital much Improved
Rather
flag of Norway and four the French
in 1 ealth.
Wife—John, what Is an Imposing flag.
Bases
from
which
the
smugglers
stone?
PALERMO
nub—Why, I should say the Ivohl- operated chiefly. Vere given as Hali
noor diamond Is, nty dear.—New fax, Lunenburg and Yarmouth. N. 8., ;
Several Id this vicinity are ill with !
Haven Register.
■it. Johns. N. F., Bermuda, Nassau,
colds.
he islands of Bfmlnl and Ouncay,
Miss MacDowell. who has been ill
ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft West Indies; Victoria and Vancoutcr,
for the past two weeks, is improving
ft
ft 3. C.: Windsor and Belleville, Ont ;
•Sore, we all know "Doc!" When slowly.
•
A fAIOGENES Looked For An ft it. Pierre, Miquelon, fiavana. Ham
We are nick,, “Doc" dashes to the
Water is low in several wells.
ft
Honest Man. If He Hid F burg. Germany and Antwerp, Bel
Rescue, and when “Doc" ain't Feel Fred Norton is hauling water for his
F Been Wise Enough to Adver- F gium.
ntc COUP.IER-Cftrtr.fe
ing Well, ev'ryone thinks it the Prize entire stock
The department expressed sitlsft .tiee He Could Have Sat Still ft
Joke of the Century. "Doc" says he I Mrs. Anna Tobey after a short 111\ WOCKLftXa
ft and Waited For Honest Men ft 'actlon in the “Increasing d'spodon't believe In Advertising, but we r ass died Feb. t.
ft to Come to Him.
ft -.iticn" of foreign governments to
WAiltK
ain't Never yet got Bawled Out for | Mrs. Grace Wlthum closed her
ft
ft discourage organized efforts to break
glvlfig him a I’ulT in Ihe Paper.
uHnol Monday.
ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft .lie laws of the United Stnfes.

Large
Sums
Swell Conscience

It

Children Cry FOR

B

MOTHER:- Fletcher’s

Castoria is especially pre
pared to relieve Infants in
arms and Children all ages
of Constipation, Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhea; allaying Feverishness arising there
from, and, by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids the
assimilation of Food"; giving healthy and natural sleep.
To avoid imitations, always look for the signature of

Absolutely Harmless - No

Opiates.

Physicians everywhere

recommend

it.

Fresh fruit in Decern be redoes
not begin to have the flavor

and taste of the sun-drenched
summer fruit in every can of

HATCHET BRAND
CANNED FOODS
150 Kinds
Wanting the best is getting the best
when you insist on Hatchet Brand.
Saue time cuxd. money and buy in case lots

EEP YOUR BODY
St. Petersburg Station Will
Soon Be Sending Out
Some Interesting Stuff.
St. I’eteixbmg, Florida is joining
the Advertising Club of tint city in
planning tlie erection of a new’
broadcasting station that will send
news and entertainment programs
from the Sunshine City < f the
Florida West Coast.
Toon radio fans in al, sections will
listen to the strains of the Koyal
Highlanders’ Kiltie Band, which
plays twice daily ut this resort, or
hear the returns from the Amercan
Legion boxing Bouts, in which many
of the squared circle’s leading con
tenders appear.
The pre-season games of tlie
Yankees and the Boston Braves, who
train there and each ha\e hall parks,
will go cut over this radio when es
tablished, as will also the speeches
of the prominent educators and
statesmen who gather there for tlie
winter months.
AH Flo' ida has the radio fever, ac
cording to the reports, ami soon the
radio fans may have a choice of pro
grams from Jacksonville and St.
Petersburg or Miami.
Prominent
citizens of St. Petersburg heartily
endorse the new move and are giving
generously of both their time and
their money to make it a success.
It is contemplated to erect a pow
erful station with long distance car
rying power. Over a hundred thou
sand winter visitors annually enjoy
the climatic and recreational benefits
of the Sunshine City, but there is
room for many thousands more, and
it is believed that a well managed
bradcasting station will do much to
acquaint the world with St. Peters
burg’s advantages. While northern
cities are blanketed with snow and
freezing in zero weather, the radio
announcers will be able to announce
in St. Petersburg about as follows:
“Station St. Petersburg, Fla., tem
perature 72 degrees. Sun shining
Events of the day, practice by Yan
kees and Braves, golf match be
tween Walter Hagan and Gem
Sarazen. ring battle between Youm
Strihling and Wallace, band concerts
at 3 and 7: address by Congressmar
Purnell, of Indiana: Olympic swim
ming stars at the Spa in races: ar
rival of four new yachts; oranges(ground falls) sold at one dollar the
hundred. Try to tie that ! Signing
off to go swimming.”

FOR THE
REAL ESTATE
News Head the Boston
Daily and Sunday Globe

CLEAN INSIDE
For headache, constipation,
indigestion, biliousness, bad
breath, laziness and that
worn out feeling, take two

Chamberlain’s Tablets
They keep men, women nnd children
foU of pep, health and happinesR—
because they keep them clean inside.
50 for 25 anti. Sold everytehtn

DRESSED CALVES
LIVE AND DRESSED

POULTRY
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

PROMPT RETURNS

P.H.WHEELERCO.
A RELIABLE
COMMISSION HOUSE

93-101 Clinton St.
BOSTON
100-tf-Th

RADIO SERVICE
HEADQUARTERS

Haynes DX
Bloopless Three Circuit
Superdyne
Browning-Drake
and

Audio and Radio
Amplifiers
BUILT TO ORDER
TROUBLE SHOOTING
REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS
Sets and Tubes Tested on Actual
Broadcast Reception
Coils Wound To Order
Parts and Acceaaories
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT
ATTENTION

R. W. TYLER
RADIO SERVICE STATION
(Over Express Office)
Poetoffice Box 359
ROCKLAND,..................... MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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ROCKPORT’S

WARREN

NIGHT

In Everybody’s Column

Mrs. Millie Thornes of Rockland,
The marriage of Ruth Turner
^Kred Sheldon left Tuesday for , Advertisements in tills column not to exSaJem, «Mass., where he will have eeed three lines inserted once for 25 cents.
Rafter a ltd Donald P. George took a past matron of Golden Rod ‘Chap
Basketball
Fans
In
a
Furore
As
Home
Team
Continues
To
employment
in the Essex Sanitarium 4 cents
* V®*each
3
50
,,n«* ’
place at the home of the bride’s ter. installed the officers of Seaside
cuipwjmvi.L
for one t-ime, 10 cents for three
mother, Mrs. Levi Turner on Tue. - Chapter Monday evening. She was
Members of the degree start ot times. Six words make a line.
41 OCEAN STREET
Hit
the
Championship
Trail.
Warren Lodge, I.O.O.F. are request
day.* Rev. J. W. Strout of the Co. - assisted 'by Mrs. Clara Curtis as MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED |
ed to make special effort to attend
gregational church officiated.
grand marshal. The installation was
Lost and Found
the meeting tomorrow night for re
Laurence Dolham of Warren spent strictly private. Refreshments were
The team which beats Roe Hport special honors. It was Bartlett who hearsal of the second degree that
FQUND—-Pollie dog, female,
black and
CASH
PRICES
FOR
FRIDAY,
SATURDAY,
MONDAY
served
anil
a
musical
program
ren

a day with his mother at her home
High School will win the chainpb'i - made seven of Rockport’s field goals, they may be in readiness to exem which and tan underneath: low cars Has
dered which consisted of the follow
on Pine street recently.
ship of the Knox and Lincoln Bas and be played the best game of his plify it at Rockland on the evening collar, no name. O. L. TOLMAN, West Mead
ing numbers: Vocal duet. Anna Grin 14 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar .......................... $1.00
ows. Rockland.
16*18.
Robert Creighton who has been in
ketball! League. This seems . to be career, but it was tean work which
of Feb. 16.
nell and Laura Packard; piano solos.
Boston and elsewhere for some
the
verdict
of
those
who
have
fol

LOST
—
Gold
Conklin
pencil
between
Cham
made
that
attack?
possible,
and
in
15 pounds Brown Sugar............................................ $1.00
Lawrence French of West War
Marian Knowlton and Lena Amis;
of Commerce and Knight Bros. Return Io
weeks has returned home.
lowed the progress of the series thus this offensive loomed large the splen ren was in town Tuesday after his ber
KNIGHT BROS.________
16-18
vocal solo by Agnes Prtnea and a Confectioner’s Sugar, lb............... 10c; 3 lbs...............25c
far.
Is there such a team? Time did team work of Welt and Tibbetts, (ma|jt the roads having been in such
Mrs. John Taylor and Mrs. W. S. matmn. Mary Joy; worthy patron,
—Rosary, last week on street. Ap
Richards of Camden are guests of Matthews. The officers are: Worthy Best All Round Flour, per bag................................. $1.50 alone will tell, 'xl^antime Principal who constitute a standing threat in I condltIon through ,he lost two snow plyFOUND
at COriUER-4vA%KTTK.
15-17
Hale’s boys are sitting on toj>
_ oY any game. It will tie many moons ,
that |t was Impossible to make
Mrs. Willis' Spealr.
duet by Agnes Prince and I-aut-.i Occident, Pillsbury's Best Flour, per bag............... $1.65
LOST—Bunch of keys between Broadway
the earth, with three victories to before a goal is better guarded in a rura, delivery on his route. Mr and
Miss Alice George was the guest Alfred Sherman: associate matron.
and Ma’n streets. Reward. TEL. COURIERtheir credit un.l in prime condition Knox county game than It was last Mra French are now caring for 800 GAZBTTB.
of Mrs. Levi Turner Tuesday.
Doris
Ogier;
secretary,
Louise
770.
15-17
for the .remaining
contests. The night by Dow and Aospland. They j potential br„|ienj and have 5 IncuhaWalker;
treasurer,
Myrtle
Hills,
20 pound tubs Compound Lard, each........................ $3.00 contest with Rockland High in tlie were here, there and everywhere, and I ,ors runn|ng
The Maine Poultry Producers As
LOST—Brown pocketbook containing sum of
sociation have begun to receive ship conductress, Cora Calder; assistant Compound Lard, pound................................................... 1 7c Arcade tomorrow night will huve an not only broke up their opponents’
money bi tween Trainer’s restaurant and 18
MiHH june Sldellnger died at East Gay
Si.
Finder please return to DANIEL
ments of eggs from the Thomaston conductress, Doris Firth; chaplain,
important
bearing
on
the
series,
und
plays
l.ut
fed
the
Imll
up
the
line
wtrren
Monday
aged
77
years
'OLE, IS Gay St.
R ward.
14»D’
Jennie Cleveland; marshal. Amin Pure Lard, pound......... 20c; 20 ppund tubs........... $3.80
American express office.
if
It
should
result
ill
a
victory
for
the
with
a
speed
that
was
fairly
bewilThe
effort
tkade
to
get
out
memGrinnell: organist. Miriam Knowl
Notice is hereby given that Mrs John
Rev. Mr. Strout will give his first
visitors the Rockport fans will put dering.
bers
,he flre
hers of
of the
flre department
department at
at the Bumy <»f Enid, Oklahoma, next of kin of
talk in a series of four lectures, ton; Ada. Miry Alley; Ruth. Anna Gem Nut Butterine, pound................................................. 25c in tin early order for the tar barrels
Re it said to Camden’s credit that Monday evening meeting, to which Sadie F Payson, dew a -d. formerly 4if
Crane;
Esther.
llnma
Norton;
Rockland, Maine, has no.Lied the Rockland
“The Tragedy of Hamlet” on Mon
The league standing:
the team never faltered, and that to ! all interested townsmen were ala > Savings
Martha. Mary llowe: Electa. Agnes Fancy Creamery Butter, pound ................................... 49c
Bank In writing that deposit hook
day evening Feb. 9 at 7 o’clock. The
Woll Lost 1». C. the very last moment It sought to | h)(Wen resulted |n the usual failure No 23623, issued by said Bank to said Sadie
talk will be preceded by a shot t Ware; wurd-r, Ida Small; sentinel, Fresh Eggs, dozen............................................................ 70c Rockport High ............ 1
0
1.000 overcome the home team's lead. an attendance of only seven. Plans F. Payson, is lost and that she wishes to
a duplicate thereol
ROCKLAND
.750 Gunnison. Talbot and Ames made for flre protection should be under- obtain
organ recital.
This Series on lit Jerry Abbott.
1
Thomaston High
2
SAVIN'!
by A. B
Biackington,
Edward C. Leach and Mis. Lucille Cheese, Full Cream, pound...............................................30c
erature will include Browning. Poe
.250 many shots for the Rockport cage way in preparation for the Introduc- A.sst. TreSea t ,/Rockland,
Camden High ....... 1
3
Ma..
Feb.
5. 1925.
and the poets of the 19th century Nellie Pierep were united in marri- I
Lincoln Academy ... 1
3
.250 l.’ut were so harrassed by the de- (|on of needful articles in the report
l«*Tb-22
age
Feb.
2,
by
Rev.
C.
H.
it.
Sellger
Rdf&land High ....... 0
The entire course will be given free.
1
.000 fense that many of those shots went for town meeting (lay which is now
Corned Beef, newly corned, pound................................. 8c
who used the double ring service.
wild. Gerrish and Mayhew put up but 24 days distant. This Is a mat
Wanted
The ice has closed so solid at
The regular meeting of Joel Keyes
a stubborn defense and are‘also en ter of towtj business that cannot fail
Oyster River that fishing has been Grant Circle will- he held Friday Smoked Shoulders, pound.............................................. 18c
Rockport 20, Camden 12
. ntd/ove
titled to much ere Ht. The score:
cuite discontinued.
to he of Interest to every property Rockland or Camden preferhd. good anil,
evening. There will be work in the Liver, fresh sliced, 3 pounds.............................................. 25c
Rockport^High made a cleanup of
•
Rockport Hogh
owner and business man of the com buildings in good repair, price reasonable,
of local interest is the news that afternoon and supper nt G o’clock.
the
CamdenVeries
last
night,
defeat

Goals Fouls Pts munity and should receive immediate near car line. Address FARM, care Cun
a representative of Crowell
Thur- A spec?!il program has been prepared Bacon, machine sliced, pound.......................................... 35c ing the Megunticook hoop-men 20 to
rler-Gazette
16-27
Welt, rf ..........
attention. New hose Is needed; two
low bought in the 22 schooners, and in honor of the birthdays of Lincoln Hamburg Steak, fresh ground, lean, 2 pounds............. 25^i2"
Playing on home grounds, be Tibbetts, If ....
WANTED—To liny sins? or shoe unit i'lo,h
lengths
burst
at
the
Packard
lire.
the shipyards at Thomaston and and Washington and Kales Circle of
lng
store,
one
with
small
stock,
or one
fore a wildlly enthusiastic crowd, the
This leaves only 11 lengths, two of
labial la retire from baeinese. Loraffm
Boothbay Harbor owned by the At Thomaston has been invited to be Hams, whole, per pound . . 25c; Hair, per pound . . 30c Rockport live gave abundant evi Bartlett, c ....
Dow,
rg
...........
Jeetreit,
I
’
nlon,
Warren.
Waldoboro
or
Paul
which are always kept at Russell's
lantic Coast Co. and sold under present.
Sliced to fry, per pound.............................................. 35c dence that they ;t£e no; accidental Auspland, lg ..
rrlscolta GEORGK STILUS. 139 tentre Kt..
bankruptcy proceedings at Portland
store,
thus
leaving
only
9
lengths
ur
Widdiehoai,
Mass.
!ti*lx
The W. C. T. 1
Will meet hex gtew geef or pQt Roasts pound..........
15c leaders, hut are engaged in a serious
450 feet at* the engine hjill for use
Wednesday.
Tuesday with Mrs. Fred I). Aldus. I
_
’
race for the pennant with their pros
WANTED—11 sh Registers in any cnnillthin.
Totals,
*4
in a hurry call on the eastern side of MAX iif’.LZ, Wuldoiioro, Me.
Beef
Roasts,
pound
.
,
....................................
15c,
20c,
25c
1-Th*lli
15
Pearl
street.
The W. T. C. V. will meet on Fri
pects steadily brightening.
Car
WANTED—Table girl at THIIIIXPIKK HO
the
town.
The
chemical
In
use
at
day afternoon at the M. E. church.
Mrs. Lucinda Clifford has returned j pQrk Roas{
und _ . . 20c. Pork Chop* pound . . 25c There was a girls’ game, also, in
TEL
Pts present is not equrtl to the demands
om a weeks visit of several we*k>
r
Some men saw a robin on Green
the Rockport stadium last night, and
rf
WANTED—.Man and wife for work in prlmade upon it as was readily ap
Lamb Legs, pound
25c victory again went to the home town, Gunnison
South Braintree. M;i
30c. Fores, pound
street Monday.
The early bird
ate fnmily. Would prefer an experienrtgl
Talbot. If
parent
In the last lire when the houseman
catches the snow storm.
anil cook. Apply Mrs W. It
Then was no danejj.g school last L
b CR
pound
4()c §t
Lamb, pound . . 20c on which honors appeared to be fail A mes. c ...
Rockland chemical was called to our PHILLIPS, Tlie Laurie, Itockiand.
F IT
1
C, .
_
,
r
ing thick and fast. This contest was Davis, c ...
Adelbert Wotton has ventured into night on account of the bad travelaid.
This
could
be
disposed
of,
also
WANTED—Poxition as hotixckeeiicr
Call
the dance field. A combination of ling. Mr«. Pattee was unable to get Honey Comb Tripe, 2 pounds..................................... 25c in doubt until the last hair had been •Gerrish, rg
the old Tiger engine and a set of at 59 PARK ST . or TKL 125-1?
14 16
pulled, hut it was a Rockport sister Mayhew lg
snow storm and high cost of music here.
light
wheels,
at
present
stored
in
the
February 12 is the date of the Cos
who hove the deciding goal, and
scaled the profits on the last per
Sauer Kraut, pound............. 10c; 3 pounds............. 2i
basement of the engine hall. Even
For Sale
from Glencove to the Camden line
formance but he had the satisfaction tume Carnival to be given by the
Totals,
4
12 the haU Itself serves no real purpose
of knowing lhat he gave the public Camden C. A. €.; the Fireman’s ball Corned Spare Ribs, pound ............................................ " 18c paeans were being sung last night
Time
10-m
periods.
FOP
SALE
—
Second
hand upright piano;,
at
the
present
time
and
all
these
at the expense1 of the mother town.
the genuine thing. A Main street Feb. *20 and Grand Food Fair March Heavy Salt Pork, pound................................................ 24c
, $135, $1X5, $250. Square pianu $20
available sources might produce a Rasy
The crowd gathered early, the
terint. if desired. MAINE MUSIC co.
lady who looked into the hall was 19-21.
starting fund for a chemical of need
At the annual Board of Trade Iran
' 0
Di IX
Camden delegation Ixing assigned
The Girl*’ Game
overheard sending out an order to
ful size. Arguments are sometimes
FOR SALE—Knox Marine Gas Engine, 1 u,
berths on the harbor-side of the
her husband to change his shirt and quet Feb. 24. Rev. C. A. Knicker I Salt Herring, pound .
.
10c;
3
pounds
.................
25c
Rockport High and Camden High advanced in favor of keeping the Tl- H. I’, and 15 gal. gas tank. Kngine In good
building, while the home folks rose
come over for they were having “a bocker of Rockland will be the
and has just bad new bronze
............................................ 15c tier upon tier across the surface. presented two very evenly nAtched ger, but where could we find 40 men condition,
speaker, his subject, “Community Salt Mackerel, pound
Price $25.*. Florence Automatic
real dance there.”
earns,
anil with the score standing to man the brakes and 40 more men bearings.
Work.
”
Oil
stove.
3
burners and oven. Good condi
The
Illumination
was
a
hit
faulty
Mrs. A. J. Elliot entertained friends
Cod Bits, pound . .. ,
10c; 3pounds................... 25c
I to 4 at the end of the first half to relieve them at the end of five tlon
Price $12.
White Mt. Ice ( ream
The
Decemvir
Club
has
organized
when
the
gladiators
trooped
onto
the
at her home recently.
Freezer,
2
gal.
capacity. Price $5. R. $
............................................ 25c surface for the preliminary practice, here was nothing to indicate a pref- minutes work? This statement of JORDAN, 151 Pleasant
strict.
15*18
Thomaston residents will find It for its 10th season with Dr. Willis F. i Bloaters, 6 for.........
hut volunteers climbed into
the ‘rem e. The bobbed hair lassies from fact is made that all may think this
convenient to have at hand an elec Hart as dean. Other memliers are:
FOR SALE—Five Maltese shag cats, 9
Rockport drew away from their subject over, especially those who do
Zelma
M.
DwinaJ,
John
L.
Tewks

cross-tiers
and
adjusted
the
celes

montlm rfdd
LOUIS ROBINSON, Anglers
trical washer whom they now have
18c; 3 pounds............... 50c tial scenery.
anulen sisters early in the second not make daily trips to town.
bury, Rev. Horace 1. Holt, Dr. Wil-. Fig Bars, pound...............
Fa^m, Union.
15-17
in Elston Luce.
half, only to find that the latter were
Herbert Merry of Waldoboro with »»n I). Barron, Charles E. Lord. Rev. Collins’ Hulled Corn, pkg.............. 1 5c; 2 pkgs................ 25c
A Rockport cheer leader, who pos
FOR SALE Glen Heights, the beautiful,
tint to lie so easily shaken. There
ideal resort for a summer borne or sum
NORTH HAVEN
sessed an amazing amount of lung
his family are occupyying a tenement Ernest H. Hohnan, T. Jenness Enameline Stove Polish (powder) 2 boxes.................... 5c
mer boarding house, locate 1 between Rock!;tnd
French. John'Taylor and Harold H.
pow^r and vim. swung into a Hon was much cheering on the Camden
in I)r. Luce’s house.
and
Camden within 3 minutes of the trolley
side when the score was tied, but it
North Haven Orange will put on a ears, on fine State road. There is a good
General Knox Chapter, D. A. R., Nash. The first meeting was held Molasses, light color, gallon ..................................... $1.00 with both these qualifications and was not a circumstance to the dem
Friday
evening
at
the
home
of
Rev.
'^4
story
bouse of 20 rooms, and capacity for
the spectators ta a series of
play-dance with refreshments at
held its regular meeting Monday
Pure Cider Vinegar, gallon................ x......................... 45c treated
five more, built in strict compliance with the
maneuvers that would have gone big onstration which followed when Miss Crockett’S hall next Thursday even desires
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Mr. Holt with a paper by Mr.
of
a practical sea captain.
Tiiere
in vaudeville.
Solicit ions inquiry Perry tossed the goal which spelled ing. If stormy it will be postponed to is also a 90-acre farm Containing orchard,
Charles H. Washburn. The follow Dwinal The program for the rest of
victory
for
RockportMisses
Perry
timber
and
field,
a
big
barns,
cattle
she<l
this morning developed the fact that
ing delegates and alternates were the year fol , ws: Fell. 27 Dr. liar- Potatoes, peck.................... 30c; bushel
Friday.
store and ben bouses, etc.
As large or as
Mr. Holt;
r
he was “doing as well as could be anil I.e.i'h scored ull of the field
John Leonard, Hanson Joyce and small a part of this acreage as desired will
elected to attend the State conven ron. w!|h paper by
Turnips, pound
2c; bushel .........
expected” after his strenuous night goals made by the two teams, but Percy Tolman arrived home Sunday be sold, with a right of way to the beautiful
tion to he held in Bangor, March 18 March 27. host. Mr. Tewksbury,
The Rockport cheering section has Miss Welt’s four goals from fouls from Rockland via Camden with Her Uhickawaukle Lake nearby. Apply for the
and 19: The Regent, Mrs. Nan B. with paper by Dr. Barron; April 24, Apples, peck , . . . ,
35c;
barrel
...........
exceedingly reasonable selling price and terms
some good songs and some good were important factors. The score: man Cooper.
Higgs, regent’s Alternate, the vice host. Mr. Dwinal, with paper by Mr.
L W BENNER. Real Estate Agent, 2
Rockport High
Parsnips, 2 pounds
singers, and will he worth watching
H. T. Crockett has been in Rockland North Main Street. Rockland.
14-16
regent, Mrs. Louise B. Hewett; del Tewksbury; May 22. host, Mr. Lord,
Goals Fouls Pts the past few we«eks for treatment and
and listening to when it hits the side
egates—iMiss Hortense Wilson, Mrs. with paper by Dr. Hart; Sept. 11, Oranges, dozen . . .
35c.
Grape
Fruit,
3
for
FOR SALE—Sleigh in good condition In
Welt,
rf
......................
0
4
4
quire after 6 p. m. at 14 BROAD ST.
TEL.
lists of tomorrow night’s game at
is somewhat improved.
Josephine
Walker,
Mrs.
Emily host. Mr. Hohnan, with paper by Mr
Perry. If .................... 4
0
8
5c; 6 pounds.........
14*16
the Arcade.
William Lampson Is reported gain 907-M.
Stevens, Mrs.#Mary T. Bunker. Mrs. Lord; Oct. 9. host, Mr. Nash, with Onions, pound .
llrann.
c
....................
0
0
0
Rockport High went onto the floor
FOR SALE—Carriage house 15x30 feet on
ing.
Lavinia G. Elliot, Mrs. Lois M. paper by Mr. Taylor; Nov 6, host pop Ccm, pound
10c; 3 pounds . ..
0
0
“
r
last night a pronounced favorite for Richards, sc .............. 0
The boat landed' at Crabtree Point premises of MRS. JOHN E WALKER. Thom
Creighton. Mrs. Helen G. G 1*6 son. Mr. Taylor, with paper by Mr. Hoiaston.
Me.
Telv 152-11
14-16
DaUgette,
rg
.......
L...
0
0
0
with grain Saturday afternoon.
two reasons—one being that it had
Alternates—Mrs. Katherine C. Derry, man; Dec. 4. host. Mr. French, with
WaH, lg ...................... 0
0 ’
0
FOR SALE—Dry bard fitted wood delivered
Mrs. Casandra Washburn, Mrs. Clara paper by Mr. Na.^h: Dec. 31. host. Brooms, each.................................................................... -69c already defeated Camden, in Cainden,
$15 cord
CHARLES HELEN. Rockville,
Camden High
Community Fair Feb. 23-28. Ar- Tel. 352-21.
and the other being that the team
Williams. Mrs. Ruth Brackett, Miss Dr. Hart, with paper by Mr. French.
___________________ 13-24
cade.
—
adv.
has already evinced pennant winning
Harriet Dunn, Mrs. Elizabeth Dunn, Judge Reuel Robinson, one of the 25 bars American Family Soap . . . .*........................ $1.00
Goals Fouls Pts
FOR SALE—Light driving harness—new—
calibre.
Mrs. M iry ’Overlook. The following charter members of the club, ha« Large packages Rinso, each.............................................. 20c
Leach, rf .................. 5
o
io
never on a horse.
S. B. HASKELL, Cam
den.
Tel 238-11 Camden or Tel. 28B-W
Coach Burrill’s Camden outfit Richards, If .............. 0
0
0
were elected to represent the chapter been elected an honorary memlier.
Eggs
and
Chicks
Rockl-and
f 12-tf
0,
O'
at the D. A. R. Congress in Wash The passive members of the club Mop Handles, each........................................................... 1 5c gave a fine exhibition of team-work Holman, c .................. 0
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. S. music
in the first few minutes of play, and Stratton, sc .............. 0
ington in April: M-rs. Nan B. Higgs. are: Rev. Charles L. Stevens. Dr.
0
0
rolls,
wide
range
«>f
choice.
While
they
last
Rockport was forced onto the defen Hobbs, rg ................... 0
0
0
mate, Mrs. Louise Hewett; dele John A. Hayward. Prof. Bertram E
only 25 cents each V. F STUDLEY. INC.,
Packard,
George
E.
Allen,
C.
Wilkes
Snow
Shovels,
each
.
.
50c.
Sunbrite
Cleaner,
3
cans
.
.
5c
sive.
Only
for
a
few
i
finutes,
how

Music
Department.
9-tf
gate, Miss Mary J. Watts.
Alter
bines, rg _______ _
0
0
0
The Rockport lads soon found Quinn, lg ......*............ 0
0
0
nates—Mrs. Annie Waldo Lord. Mrs. Babb. George A. Babb and Charles 5 gal Oil Cans, each 90c.
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
Clothes Lines, 50 ft. each 40c ever.
C.
Wood.
The
deceased
members
themselves, and when the first half
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS F. H. SANBORN,
Annie D. Willey. Mrs. Lavinia G.
Time 8-m periods.
are:
Rev.
Gilbert
M.
Foxwell
and
HO
Pleasant ST.
Tel 903 W
5 tf
Palm
Olive
Soap,
3
cakes
.................................................
21c
was over, with the score 14 to 7, the
Elliot, Miss Harriet Williams. Mrs.
• * • •
Jesse
H.
Ogier,
former
editor
of
the
FOR
SALE
—Residence of the late Cap?.
hopelessness of their, cause again
Emily Stevens, Mrs. Iada Newcomb.
6
quart
Kettles
with
cover,
each
........................
;
...........
50c
The games were refereed by Har
Charles E. Hall, Middle St Heights
AR
confronted the visitors. The scor
Mrs. Lois Creighton. Mrs. Eliza Camden Herald. The club plans to
THUR L. ORNfi, 417 Main St.. Rockland.
ing iu the last half was more even old Young of Bowdoin, who was very
Walker. Afrs. Josephine Walker, Mist? exchange speakers with the members
1 tf
much o;i the job, and impartial.
Hortense Wilson. Plans for the ob of the Decemvir Club of Westbrook Marshmallows, pound . . . . . . 35c; 3 pounds . . . . . $1.0,0 ly balanced, hut it does not tell the
/OR SALE—3 second hand upright pi
Crockett
was
scorer
and
prown,
tlmthis
year.
story of Rockport's superior work.
servance of Washington’s Birthday
BABY CHIX—Wyllie’s S. C Reds raised anos; 1 Brunswick cabinet phonograph; 1
Bon Bons, pound.............
.... 30c Fortified by a safe lead the home fr.
on free ranfce, trap nested and bred for type music cabinet; 1 Victor; 1 flat back man
were left to a committee consisting
V. F. STUDLEY INC., Music Dept
and
color. State accredited for white diarr dolin.
of, the regent. Mrs. Lois Creighton
ROCKPORT
Baker’s Cocoa, half pound cans, each................. .... 18c team fairly toyed with its opponent.
1 tf
hoea Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe
It was the consensus of opinion in
SUNSET
and Mrs. Josephine Walker. A de
Mrs William Moon has been con
arrival enaraiMeed. P H. WYLLIE, ThoinFOR SALE—9-room nodke; hot water heat,
aoton. Me.. Kt. 1 Tel. 1W-6
l~.*28-7ft
lightful social hour followed the fined to her home by illness for sev Baker's Chocolate, half pound cake........................ .... 18c Rockport last night that no Rock
cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
garden.
New grocery business well stocked
business meeting. Tea and cakes eral days.
Corn Cakes, dozen........... . . 10c; 3 dozen . . . . .... 25c port player should he singled out for Clifford Eaton and Everett Dun- i
Used 'Cars
:L1>ark st ■ ‘
LiL
v^ere served.
The regular meeting of Harbor
ham came home from Warren Mon
Lime
Juice,
bottle
...........
. 1 5c; 2 bottles . . . . .... 25c
FOR SALE—Hard wood fitted and in junks,
The Beta Alpha Club will have Light Chapter
O. E. S. was held
day where they have been cutting! FOR SALE—Rrn Touring In A-l condi quick
delivery
Tel.
169
4
Thomaston
Address I’. O BOX 113,
tlon
Price
charge of the meeting at Ihe Racist Tuesday evening.
Ginger Ale, large bottles ........... 10c; 3 for . . .... 25c
wood for Mr. Carroll.
or write R. J. COCAN, Thomaston, Maine.
Brunswick.
vestry tonight. Take along a clip
Lewis Richards was operated upon
The High School is planning to put ;
FOR SAl/—We have a parlor, library ano
1921
AMERICAN
SIX,
Just
overhauled
and
ping. The pulpit Sunday morning Monday at the Knox Hospital Rock
cut a particularly interesting edition j In first dais condition—tires practically new
Pure Apple Jelly, jar . . . . .... 1 5c; 2 jars ... . .... 25c
will be occupied by Rev. H. M. Pur- land for appendicitis.
• rf the ‘Gatherer” this year. The —A bargain If sold at once. BERT ANGEL. bed xi»om set. Including mattress and spring.
quality of used modern furniture which
rii gton of Warren. The evening ser
paper will contain pictures of the! Gray Gull Restaurant, Llmerork St , Rock Best
The concert for the benefit of the Quart Jars Olives, each . . • • • •<.......................... .... 60c
we wiil sell or exchange for antique furni
vice will be of a patriotic nature with new Town Hall will he given this
WVtf ture.
COBB & DAVIS.
145-tf
Seniors, pictures of the undergradu- i land.
Battery F present to assist in the evening. Some of the finest soloists
Raisins, fancy, full size,
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’a
ates. Ak*o a section of jx)ems and
Starlight
Bread,
loaf
....
...
10c;
3
loaves
.
.
.
....
25c
singing.
in Rockland and Camden will appear
Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
essays and an athletic section with I
PETITION FOR FI8N WEIR
3 pkgs....................... 29c
Mrs. Hattie Copeland and daughter. on the program. A large audience is
location close by shore.
Garage aud out
Vlnalhaven. Maine. Feb. 2. 1925
pictures of the teams with writeups. 1
buildings, water in house
Acre and half
To
the
Municipal
Officers
of
Vlnalhaven.
Mrs. Grace Payson have returned assured.
Home Made Doughnuts, dozen ................................... 35c Pea Beans, genuine Calif.
George M. Dodge sold his horse re
of land.
Fine place for summer home.
At
Respectfully represents William L Clay
from a visit in New York and Boston.
The open meeting of the Twenti
a bargain.
Address DR 1. B GAGE, At
cently
to
Carl
Gott
of
Stonington.
ter
that
hd
desires
to
erect
and
maintain
pound
......................
10c
lantic.
Me
67*tf
'
ttih
veir
in
the
waters
of
Roberts
Harbor
so
eth Century Club will he held 1'riday Jelly Monge, package .
Mrs. Martha Stinson is sick.
5c; 6 packages
25c
called In the location to wit:
Insure today, tomorrow may be too evening at the home of Miss Marion
Baker’s Cocoa or Choco
Harold Hardy of North Deer Isle
Beginning- on land of F. Hermann Estatlate. New York Life Insurance Co., 1 Weidman. The program will begin
near Heron Ledge, so called, and extendin
spent
Sunday
at
George
C.
Hardy
’
s.
,
Miscellaneous
late
..........................
I
7c
E. F. Woodcock, local agent. 15-17
in
an easterly direction for a distance
Y. E. Beans, quart................ 22c; peck.................. $1.55
i at 7.30.
A game of basketball was pkiyed about
three hundred yards more or less to
A special car ^vill leave Rockport Pea Beans, quart ................ 20c; peck ............... $1.45
Cloverdale Marshmallow
in town hall Friday evening between ward Sheep Lsland.
BUY CONCORD YARNS direct from manu
facturer at a big saving.
Spun from long
Friday evening at C.45 to accommo
Signed W. L. (LAYTEIt
Deer Isle and Stonington. The Deer ,
EMPIRE THEATRE
Creme,
jar
...............
24c
combed
wool.
Write for free samples, many
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered, that
date the many fans who wish to at Kidney Beans, quart................ 18c; peck.................. $1.35
Isle l»oys and the Stonington girls , public
50c
notice be given as required by law beautiful shades and heather mixtures
Sausage, Waldoboro style
were the winning teams.
$2 00 per lb. Postage paid
“A Self-Made Failure” will have tend the Rockjxirt-Rockland games Whole Green Peas, quart........... 20c; peck............. $1.50
i not less than three days before the 94h day per 4 oz. skein
on all orders. CONCORD WORSTED MILLS.
in
Rockland.
The
fare
will
be
10
of
February.
1925.
»»pon
which
day
at
Gov.
Brewster
has
announced
the
its final showing today together with
lb................................ 25c committee appointments of the o’clock m the afternoon a nearing will be W. Concord. N. H.
7-Th-l0
Cleveland Spljt Peas, package....................................... 20c
cents for the round trip.
the usual short subjects.
given In the Selectmen’s Office, upon said
MAMMOTH HYACINTHS in bud. C M.
Sauer
Kraut,
genuine
WalExecutive
Counrtl
for
thecoming
two
petition, to the en<t that all persona may have THOMAS. Maverick Sq. Tel 225-M. 15-17
Reginald Denny and Laura La
Three Minhte Oats, large package, each.................... 25c
TAX SALE
years. Guy E. Torrey, who repre full opportunity to show cause why sflfld pe
I’lantb make a combination irresis
z doboro, lb............. 8 l-3c
tit ion should not be granted.
STORMS & CLOUGH—Practical Painters
So much of the following property, altuat- Seeded Raisins, pkg I^Oc. Panc^Jce Flour, pkg 15c; 2 pkg 25c
sents
thi«
district
embracing
Han

tible in pictures. Ever since “Sport ed in the Tow l of Owls lit ad. will be sold
signed O V. DREW.
and Paper Hangers.
TEL. 87-6. Rockport
cock coupty, drew these committees:
L B DYER.
ing Youth" threw tile two stars into at the Town Hall in said Town. February Matches, 6 boxes . . .35c.
Shredded Wheat, pkg. ...11c
15*17
Special
for
Saturday
16-17
Municipal
Officers
of
Vlnalhaven
k
a
ni.
as
will
cover
is.
l'.iJY
at
Hl
■
elm
Juvenile
Institutions,
Military
Af

a maelstrom of events tlie public has
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dis
the taxes due thereon ■ onunitted to me for Corn Flakes, pkg. 10c.
Whole
Rice,
lb.
10c;
3
lbs.
25c
fairs.
Agriculture
and
Forestry,
inond Tires and Tubes. Weetl Chains and
been clanuaing to see them together collection :
3 Loaves Starlight Bread
To the people of Yimalhaven: It Spark Plugs; also five used cars from $85
State Charities and Pensions, State hasNOTICE
again, and "The Fast Worker" marks Fred F Burpee, Est.
Frank Pos*.
Bulk Cocoa, 3 lbs. 25c. Macaroni or Spaghetti, 3 pkgs .25c
been rumored around town that I am up o $300
JOSEPH E
CLOUGH. 174
for
28c
Etta
Sanborn.
A
s.
Perry.
^.il rary. Printing and Binding, and going to cut my milk route down next fall Pleasant St.. Rockland
the second Line this combination
Salesman for Knox
Arthur
Knapp
J N. Porter.
when I go down to the “Sanborn place ''
State Sanatoriums.
Motcr Sales. C.
14-tf
will be shown here Friday and William •lllia t.
1 l.ilip Howard

CASH GROCERY

TELEPHONE 316

CLOVERDALE
SPECIALS

Saturday. "The Fast Worker” is an Edw »rd With m
Eugene Brewster
adaptation of George ii u r AleCutch- Leon Learned.
( . W LIVIN’,STUN.
eon’s best .seller, "Tlie Husbands of
Colleotor of Taxes ot the Town of Owl's
16 T! i - 22
Edith."
ll. ad, Me.

HARRY CAREY
“FLAMING FORTIES”
A Gripping Picturization of the Famous Tale by Bret Harte,
“Tenessee’s Pardner.” All the Lure of the Days of ’49.—all the
Fascination of Adventure and Danger is in This Photoplay the
Greatest Picture Carey Ever Made.

“CARTOON COMEDY”

‘PATI IE NEWS”

TOWN HALL, UNION, THURSDAY, FEB. 5

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., FEB. 6
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., FEB. 7

Campbell's Tomato Soup, can ... ."40c; 3 cans .... 25c
Evaporated Milk, can.............. 10c; 3 cans............. 28c
Del Monte Peaches, can.................................................25c
Salmon, Red Alaska, can ............................................ 25c
Salmon, Pink, can................ 15c; 2 cans................ 28c
Pineapple, sliced, san 35c; 3 cans $1 ; Grated, can 25c
Karo Syrup, Blue Label, can ................................. 12J/2C
Tomatoes, can 18c; 3 cans 50c. String Beans, 2 cans 25c
Spinach, can 25c; 3 cans 70c. Peas, c?.:r 15c; 2 cans 25c
Apples, No. 3 cans, each........... 20c; 3 cans............ 55c

Prunes, 3 pounds .
Figs, per pound . .

. . 25c. Dates, 2 pounds
28c. Peaches, per pound

Graham Flour, pound....................................................... 5c
Granulated Meal, pound........... 5c; 6 pounds.............. 25c

j Soda Bread, Pilot Bread, Common Crackers, Oyster
Crackers, pound................ 15c; 2 pounds.................. 25c
■Jello, assorted flavors, each 10c. Corn Starch, 4 pkgs. 25c
Cream Tartar, % lb. pkgs., each . .10c; per pound . ,35c
i Baking Soda, 6 packages...................................................25c
FREE DELIVERY IN OWL’S HEAD WED. AND THUES.

NEXT WEEK

J. B. Warren in “TREASURE CANYON”

CUT

PRICES

ON

EVERYTHING

AT HASKELL’S

SALE

DAYS

CLOVERDALE STORE
437 Main St., Rockland

Now to correct this false report. I will say
that I intend to do just as much business

ROOM AND BOARD—Anyone wanting room

Don’t forget the cooked Food Sale next year aa I am now doing and I -am. sit and board call at 31 Ocean Street, or tele
nt Fu Her-Cobb-Davis, Sat. p. m. uated so tha-t I can take on customers at phone 618 W. MRS. MINNIE MILES
any time.
(TIARLES L. KHTRNDTrE
_
.
_ _________ ____ _______ 14 16
Benefit of h'irst Baptist C. E.—adv
Vlnalhaven, Feb. 2.
lfl-lt.
HARD WOOD—Now is the time to (Ader
your bard wood; $10 cord delivered.
Good

full measure.
L B. SMITH. South Thom
aston.
TH. 588-M.
13-18

REMNANTS
We have on hand today 95 REMNANTS of FELT-BASE FLOOR COV
ERING and INLAID LINOLEUM. They cumber up our floor space and to
move them we will sell at prices that will make your hair curl—50 PER
( CENT and even less. 1 hey may be seen in our northern window—and will
be moved at once.
An extraordinary bargain in a stock pattern inlaid linoleum lot of 15 rolls
is made at the same time.

RADIO BATTERIES—FOR $1.25 wc will
pick up your battery, leave a loan and de
liver yours back to you fully charged.
HOI SE SHERMAN. INC . RocWand.
Tel.
721 M
Exlde Sendee Station.
12-tf

$2000 IS OFFERED for a U. S printed
item.
Booklet free Hating fills and old ma
terial wanted—broadsides, pamphlets, stamps,
prints, etc
G. A JACKSON. 105 6 Pem
berton Bldg., Boston.
10*21
“ MACHINE^ HEMSTITCHING, plcot edge,
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL
MAN MORSE, 359 Main St Tel. 868-M

1-tf
TRUCKING. MOVING AND ERRANDS
done promptly.
Go anywhere.
C. O HAR-Z
ADEN
Tel. 156 M or 628 J
btf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
ythe Rockland Hair Store, 333 Main St Mail
orders aoliclted.
HELEN C. RHODES

__________________

Regular values to $2.75. Square yard ..................................................... $1.50

Bathroom Rugs (Colonial rag) in handsome design to the number of 50—
27x54 inches; will be sold at......................................................................... $1.00

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

1-tf

SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R docs all kinds of
Trucking and Moving
t
ll*tf

To Let
TO LET—or 7 room tenement with ijeeoi'. JSSS and tol!et
15 ■‘"' Wand St.
It
SHAFTER.
13-tf
. T0, LEy—Small twieinen, on Union street.
Inquire of SIRS. C. F SIMMONS, 21 Middle

T.°. LET~T"° '•’"inients on Otis street;
vvfr nl? »T."" "S*1 halh
A|’|,lv
F ■’■
KNIGHT, M indsor House.
Tel 614-W. 5-tf
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North .Main SL.
all niodern conveniences.
1’. L. HAVENER,

let.

H.

146-tf

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de*
parlures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social happenings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .............................................. 770

Mni. R. I. Thonipsiii has Joined her
husband, Representative Thompson,
in Augusta for the remainder of the
Legislative session.
Miss Dorothy Snow returned home
Saturday from New York where she
made a two months’ visit with her
sister, Mrs. W. H. Newbert.
Mrs. Forrest Brazier of Glencove
has returned from Waterville where
she attended a conference of Grange
lecturers in her capacity as lecturer
of Penobscot View Grange. It was
a two-day session, with about 150
Grange officials present, including
the national lecturer. The meetings
v. ere full of profit.

Mrs. Nellie F. Fiske who has been
visiting at the home of Charles E.
Burch since Oct. 25 was called sud
denly to Bennington, Vt., by the ill
ness of her father. She plans to re
turn about March 1 to her home in
Minneapolis.

PARK THEATRE

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burpee left
yesterday for a visit of a .month or
more In Stoughton and Boston.
Dr. and Mrs. Paul F- Russell sailed
Jan. 24 from San Francisco for Sing
apore where Paul has been appointed
by the International Health Board
of the Rockefeller Foundation to (to
medical research work in malaria.
They wil) be gone some three years,
probably working all over the Straits
Settlements.

Capt- and Mrs. Frank Ames of Ma
tinicus left yesterday for Boston, ac
companied by their daughter Della,
who will receive medical treatment
there.

Miss Helen Fuller has gone to New
York, where she will make a fort
night’s visit with Dr. and Mrs. Wil
liam ISharpe.

Capt. and Mrs. Fred Philbmok of
Matinicus have gone to Westbrook
to visit their son, Milton A. Philbrook.

STRAND THEATRE
Throbbing with human emotions
and dealing wilh one of the most
vital questions of the day—divorce
"Love of Women” the feature for to
day and Friday will strike a re
sponsive chord in the heart of the
average man or woman. Helene
Chadwick takes the part of Cynthia
Herrick, who sues her husband, Er
nest, <portrayed by Lawford ftnvldson) for a divorce on the grounds of
infidelity. The judge, who has a
kindly as well as a legal mind, feels
that the young couple, in spite of
every thing, still love each other and
he, therefore, gives them an inter
locutory decree hoping that during
the six mdlHhs which must elapse
before the signing of the final decree
they will effect a reconciliation.
How his faith Is justified and the re
pentant husband and loving wife are
brought blether again makes a pic
ture of absorbing interest Maurice
Costello is excellent as Cynthia’s
father and Montagu Love makes a
masterly villain.
You have seen Kenneth McDonald,
the famous stunt man, romp through
many successes, tiut "In-High Gear”
Saturday’s feature he simply reaches
the high-water mark of his great ca
reer. Nothing seems to daunt him.
nothing apparently can even slow
him up. The sensational fights, the
death-defying ebases, the rescue of
his sweetheart from the dens of the
underworld, his perilous leap for life
from building to building are but a
few of the breath-taking episodes in
this remarkable
picture.
There
never was another Kenneth McDon
ald in motion pictures. He's the
superman of the movies, and the
most hazardous stunt seems but
child’s play to him. This is the fifth
of his great Sunset series and ft*k a
knockout if you ever saw one in ytiilr
life—adv!

An Ideal Motor Coat

Lobster Cocktail
Eaealloped 0y3tera

Roast Turkey

Stuffed"-Peppers Mashed Potato Squash
Urapefntk Sherbet
Hot'Rclls
Waldorf Salad
Strawberry Shortcake Clieeae Crackers Coffee
Cigars

The guests Included President El
mer S. Bird, Vice President Arthur
S. Baker, Cashier E. F. Berry, Assisthnt cashier, J. N. Southard, Direc
tors G. H. Hart, C. 1. Burrows, Er
nest C. Davis, A. B. Packard, office
force D. C. Leach, Maureen Burns.
Corice Thomas and Alfreds Barnes
and guests—Mrs. C. I. Burrows. Mr.
and Mrs. L. N. Lawrence. Miss Lil
lian Baker, Mrs. James L. Burns.
Mrs. Delia Sullivan, Mrs. Ernest C.
Davis, Mrs. E. F. Berry. Jerome C.
Buitows, Clarence E. Daniels, IMrs.
Elmer S. Bird. Mrs. Adrlel V. Bird.
Mrs. A. B. l’uckard. Miss Rita Pack
ard. Miss Burdell Strout. Miss Merle
Merry, Miss Eleanor Snow and Mis:

Helen Feeney.

t «

O

Spring brings
new clothes ior
motor we»rH, snd
the woman who
insists on looking
chic at the enc
a long motor jl
will like a coat
like the one
sketched today
Paris modelu by
Henriette Bou
dreaux.
The color is
bisque or said
excellent for coil
ccaling
dust
marks, and the
fabric is nioslieen
that lustrous, soft
and pliable new
kind of mohair
which is now so
fashionable for
all day-time wear,
whether for busi
ness, shopping,
•ports, travel or
motoring.
No
other material so
obligingly sheds
the dust, remains
unwrinkled and
crisp even after

long hours in a motor car.

*

Dr. Paul Russell and Wife
(Phyllis Additon) To Be
Stationed There For Three
Years.

MOREY’S
SHOE STORE

Letters received by Miss Burdell
Stri.ut
of the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
staff convey the interesting news
that Dr. and Mrs. Paul Russell of
Buffalo, N Y., have rone to Sing
apore. where Mr. Russell will be en
gaged in research work. Local in
terest in^this announcement centers
around the fact that the young man
is a son of Rev. Samuel Russell. D.
D., who has spent many summers at
Owl’s Head, while his wife is an
Owl’s Head girl, formerly Phyllis
Additon.
Dr. Russell has been engaged in
research work in Southern States,
mostly Georgia, tinder the Rocke
feller Foundation, his department be
ing the (International Health Board.
He was/ promoted Jan. 1st, and as
signed to Singapore for a term of
three years, and has every reason to
feel proud of the fact that he was
deemed worthy of this most respon
sible position.
The Board is opening up a new
station there, and I)r. Russell and
another doctor are to be associated
in the work there. This work will
be practically the same as be had in
the South. Dr. Russell will devote
his time very largely to malaria
conditions.
Dr. and Mrs. Russell spent a day
with the former’s parents in Buffalo,
before leaving for San Francisco,
from which port they sailed Jan. 24
Radio messages received from them
three days out said that* they were
having the time of their lives, and
that some- of the other passengers
almost reached the conclusion that
they were on their wedding trip.
“We are very glad that they are to
be engaged in such splendid work,”
writes Rev. Mr. Russell. “While
It is not distinctly missionary work,
yet it is in the best sense, and they
nvill have ample opportunities to let
Iheir light shine. In some ways
fcev can do more than as if they
\were under our own Missionary
board for the cause of Christianity.”
Ruth Russell goes abroad June 10
with a party of Mt. Holyoke girls
Hid plans to return about the first
of September, so that her season at
Owl’s Head will be a very brief one.

WE STILL HAVE ON HAND A LARGE
ASSORTMENT OF
LADIES’
Boots, Oxfords,
Pumps, Leather and Felt
I
Slippers, Rubbers and Rubber Boots and
Overshoes.
’

MEN’S
High Shoes, Low Shoes, Hosiery, Leather
Tops, Felts, Rubbers and Slippers
Shoes

Shoes

BOYS’
Rubbers Larrigans

CHILDREN’S
Rubbers Slippers

Slippers

Overshoes

This Merchandise Priced
.
VERY LOW
In Order to Sell Quickly
286 MAIN ST.

WITH THE MOVIE
STARS
*

OPP. V. F. STUDLEY’S

1925 CATALOG OF VICTOR REC
ORDS

The new edition of the complete
catalog of Victor Records with Bio
graphical Sketches, Opera Plots,
New Portraits and special Red Seal
Section is ready for distribution.
You may obtain your copy free by
calling or sending to the Maine
Music Company, Rockland, Maine.—
adv.
, <

LIBERTY

iBird Branch of Sunshine Society
Liberty folks are glad they don’t
was entertained by Mrs. Lizzie E- live where W. E. Overlock does
Boyles ut the home of the president, where It is so cold he could not blow
Mrs. Minnie Miles, Ocean street. his lamp out. Some thought it was
The afternoon was devoted to tying pretty cold here as John Light on a
quilts and refreshments were served. recent morning came njar freezing
Each member received a valentine. as he could not get his flre to byrn
Mrs. Myra McDonald was admitted He investigated and found the sm .ke
to membership. Next meeting will had frozen in the chimney. John
be with Mrs. Elmore Strout, 45 CiVs- is a George Washington and was
cent street.
<■
never known to tell a lie.
James Overlock has killed, his
Mrs. Roger Wolcott of Hartford,
Conn. (Miss Bernice Richardson) is horse. It was 32 years old.
Willie Cole, who went to Califor
the guest of her. parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson, at their nia some two weeks ago, writes
home to his mother that he likes-the
new Broadway home.
country but would exchange a snow
The B. and P. W. club served a ball for an orange.
delicious supper to its members Wed
Jesse Emerson is working for An
nesday evening after which the reg drew Rokcs in the woods.
ular business meeting was held and
Mrs. John Light is working in
much business of importance was Rockport for Rose Bartlett.
transacted.
Several names were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sukeforth
presented- for membership.
Final
plans were made for a rummage were guests of his sister. Mrs. E. A
sale to be held Saturday and the lec Leigher Sunday.
Ross I’inkhant was in Washington
ture, which is to be given by Hurry
Collins
Spillman In the Baptist Monday.
church Wednesday Feb. IS. The nice
Mrs. S. T. Overlock is ill wilh a
sum of $43 was realized from the cold.
card party given at the Copper Kettle
Some think the wild animal tha
and the club feels very grateful to all Joint and Joel Overlock killed was a
who assisted, especially to Mrs l.iw- Canada lynx.
ry who gave the use of her very at
Strange noises have been heard in
tractive rooms.
this vicinity coming from the woods
Some
Mrs. Charles Hupper of Port Clyde tlie past fall and winter.
who recently underwent a serious op thought it was a deer, others said
eration nt Sllsby Hospital is con it was hedgehogs and still others
valescing at the home of Mr. and guessed it was a wild cat as one had
been seen around here several times
Sirs. H. L. Oxton, Camden street.
Recently John Overlock saw
'
(
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird and strange track in the snow and he got
Fred C. Bla«'k have returned from Joel Overlock to go with him to hunt
Cincinnati. Ohio, where they attended it up. They soon came to the strange
the convention of the National Can animal which they killed after quite
nets' Association. Maine was rep a battle. It weighed a little less
resented by about 40. The total at than 50 pounds. They have sent
it away to have it mounted.
tendance was 8000.

One does not ordinarily think of
bank folk as a carefree lot, but a
glimpse of the jolly group which
dined at the Thorndike Tuesday
night proved that the North Na
tional "crowd” could lay dull care
nside on occasion. President Elmer
8. Bird presided in his accustomed
enjoyable manner and at table were
the directors, ofilcefs, staff and
guests to the number of 30. A de
licious turkey dinner was served on
thbles tastefully decorated in pinks
and Jonquils. The menu

Page Sevefi

NG TO SINGAPORE

In the “The Dark Swan,” the new
photoplay that opened at the Park
Theatre yesterday movie audiences
are
offered
entertainment
of
meritorious calibre, in that the story,
the direction, the acting and pho
tography are uniformly excellent.
The cast includes Marie ProVost,
Monte Blue and Helene Chadwick.
“The Fire Palrol” will be the feat
ure the last two days of this week.
It is a picture which achieves a dif
ferent appeal for every type of
theatre-goer, welding them ail into
a consistent narrative. There is redblooded. adventure for those who
crave only this sort of entertain
ment. This is apparent from the
title.^'hirh divulges the use of the
CoastVire Patrol for the first time
in pictures. Developing from this
novelty is a terrific explosion at sea,
and, later, a fire to which the fireboats respond in a frenzy of activ
ity. The departure of this valiant
little fleet, its picturesque subduing
of the fire in mid-ocean, as the
flames shoot Into the darkness and
light against the mountains of water
piled upon them, and its return with
the survivors of«the wreck, form a
terse bit of drama which never low
ers its suspense.—adv.

A slight mix-up in types interfered
with a former announcement of the
lesson on "Deeds" that will be con
ducted by Mrs. Stevens at tomor
row night's session of the Educa
tional Club.
The <iuentions are:
What .conditions apply to both deeds
and mortgages? What kind of prop
erty is conveyed by deed? What is
a hjll of sale? What kind of prop
erty passes by a bill of sale? What
is the difference between a deed and
a bill of sale? Should a bln of sale
be sealed? By what names are the
parties to a deed known? By what
names are the parties to a mortgage
known? Can a married woman hold
and convey real estate in her own
name? Why must a wife join with
her husband in the conveyance of
property?
What is a quit-claim
deed? What is a warranty deed?

Chicken Soap

jruary 5, 1925.

Rockland Courier-Gazette,

ROCKLAND
AUTOMOBILE
—And—

RADIO SHOW
March 18,19, 20, 21

STRAND

• • ♦ *

TODAY AND FRIDAY
Would you believe in your hus
band if you held in your own
hands his love letters—to another
woman, and saw his picture and
that of the other woman in the
newspapers under shrieking head
lines? Before you answer, see
what the wife did in—

“Love of Women”
Featuring—

—At the—

ARCADE
SAN CARLO GRAND
OPERA COMPANY
Jefferson Theatre, PORTLAND
THURSDAY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY, FEB. 19, 20, 21
Prices

Thurs. Eve.—La Tosca
Mat.$l. $1.50
Friday Eve.—Faust
$2.00. $2.50
Sat. Mat.—Carmen
plus tax
Sat. Eye—La Traviata
Eve. $1. $2
Mail orders now received
$2.50. $3.00
at
plus tax
M. Steinert &. Sons Co.
Boxes $3.00
517 Congress St., Portland
plus tax
Checks should be ma*s payable to
San Carlo Opera Co.
16
Augustus F. Dove. Treas.

Attorneys are negotiating a finan
cial settlement between Charles
Chaplin, motion picture comedian
and the sixteen year old bride he
married ir. Mexico last November,
says the Los Angeles Times. The
fact that Mrs. Chaplin, formerly
Lifa Grey, leading woman for the
comedian, had joined members of
her family in consulting attorneys
became known according to the
Times, upon the arrival a week ago
of Edwin McMurray, San Francis
co attorney and uncle of the bride.

Helene Chadwick

Mary Miles
Minter’s millions,
money she says she earned during
a stage and' screen career that beg/yt when she was six years old
now form a golden gulf across which
the actress and her mother face
each other as opponents in a lawsuit.
In an action filed for an accounting
of funds which she alleges her moth
er received for her as her guardian
Miss Minter, giving her name as
Juliette Shelby, stated that her
mother, Mrs. Charlotte Shelby re
peatedly had refused to make any^
accounting. The sums received by
Mrs. .Shelby from time to time in
cluded, according to the complaint,
$700,000 earned by Miss Minter un
der a contract with the Famous
Players-La sky corporation during
tlie years 1920-1923.

FLbRET

SATURDAY

[For The Courier-Gazette]

Kenneth McDonald

Oh, peonies aro gorgeous things,
Rejoicing eyea, and yet
They cannot bring the lyric thoughts
Of one spring violet.

-In—

And rhododendrons, one would think,
Could never he forgot*,
Strange, how the heart remembers best
A blue forget-me-not.
—-Alice Lawry Gould
Auburn, Me.

<41

A story which takes you from
Society’s playgroundt to the dens
of the Underworld.

"1925 ^RIMONTON'Q6
Q
U
DEPARTMENT STORE

PRE-INVENTORY SALE
As our fiscal year ends February 28, it is our earnest deire to reduce our stock
before taking inventory on March 1st. To accomplish this, we are offering
many special values for the next few days. It will pay to make liberal pur
chases during this sale. We list a few Specials, just to give an idea of the sav
ings to bfc found in our store. New items will be added from day to day, be
ginning FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6th.

FOR ONE WEEK
BLANKETS

SILK HOSE

KNIT UNDERWEAR

Cotton Blankets for full size
bed, larne, €6x80 size; our fa
mous “Empress” Blankets in
a Handsome shade of tan with
pink or blue borders, $4.00 val.

A broken let of high grade Silk
Hose, Ccntemerie and Martha
4-Foot Brands, values $2.25 to
$3.00 per pair; light colors only
(no black).
Pre-Inventory
Sale, per pair ....

1 lot "Merode” Vests, high
necks, long sleeves, $1.25 and
$1.35 values.
Pre-Inventory

Per pair.............. ’3.50
1 lot Grey Blankets with col
ored border, size 54x74, our
best $2.50 value. Pre-Inven
tory price, pair ..

1 odd lot Heavy All Wool Hose
to close out

CORSETS

1 lot 22c Percales, remnants, 2
to 5 yard pieces. Pre-lnventcry price per yard .^...

*1.98

cade.—adv.

Low nock, no sleeves, ankle
length,
medium
or
heavy
weights, sold up to $1.75 per
suit, to close, Pre-Inventory

.15

priee.................*1.19
COMFORT BATTS

All other numbers in Regal
Corsets at came low prices.

Snow White Cotton Batting, 3
pound rolls, opens up in a sheet
72x90 inches; our $1.39 special.
Pre-Inventory price

CARPET DEPT.

1 lot Comfort Batts, 72x90 in.,
weight 2 lbs. per batt

.89

BED SHEETS
"Bull Dog” Seamless Sheets—
a great value.

.... *1.19

81x90, $1.59 grade, ea. $| 29

.... .97

RUGS

81x99, $1.75 grade, ea. $|

HOUSE DRESSES

1 lot Velvet and Axminster
Rugs, values up to $6.50 each;
to close out, Pre-Inventory

3 special lots of our better
House Dresses, to close

price................. *3.95

$3.19 value. Sale price

CARPET SIZE RUGS

$3.59 value. Sale

Odd lot Art Squares in tapes
try, fiber and wool and grass,
to be closed out at very low
prices during this week.

$3.98 value. Sale

PILLOW SLIPS
Odd lots to close out at special
prices

*2.39
price 2.79
price 2.98

DRAPERY DEPT.
CRETONNES
1 lot Cretonnes, Tapestry de
signs, 39c to 50c values. PreInventory price, yard .

.25

OUTING
NIGHT ROBES

HOSIERY

1 lot of our Best Outing Flannel
Robes in stripes and fancy pat
terns, $2.00 to $2.50 value. Pre^
Inventory price, to close out,

Ladies’ Heather Wool and Cot
ton Hose (a limited lot only)
$1.00 value.
Pre-Inventory
Sale, per pair
................

.59

each................. *1.59

RUFFLED CURTAINS
1 lot Ruffled Scrim and Mar
quisette Curtains with Tiebacks.
Pre-Inventory price,
per pair .......

-•••— .89

See some of our Special Values in our Main Street Window Friday Morn
ing, and new items will be added through the week.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
412

MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

EMPIRE

BIG COSTUME CARNIVAL
FEBRUARY 12
CAMDEN OPERA

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNEP

HOUSE

Last Time Today

STRICTLY COSTUME AFFAIR
$ 1.00 per couple
Confetti, Serpentine Streamers, Good Music,

“SELF MADE

FAILURE”

Refreshments
Prizes Given For Best Costumes
Cars to Rockland After the Dance

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

Ar

‘‘Merode” Union Suits

PERCALES

lot Regal Corsets, all sizes,
in white or flesh, bought at a
special price concession on ac
count of factory liquidating;
$1.25 value.
Pre-Inventory
price per pair .... ...............

William Piper of Warren is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital, his condi
tion such that it will be necessary
for him to remain there some time
longer.
Community Fair Feb. 23-28.

price........ -•..... .. .89
Pants to match, pair ..
.89

*1.49

CAMDEN COAST

—With—

BEN ALEXANDER

LLOYD HAMILTON

ARTILLERY

COMEDY

NEWS

15-19

Friday-Saturday

JtPARKit

il

THREE SHOWS—2:00. 6:45. 8:30

2

LAST TIME

“THE DARK SWAN”
—With—

TODAY

FLOOR COVERINGS
Worth coming miles to see

FLOOR COVERINGS—

NEW-NOT REMNANTS
in all the Latest Patterns and Colors for

NEWS

FABLES

We Are Offering Something in

'

Marie Provost, Monte Blue and
Helene Chadwick
COMEDY

Into Your

“THE FIDE
PATROL”

A Smashing Melodrama of Blazing Emotion With a RecordBreaking Cast of Film Favorites

FELT BASE, ARTISTIC at only

—With—

35 CENTS PER YARD

ANNA Q. NILSSON, MADGE BELLAMY,

313-319 MAIN ST.
z

ROCKLAND

TEL. 745-J

JOHNNY HARRON, CHAS. MURRAY
COMEDY

Comes
Z.pping

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

EVERY ROOM IN THE HOUSE

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

THE
FAST
WORKER”

Life!
• • • e

REGINALD
DENNY
•• —And'—

Laura La Plante
In their late.t smashing success.
A srhart comedy-drama in which
the screen’s fastest worker eclipses
all his own previous speed rec
ords, made in “Sporting Youth’*
and “The Reckless Age.”

REVIEW

—Also—
MON.-TUES : AGNES AYRES in “TOMORROW’S LOVE”

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY:

"THE SEA HAWK”

“The Riddle Rider”
Number Two

.^Gazette,
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OLDEST SEA CR&.J

YOUR INCOME TAX
Nutshell Information Thjtt
Will Help You In Prepar
ing Returns.
brief articles coverUig essential
points of Income tax laws
Begun in Jan.
13 issue.]

We Offer

[TwGive

All the facilities of a conservative bank, locally
managed and locally owned, in exchange for
the opportunity to servft you.

CORNS

An Article Dealing With
Oysters — Uncle
Sam
Leads, of Course.
Concerning oysters.
Hugh
M.
Smith former United States Com
missioner of Fisheries, in a commun
ication to the National Geographic
J Society says:
“Oysters are the most popular and
most extensively eaten of all shell
fish: economically, they are the
i most important of all cultivated wa
ter products and. with the single
exception of the sea herrings, the
most valuable of all aquatic animals.
“The oyster crop of the world at
the present time amounts to over
twenty-two million bushels and is
valued at nearly $20,000,000. Of this
output, the share of the United
States is 79 percent of the quantity
and 63 percent of the value. Of the
remaining, the greater part belongs
to France.

SECURITY TRUST CO.

WANTERKN0W!

If Mothers Only Knew

Dr.True’s Elixir

FREE STORAGE

BCM
CIGAR

HAND
MADE

HOW COME
juoqe ?

you cant

VES OUT You •JO"' VERY

WAR BOB A DOQ WITHOUT '

well ’•‘HAT Licer-.se has'

dont you know

A LICENSE <7=^BDT ’ HAO
A license for
J-HAT OOQ

Countrywide Collection of
News Matters Concerning
Patrons of Husbandry.
A

v.jh

IRIN

SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST!
Unless you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
not getting the genuine Bayer Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians 24 years for
Colds

Headache

Pain

Neuralgia

Toothache

Lumbago

Neuritis

Rheumatism

Accept only ‘'Bayer” package which contains proven directions.
Handy “Bayer’’ boxes of 12 tablets—Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
a,pirlD 1, the trade mark cf Barer Manufacture of Monoacetlcaeldeater of Sallcyllcacld

\
*

\

iY

D

Koor eAimnsy is <
smoAer
avA*fArouw firt on

year roof

ON'T wait till flying sparks fall on the roof
you buy to find out whether it’s fire-safe or
not. Come down to our otfice and we’ll show

you right now.
Johns-Manville Flexstone Asbestos Shingles
are literally sheets of flexible stone — and even
resist the terrific flame of the blow torch. Thay
are beautiful, too—slate-surfaced with red, green
or blue-black—whichever you prefer.
Yet they cost little more than ordinary ragfelt shingles.
We recommend Johns - Manville Asbestos,
either in shingle or roll form for practically every
purpose, but we alfo carry alt grades of roofing
to meet your every price requirement.

• « • •

REWARD
$100 reward will be paid
for information that will
lead to the arrest and con
viction of the person or

persons who recently broke

into and entered the resi
dence cf Clifford Smith at
Glencove on Warrenton
Street,x in the Town of

Rockport.

One of th" strongest supis.rtcis of
the rural police project in every state
is the Grange and this organization
of farmers is everywhere advocating
the extension of th,. statq constabu
lary in states where it has already
been created and the making of the
beginning towards such a system in
other states. The protection which
the rural police furnish to the farm
ers' property, as well as the greater
safety secured on tlie highways by
their presence leads the farmers to
fee] strongly in favor of the rural
police system and their backing is
assured In several states where the
subject will be up for discussion In
the legislatures of the coming winter.
In many emergencies in rural dis
tricts the state constabulary has
proved its value to an unquestioned
degree.
• • • •
New slate masters', are heading up
Grange work in two states with the
beginning of the year. In Pennsyl
vania. John A. JfcSparran retires
after 10 years’ leadership of Grange
affiirs, and is succceeded by Philip
H. Dewey, who has been very suc
cessful as Ftate lecturer. In Kansas
the new leader is Caldwell Davis
very prominent in state affairs, and
a brother of former Governor Davis
succeeding J. P. McMullen. In Deja
ware. Governor Robert P. Robinson
was unanimously re-elected master
of the State Grange for another two
years’ term.

« • • «

R. E. THURSTON

Sheriff of Knox County
io-tt

"I believe that the strength of the
Grange and the great appeal which it
:nakes to rural people is based upon
its devotion to those spiritual values
which are fundamental to progress
end to successful social relations.”
Dean Mumford of Missouri College of
Agriculture.
Community Fair Feb. 23-28.

cade.—adv.

The JuA^e: - Thats Do^ Gone Hard Luck.—
V YOU ARE CHARQED
WITH CONTEMPT OT I

WITH THE GRANGERS

history-inakiiia Getfnge event
the went organixation of u
working
subordinate Grange
in
Wasliington, 0- C., where this nfttiou-wlde fraternity of furiliers wus
started nearly 60 years ago, and
where national legislative head
quarters have been maintained fur
several years. The new Orange i»
named IVtomae. No. 1. In view of the
fact that in the early Grange days
suvh a subordinate existed in the
Capital City and was used by the
founders for trying out the ritualistic
work of the new order. The Potomac
Grange now organized Includes In Its
membership some of the most promi
nent leaders In Washingtiyi, and its
meetings are expecied to prove a
valuable conference place for con
Doesn't hurt one hit! Drop a little sidering big pending questions of ag
“I4’reezone” on an aching corn, in riculture and rural interest with an
stantly that corn stops hurting, then opportunity also for mupping out leg
shortly you lift it right olT with islative programs in the interest of
the farmers.
tinfrrs.
The organization meeting of Poto
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
“Frcezonv” for a few cents, sufficient mac Grange was particularly note
to remove every hard corn, soft corn, worthy from the presence of such
or corn between the toes, and the foot men as National Master Louis J.
calluses, without soreness or irrita Taber, who installed the oftlcert:
tion.
Congressman John C. Ketoham of
Michigan; Senator Arthur Capper of
Kansas; Governor Robert P. Robin
MIDWINTER OPERA
son of Delaware; Secretary of Agri
culture Howard M. Gore; lion.
Portland To Repeat the Robert Carey, chairman of the Presi
dent's agricultural conference; Con
Musical Success That It gressman Gilbert V. Haugen, chair
man of the House agricultural com
Enjoyed Last Winter.
mittee; Dr. 11. J. I’atteraon, director
of the Maryland experiment station;
t>f great interest tu music lovers O. H. Bradfute, head of the Farm Bu
is tlie announcement that Maine is reau Federation; Charles 3. Barrett,
to have a grand opera again this president of the Farmers’ Union: and
year, and that the San Carlo Opera others prominent in the agricultural
life at the Naticanl Capital.
Co., which played to over $11,000
The master of the new Grange Is
business at the Jefferson Theater in A. M. Loomis, secretary of the Na
Portland in 1924. xvlll again lie a tional Dairy Union, and |ta other of
featured attraction. The dates are ficers include J. Clyde Marquis. Dr.
Feb. IS. 20 and 21, three evening per H. C. Taylor. C. W. Holman. W. M
formances anil a matinee.
King, and other equally well-known
Last year two Puccini operas were figures in the agricultural field.
• • • •
given with great success. La Bohme
ar.d Madam Butterfly. This year La
The recent election of Robert P.
Tcsca. one of the finest of Puccini's Robinson, treasurer of the’ National
operas, and certainly one of the most Grange aud Delaware State master,
famous, since it has furnished Jer- to the office of guvernor of that state
itza with her greatest operatic ve for a four-year term focusses atten
hicle. will be or.e of tile bills. Other tion upon the fact that numerous
operas presented will he Faust. Car Orange leaders have been elected
men and either Rigoletto or La governor In their respective states.
Traviata. This variation in bill will Among these were Gov. Bell of Ver
appeal to opera lovers, as It gives mont. Gov. Robie of Maine. Gov.
a taste of German. French and Ital Loose of Mithigin and Gov. Bachian opera.
eider of New Hampshire, the later
Announcement of the cast of the serving as lecturer of the National
operas has not 'been made, except Grange and then elected head ot the
that E'.da Vettori. the beautiful so Orange organization of the country,
prano whose,-singing of the prima which position lie filled for six years
donna roles in Cavalleria Kusticann Gov. Gifford Pinohot of Pennsylvania
and II Trovutore last year was such a has long been a prominent Grange
sensation, wiil have the prima worker and speaker, while the sime
donna roles In 1st Tosca. The stars is true of Hiram Bingham of Confrom the oilier operas will be of nect'eut, last year's lieutenant gov
similar excellence, and a brilliant ernor and this year elected and in
week is assured.
augurated governor, but holding the
The opei as are again under the position less than 24 hours because
local manage ment of A. I Bove and of bis election to represent his state
A. M. SIciliano. The attractions aro in the United States Senate.
of the type that will appeal to all
Menfbers of the Grange are almost
music lovers, lndh .it ons are that invariably leaders in their respective
lost year's succ, s.s will bo repeated.' communitier. filling ppsitlons of pub
and that excursion groups from all lie responsibility and trust; while in
over Maine will go to Portland to nearly every state legislature each
attend ihe performances.
yi ar there is a liberal sprinkling of
members of the Grange In both
branches.

Lift Off-No Pain!

WHO? Single persons who bad net
Income of $1,000 or more or gross
income of $5,000 or more, and mar
ried couples who had net income of
$2,500 or more or gross income of
$5,000 or more must file returns.
WHEN? The bling period is from
Capital .............................................. $100,000.00
January 1 to March 15. 1925.
WHERE? Collector of infernal revSurplus..............................................
100,000.00
nue for the district in which tinperson lives or has his principal
Profits.................................................
66,915.00
place of business.
HOW? Instructions on Form 1040a
Stockholders Liability...................... 100,000.00
and Form 1040; also the law and
regulations.
WHAT? Two per cent normal tax ,1
on the first $4,000 of pet income it.
$366,915.00
excess of the personal exemptions
and credits. Four per cent normal
tax on the next $4,000.
Six pe»
cent on the balance of net income
RESOURCES
Surtax on net income in excess ol
$10,000.
$3,700,000.00
• • * •
U. S- Leads in Oysters
Number 11
“In any consideration of
the
Where by reason of illness or ab
world’s oyster industry the United
sence from home additional time for
States necessarily receives first and
You are invited to come in or correspond.
filing an income tax return is requir- j
most prominent mention, for there is
ed. the taxpayer should address to the
no country in which oysters occupy
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
a more important place. The output
Wa ihington, D. C., a request for an
there is larger and more valuable
'than elsewhere, and the relative irnextension.
Collectors of internal
revenue are not, as under preceediag
i parlance of oysters compared with
acts, permitted to grant such ex
the total fishery product is greater.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
tensions. The request must be made
Furthermore, among the leading
before the return is due—on or bef re
, oyster-producing countries the cost
March 15, 1925. if made Ion the calen
of oysters to the consumer is least
dar basis—and must contain a full11
and the per capita consumption is
recital for the causes of the delay.
greatest in the United States.
An extension of time for filing the
“The seven leading oyster States,
GRATIFYING
FIGURES
return does not extend the time of
each of which produces over a mil
payment of the tax or any install- .
_
o
lion bushels annually, are Maryland.
ment thereof unless so spec lied in the A rUFther Statement Gon\ irginia, New Jersey, Rhode Island.
Sailed On The Ship Billings
extension. As a condition 01 grant
New York, Mississippi and Louisiana.
cerning Operation of Cen- Editor of the Couriei--onzett4:—
ing an extension, tile commissioner
“The body of water which produc
. . . .
q
In your issue of .Ian. 20 I notice an
may require the submission of a ten
trar
Maine
rower
Co.
inquiry
from
william n. wiison ot es more oysters than any other body
tative return and estimate cf the
----Htaten Island about the American of water in the United States, or, in
amount of the tax. and the piyinent
Central Maine Power Company sailing shin Frederick
Billings. fact, in, the
,, whole
, world, is Chesa,.
of at least one-fourth cf the esti shows gratifying improvement dur- This tine ship left 'Rockport in 1SS1 |,leaRe "*?'
“lle sld.istiis o t e
mated amount.
skeleton
crew
on
board
in
•
v.vster
industry
show
the
preponderwith
Ing a hard year.
King at‘n* importance of the hay; an out
,
tow of steam-tug Storm
The gross earnings of company boun(, f(>r Xew York she went ,nto put of over seven and three-fourths
In our own factories, in t.iree
states, it has absolutely eliminated system for December, 1924
were berth at Java street. Brooklyn, to million bushels, valued at $4,460,
alcoholism as a procuring cause of $382,643 compared witn $346,852 for load case oil for Japan. The captain or 35 percent of the qunni ’y and 22
accidents, penury and strikes.—R. M.
percent of the value of the entire
December 1323. an increase of »3«,T85 in command from Rockport to New oyster crop of the United States for
Downie. Secretary and Manager the .
York was named Tolpy. The thief
Keystone Driller Co.
|or 13 percent.
1920.
Gross earnings for the year end- mate was George Hatch. Capt. Tol
py
was
relieved
of
his
command
by
China’s Early Oyster Culture
------------- | ing Dec. 31, 192 4. were $3,877,706
$
compared with $3,736,969
for the a Capt. Sherman, who took the
“Oysters have been untl-r culture
year ending Dec. 31. 1923, an increase splendid ship out on her maiden longer than any other shell-fish
! voyage. The writer, who was born
of $140,738 or 3.77 percent.
and. Indeed, than any other water
For the year 1924, after operating at Tenant’s Harbor, Sept. 10. 18G3, creature. A simple type of cultiva
expenses including maintenance, tax was serving in the capacity of able tion, with the formation of artificial
es and depreciation, the net income seaman on board this ship at the beds, flourished in China at a ver;
Thousands of Children Suffer
available for bond interest was $1,- lime. Those were the days of wood remote period and probably ante
from Worms, and Their
483.938. After paying bond interest en ships and “iroh”' men.
dated by some centuries the incep
(Capt.) ,1. W.Simmons
Mothers Do Not Know What
on subsidiary companies the bond
tion of oyster culture in Italy, about
Galveston. Texas. Jan. 26.
the Trouble Is.
interest charges on Central Maine
the year 100 B. C.
Sign, of Worm, arc: Constipation. deranged Power Company bonds were earned
“At least nine hundred species are
When The Ship Wes Built
itomach, swollen upper lip. offen.ire breath, 2.54 times. For the year 1923. after
known, with a rather wide range In
hard and full stomach with pains, pale fare, operating expenses including main- Edi’or of The Cburtet-Gazette: —
size, shape, habits, flavor, and food
2I\he^7;1^TJ,<hIJCO^llh'4r,.n..‘,inr’7he tenincUlaxts and depreciation, the
Far lie it from me to enter into value. Some excellent species exist
teeth, little rod points on the tongue
any
controversy
with
the
gentlemen
net
income
available
for
bond
inter

itarting during sleep with troublesome
in the equatorial and sub-tropical
est , was $1,208,463.
After paying who helped build the ship Frederick regions, hut the best occur in tem
dreams, slow (ever.
Billings
—
but
—
Iworked
for
Bean
ii
bond interest on subsidiary companperate climes. The northern limits
Roberts, 502 Asylum St., jes
bond interest charges on Gilchrist in Camden in the spring
Flint, Mich., wrote: “My little gill Central Maine Power company bonds and summer of 1884 and I 4m quite of their habitat are the Gulf of St.
.awrence and southern Norw ay in
is relieved of her worms.” And in a were earned 2.19 times.
sure that the ship was not launched ^e ' AtUntic? and Hokkaido ahd
later letter wrote: “Baby is fine and
I,aci,.(,
For the year 1924. the balance that year. The maritime registry | j,,,^ S(lu,,rt
It was your
/
available for preferred stock was gives it as follows:
'’Oysters produce an
immense
“Sp. Frederick Billings, 4 masts, number of young in order to compen
$917,971.
Dividends were earned
1.32 times on Central Maine Power 2197 tons, lau August 1885.”
sate for the heavy mortality that oc
Which is doubtless correct. Just be curs at all stages of growth. bW
Company preferred stock. For the
1923, the balance available for cause The Courier-Gazette printed on particularly in the early months. It
The True Family Laxat ive year
preferred stock was $721,937. Div its front page a picture of the afore is an astonishing biological fact that
said ship which wasn’t that ship at in some species of oyster each sex
idends were earned 1 18 times.
and worm expcllcr
During the year 1924. the Company all has led to some confusion among is represented by a different individthat helped her.’*
paid two 1 percent dividends on its our friends. There seems to be a ^lal. as in the oyster of the Atlantic
common stock and increased its re discrepancy of dates, hut all agree coat of North America: while in
family »ise $1.20; other sizes
serve for depreciation by $165,335,- that the ship was built at Rockport. other s|>ecies both sexes are united
bOc and 40r.
Mr. Brown has my thanks for in in one individual—the male stage al
93 and its surplus by $167,319.25.
'The company's outlook for 1925 is formation as to the first three-mast ternating with the female as in the
bright.
Many new
power-users, ed vessel being the John McAdam in common oyster of the Atlantic coast
large and small, have already applied stead of the Job.’ K Daily. Obvious of Europe.
for service and several new indus ly my error. As Dad came to St.
“The human animal is not the ontries requiring heavy power service George in 1854 he knew personally , ly one that looks with favor upon
are investigating the advantage of of the schooner. In his diaries « f
edible qualities of the oyster.
1876-7" etc. I find frequent referen At every stage in its career it is at
locating in its territory.
ces to work done on schooner John tacked by a horde of dangerous en
Until spring on any of our
E. Daily hut no reference to schoon emies, some of which are most de
STONINGTON
used cars. Your old car or
er John McAdam. Either she wa$ structive after the oyster has put on
not owned in St. George at that time
a cash deposit will hold any
Theodore Boise is making an ex or had gone the way of schooners. its stoutest armor and would seem
. . to he almost invulnerable. Before it
tensive addition to his store
used car until spring.
Sometime ago Mr Brown enquired becomes att,„.h, the rtfll,,ite frv ,s
Margaret Oiosa is tea'-hin.; a veiv
h.Ua,'U5..
i,} ad„i. oy»successful term of school at Jslo au Fuller. I have seen no answer to liis
stem and various other shellfish, as
1922 Chandler Tour. $650 j Haut.
query. I have •oarehed Dad's di.ir- j
aa b>' fishes like the Menhaden.
In perfect condition; low mileage.
Albert Shepard and Henry Euioii ICS vbut do not Dfind any reference to ; ««'■
whl(1)
1((od
were in Portland last tveck.
her fate^ My recollection is that . flom ,he „
, lhp
r
In a college play “The Adventurer ■she was burned at bi. Simon s Isle or |at|alA) it„ Hhc„ „ „pw fe( ()f (i| „
1921 Hudson Tour. $450
of
Lady
Ursula
”
to
he
given
at
the
New top and side curtains
Hilton Head in a fire that destroyed ,ish ,.„elllies.
v. ith dri|lB
Opera House in Waterville. March, mills. Wharves, etc.. I should say 40 ,)CBin ,helr „,,acUa all(, ,xlra;.t (ht.
jtenth
Miss
Edith
Gray
has
a
leading
1921 5tudcbaker Spl. $350 part.
years ago. In the dla -y Oct. 4. 1880 ,Koft „a|.tH tl.,.„Uf.h Elillllte holes.
Gocd condition
I t'e,7
oeW"
son* '’--“’hies various snail-like
Senator I’. T. Clarke is home from
J. I-. ail; "«day.
mollusks do immense damage to the
’Augusta for a feu days.
...
,
„
Boze.
|je(ls of Oygtera jn ulp|r n,.st yeal.
1922 Dort Touring $300
Fred Torrey's .Sunday School ( lass
Somerville. Jan. 2$.
Fine condition
iof boys entertained at Mr. Torrey's
ihome Monday evening. Miss Sprowl’s
THE EDGECOMB CUTOFF
1920 Buick 6 Tour. $285 J and Miss Wood’s classes. RefreshGood condition
ments were served and a good time
A correspondent in the Lincoln
| reported.
County News says:
1922 Chevrolet Tour. $250
The harbor is frozen over so it
"There seem to lie many different
Perfect mechanically
, is difficult for the boats to get to the
views regarding the exact situation
cnpuuB
, wharf
pertaining to State Highway project
OTHERS TO CHOOSE FROM
j Dr. Wasgatt of Deer Isle is in
69 at North Edgccomb. Probably
Aqood
1 town often calling on patients.
few people away from the community
pal/
Now is the time of year to buy a
The basket-hall game
between
know that the contractor came here
j
Stonington
High
and
Deer
Isle
High
good open car at the right price.
with a steam shovel- which com
menced to break down a few weeks
They will be higher in the spring. 1 Friday evening resulted in favor of
‘the Deer Isle boys and Stonington
after arriving and during the best
girls.
months of the summer w is very un
Mrs. Alice Merrill died Friday at
reliable. He obtained one to take its
•the home of l)er sister Mrs. Carrie!
place the latter part of the summer
1 Morey.
and this lias done line work. The
former condition of course retarded
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Community Fair Feb. 23-28. Ar- ^tod^^ueera^emo»d~iv<<aPric«/Z
tile work and gave the stranger a
i ade.—adv.
12-tf
wrong idea of the situation."
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Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
1 read with much Interest In jour
issue of Dec. 24 the article written
by Bo«e about the Camden Iron
Clads, because I was interested in the
same movement. From liio father's
diary lie gives the date of the big
meeting in the Tenant’s Harbor
church as Feb. 15 1877. I well re
member the meeting, as I was pres
ent and recall some of the things
tliut were Raid during the evening.
I would like to tell about a later
meeting. The Reform Club of Port
Clyde invited She Reform Club of
Tenant’s Harbor to pay them a vidit.
The meeting was held in the school
house, which was filled, and all the
good speakers from the Harbor were
there.
Probably Charles Crocker,
the secretary, was present, but I
don’t remember. I was president of
the Port Clyde, club and Whitney
Long was president of the Harbor
club. As I did not know ail the vis
iting speakers, and Mr. Long did, 1
asked him to preside.
The meeting began by prayer and
singing. A yojung lady sang “What
Shall the Harvest Be?" It was the
first time I had heard that gospel
song and 1 thought it was the most
beautiful hymn I had ever heard,
wish some one could tell me who the
singer was—I have forgotten. The
sons had a very marked effect on the
spirit of the meeting. After some oi
the members had related their exper
iences with Demon Rum. Mr. Long
whispered to me: “Would you like to
hear some fun?"
When I said yes, he called on
“Uncle Ad." Uncle Ad by this time
was all ready. He repeated the very
words that Boze mentioned in his
letter, how he was drunk "from 16
to 60," etc. He soon had everybody
laughing and closed by telling them
how ihe pledge had kept him from
his erring ways. The pledge wq had
taken was to abstain from all intoxi
eating liquors as a beveragge, wine
and cider included. 1 signed the
pledge to help others, although I
had never used liquor in my life.
Forty-eight years have passed since
that meeting. An interesting ques
tion would be. how many kept the
pledge? I have kept mine and prob
ably most of the others have done
likewise.
W. J. Hatton.
2825 North Johnson St.. Los Angeles,
Calif.. Jan. 25. I(»25.

*J*fIE superiority of our
steaks is beyond ques

tion. Your sense of taste

will tell you of the flavor
and

oh !

how

tender.

Chops broiled or fried to
your liking.
Get acquainted

with aur

“Bill O'Fara”

Newberfs Cafeteria
Rockland’a Finest Eating Place

START
SAVING NOW
When you begin to earn
You should begin to save,

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK
429 MAIN

ST., ROCKLAND

A strictly mutual savings
bank.

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXE8 TO RENT

